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Abstract 

 

Investors rely on models to give insight into how electricity system components work together to 

match demand with supply in a reliable manner, those components being: consumer demand, con-

sumer technologies to generate or curtail, and producer technologies. Over the last decade, increas-

ing emphasis has been placed on wind and solar generation sources that are dependent on weather 

conditions.  The contribution of this thesis is to provide the first integrated analysis of the implica-

tions for generation adequacy studies, capacity power market design, and long-run market effi-

ciency of alternative methods that account for the unique variability characteristics of renewables, 

while maintaining comparable treatment both between weather dependent and thermal generators 

and between renewable resources that provide different system benefits. 

Using both statistical methods and optimization techniques, I develop model procedures 

that improve renewable representation to enhance decision making towards efficient solutions.  I 

investigate and recommend methods to determine the renewable generator capacity value for re-

source adequacy studies and electricity market procurements – each of which significantly differs 

from current industry practice.   

I investigate several aspects of renewable generation in electricity markets.  First, from the 

viewpoint of selecting a market capacity mechanism, I explore revenue sufficiency for generation 
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investment combined with large renewable additions and find that although renewable generation 

plays a role in reducing profits to thermal generators, revenue shortfalls also come from other more 

significant factors.  Generally, capacity mechanisms raise prices for consumers.  Secondly, where 

electricity markets use a secondary market for capacity to maintain adequacy, I show that the cor-

rect valuation of renewable generation is the marginal value during critical hours.  I further find 

that the selection of critical hours is dependent on the sample of correlated historical demand and 

renewable production, and that the increased system variations require more expansive data than 

used by industry.  Finally, I find that each renewable facility can make a unique system contribution 

and that to most efficiently incentivize renewable additions that meet reliability and renewable 

targets, each facility should receive a differentiated payment based on its contribution rather than a 

uniform value broadly determined across a technology type.   

 

 Primary Reader:   Benjamin F. Hobbs 

 Secondary Readers:   Paul Ferraro 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Thesis Statement 

Modeling weather dependent wind and solar electric generation can be improved resulting in closer 

to optimal investment signals if:  

 changes are made to calculate capacity values based on critical reliability hours that corre-

late consumer demand with all generation sources over long periods (>10 years), and  

 the average production during these critical hours (marginal value) is used as the equivalent 

capacity value in capacity markets to motivate new investment. 

1.2 Motivation 

Investment in electric generation has short- and long-term implications for costs, emissions, and 

reliability that are changing as many countries seek to increase renewable development as clean 

and secure electricity generation alternatives.  Weather dependent wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) 

development have been the primary renewable resources to meet these objectives although other 
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solar technologies and hydrokinetics are beginning to emerge [8].  In the United States (US), the 

country with the second largest total renewable capacity (China having the most), wind is projected 

to surpass hydroelectric sources in 2018 as producing the highest amount of renewable energy in 

the country [9].   

Wind and solar electricity production have very different characteristics than traditional 

fossil, nuclear, and hydro generators [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], yet the models used to determine 

future resource investments rely on decades-old practices that have not kept pace with the emerging 

system changes [15], [16].  With the increase of wind and solar generation, reliably maintaining 

sufficient supply to meet customer demand with an acceptable level of risk, which is often called 

resource adequacy, is more complicated than when only thermal and hydro generation were used. 

Complexities intensify due to the variability inherent in weather dependent wind and solar genera-

tors and interdependencies between these renewable resources and customer demand [17], [18], 

[19], [20].  I experienced this challenge first-hand working in the electric utility industry where I 

was tasked with proposing and defending the utility’s portfolio of generation investment.  There is 

a need to improve generation investment models that determine whether a generation portfolio is 

sufficient and identify economically efficient new resource additions.  There is a need to improve 

the data used in these models. Additionally, there is a need to improve electricity market practices 

to motivate efficient long-term decisions incorporating large penetrations of intermittent renewable 

resources, including when, where, what type, and how much renewable capacity. 

Many commodities rely on scarcity pricing, in which high prices curtail demand within 

available capacity, as a means of efficiently incentivizing new market entry; however, this is not 

necessarily the case in the electricity sector where a high degree of reliability is expected and reg-

ulatory institutions impose price caps.  Spot market theory developed by Schweppe et al. [21], show 
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how the scarcity pricing approach can, in theory, result in both short-term allocation efficiency and 

long-term investment efficiency.  The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has urged 

independent system operators to implement effective scarcity pricing for the same reasons [22]; 

however, capacity shortages in the electricity sector and failure to achieve resource adequacy tar-

gets due to reduced investment or maintenance have indicated the presence of market failures [23]. 

Some of the shortages have been the result of market caps placed on energy prices, limiting cus-

tomer exposure to real-time scarcity pricing [24].  Limiting market prices subsequently disrupts the 

economic signal for demand reduction and limits generator revenues, which in turn reduce new 

market entry or maintenance of existing capacity.  Thus, demand is higher and out of balance with 

generation.  Absence of multi-year forward markets has been argued by some to be an even greater 

obstacle to investment [25].  

Since the 1990’s, various capacity remuneration mechanisms have been investigated in 

U.S. and European markets to motivate investment to ensure resource adequacy.  The California 

Energy Crisis is one example that prompted investigation into providing additional price supports 

for generation investment [24].  Capacity mechanisms include monthly or annual payments to 

power suppliers for their installed generation based on a capacity valuation.  These payments are 

in addition to what they receive for their actual production in the energy market. Some, but not all, 

U.S. markets have adopted such mechanisms in various forms.  The Electric Reliability Council of 

Texas (ERCOT) is one exception that has instead raised price caps.  The California Independent 

System Operator (CAISO) and the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) set capac-

ity requirements for each of the load serving entities (LSE). 

Capacity valuation began in an era when thermal generation dominated.  A large body of 

theory, based on assumptions that plant outages are statistically independent of each other and of 
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demand [17], [26], is at the foundation of the traditional definition of resource adequacy and re-

quired investment to achieve reliability metrics.  However, over the past decade there has been 

increasing development of weather dependent renewable generation to the point that its inclusion 

in both reliability assessments and capacity mechanisms is increasingly important.  Renewable 

contributions to capacity markets have only been minimally analyzed.   

My dissertation research focuses on investment decisions for new electric generation and 

how the incorporation of weather dependent generation, particularly wind and solar, changes the 

way that the electric system operates, alters how adequacy should be calculated, and shifts genera-

tion investment incentives.  It applies to decisions made by private investors, public utilities, and 

organized markets.  I develop methods and metrics that consider the contribution of each resource 

type to system costs and reliability even though their characteristics vary greatly.  These methods 

can be used by industry, including policymakers, to motivate efficient investment. 

 

1.3 Key Issues 

My research addresses the following sets of questions that explore the relationship of variable re-

newable generation, capacity contributions and system adequacy: 

 How do Different Capacity Market Rules Perform in Terms of Economic and Port-

folio Efficiency and Reliability When Incorporating Renewable Generation?  Con-

sumer demand and wind and solar generation are each variable.  When assessing long-term 

system reliability, the interdependencies should be considered.  I investigate both the inac-

curacies of existing industry practice and suggest additional methods that should theoreti-

cally provide results with less distortion.  This is the focus of Chapter 4.   
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 How well do Different Capacity Mechanisms Incentivize Optimal Generation Invest-

ment, Especially in Systems with Significant Wind and Solar Capacity?  Traditional 

resource planning uses reserve margin as a basis for generation adequacy; however, renew-

able generators can confound this approach.  Energy market failures indicate insufficient 

market payments to motivate investment.  I investigate proposed remedies for resource 

adequacy in electricity markets by looking at the imbalance between generator costs and 

generator revenues particularly with varying amounts of renewable generation.  This is the 

focus of Chapter 5. 

 What is the Appropriate Value to Place on Renewable Generation that Promotes Eco-

nomically Efficient Investment in Generation Capacity Additions, Especially in Sys-

tems with Significant Wind and Solar Capacity?  Various methods for acknowledging 

intermittent renewable capacity are in current practice.  I use a systems approach and opti-

mization modeling to investigate the economic inefficiency of current capacity calculation 

methods in electricity markets, to measure the effects on investment and operations costs 

when using different energy and capacity policies, and to recommend best practices to mo-

tivate long-term efficient investment.  This is the focus of Chapter 6. 

 What Data Are Required for Renewable Reliability Assessments, Recognizing Vari-

ability and Correlation?  Wind and solar generation resources present new challenges 

due to uncertain output. I use statistical methods combined with optimization modeling to 

explore the effect of sample error resulting from use of short historical records and data 

averaging.  I make recommendations concerning data sets that would best capture long-

term resource patterns for planning purposes.  This is the focus of Chapters 7.   
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1.4 Contributions 

Together my research provides direction to the electricity industry facing substantial system inte-

gration of intermittent renewable generation and guides policy towards efficient and reliable in-

vestment.  The work is intended to inform policymakers, electric utilities, generation investors, 

electricity market designers, and market participants in the ongoing transformation of the electricity 

sector.  The contribution of this thesis is to provide the first integrated analysis of the implications 

for adequacy studies, capacity market design and long-run market efficiency of alternative methods 

that account for the unique variability characteristics of renewables, while maintaining comparable 

treatment both between renewable and fossil resources and between renewable resources that pro-

vide different system benefits. 

This thesis makes the following contributions: 

 In Chapter 4, a new definition is introduced of critical reliability hours that relates the in-

terdependencies of load and weather dependent generation.  Also introduced are two new 

methods for counting wind and solar capacity for reliability assessments: the average shift 

in residual demand due to the combination of weather dependent generation and the aver-

age production during the new critical hours, the marginal value.  I then present a detailed 

analysis of existing industry methods along with the two new methods.  Through this anal-

ysis, I show that the average shift in residual demand is most appropriate in a reserve mar-

gin study; however, reserve margin studies should be used sparingly.  I further show that 

the marginal value is most likely to provide the correct motivation for future investment. 

 In Chapter 5, the method of residual demand shift, introduced in Chapter 4 is used to ex-

plore potential capacity mechanisms for revenue sufficiency using the reserve margin 

method for assessing adequacy.  I show shortcomings of capacity mechanisms in achieving 
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equilibrium or generator revenue sufficiency. I suggest that reserve margin planning may 

not be an appropriate reliability metric for systems with large renewable penetrations.  

 In Chapter 6, I analyze the marginal definition from Chapter 4 compared to existing indus-

try definitions and find that the marginal value of weather dependent renewable generation 

is the appropriate value to assign to achieve market efficiency without distortion of costs 

or generation investment mix.  Further, I show that each renewable facility should be val-

ued individually to optimize renewable development using unique site and design param-

eters that best match the requirements of the overall system. 

 In Chapter 7, I analyze the data requirements needed to develop reasonable investment 

models.  I show that the increased system variability resulting from the combination of 

variability in consumer demand, wind speed, and solar insolation create large distortions 

of cost and mix when using an industry practice of data averaging.  If data aggregation is 

necessary, I show how single years are better approximations than averaging data but the 

best year to use can change with renewable penetration. Best practice would include using 

many years to capture how reliability fluctuates between years. 

1.5 Scope 

My thesis begins with background information on electric system reliability in the context of gen-

eration investment decisions with an emphasis on changes due to renewable generation (Chapters 

2 and 3).  I describe electricity market failures that result when market rules do not keep pace with 

technology.  Chapter 4 compares the broad range of industry capacity definitions applied to wind 

and solar resources and demonstrates how they result in a wide range of capacity values for the 

same wind resource. This inconsistency indicates potential for favoring or penalizing wind tech-

nologies, more broadly suggesting market inefficiency.  Chapter 5 explores proposed capacity 
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mechanisms for revenue sufficiency to remedy the market failure of insufficient generation devel-

opment to meet adequacy criteria.  Although renewable generation contributes to revenue short-

falls, other factors were found to be bigger drivers.  Differing renewable generator characteristics 

were found to create revenue issues between renewable generators suggesting individual valuation 

is necessary.  Chapter 6 discusses the definition of a renewable capacity value that when used cor-

rectly can mitigate market inefficiency resulting from energy price caps and enable a broad range 

of traditional and new generation types to be compared via a common metric. This analysis is done 

based on the availability of perfect information, including knowing the variability of wind and solar 

production with certainty.  It further shows that renewable generators should be independently val-

ued.  Chapter 7 details how the combined variability of consumer demand and renewable resources 

increases data requirements for good prediction.  The sample error between different data realiza-

tions is shown including a comparison to common industry techniques of data averaging. Chapter 

8 provides summary conclusions and discussion of future work.  
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Chapter 2  

Transforming Planning Models 

Today’s electric power generation planning models and methods rely on decades-old practices of 

minimizing costs to optimize investment in new generation. These models make rough approxima-

tions that have been adequate in a world in which thermal generation was dispatched to meet fore-

cast loads.  However, as policies expand to incorporate multiple objectives, including the integra-

tion of intermittent renewable resources and targeted customer demand response, those models are 

rendered obsolete.  Without modeling improvements, policy goals seeking to increase sustainable 

resource options may not be achieved cost effectively.  There is a need to improve model formula-

tions and industry practices to fully capture the need for, and benefits of, system flexibility in the 

face of short-run variations and forecast error, and long run policy, regulatory, technical, and eco-

nomic uncertainties. 

This chapter explores what aspects of existing models need to be updated and the conse-

quences of both maintaining the status quo and improving model capabilities.  Current research 
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into improved models is reviewed for best practices and challenges are identified.  Recommenda-

tions are made on how to overcome the challenges to develop models that will better optimize 

mixes of renewable generation, thermal generation, demand response, storage, and transmission. 

2.1 Introduction 

Many countries have goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and boost energy security by re-

ducing energy imports.  Renewable energy is the prime means to achieve these goals.  The Euro-

pean Union (EU) has a goal of 20% renewable energy by 2020 with discussions of extending to 

higher limits [27], while the renewable energy industry in Europe claims that 100% renewable 

energy is technologically achievable by 2050 [28].  Some countries within the EU have more ag-

gressive goals, such as Denmark’s goal of 100% renewable by 2050 with a 50% wind energy target 

by 2020 [29].  China [30] and India [31] are striving towards goals of 15% by 2020.  Thirty-eight 

of the fifty United States have standards or goals ranging from 10% to 40% over varying time 

periods [32], including California meeting 33% of energy sales from renewable sources in 2020 

[33] and potentially 50% by 2030.  Hawaii has a new goal of 100% by 2045 [34]. Each of the 

mentioned goals will be met with large amounts of weather dependent generation such as wind and 

solar.  Key findings of NREL [35] suggest that it is feasible for the US to achieve 80% renewable 

energy by 2050; however, this theoretical feasibility has only been backed by comprehensive stud-

ies that integrate 30% wind energy [12, p. 19].  

Renewable energy sources, especially the weather dependent resources of wind and solar 

that are abundant worldwide, have different characteristics than historical energy options.  The 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recognized this in an elaborate report on re-

newable energy.  Although significant challenges are recognized, the IPCC prematurely concludes 

that “there are few, if any, technical limits to the planned system integration of RE (renewable 
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energy) technologies… [36, p. 612].”  Electric systems have not been stressed to these theoretical 

limits and those that have a higher penetration of intermittent resources, for example Denmark, rely 

heavily on interconnections with neighboring systems that do not have comparable intermittent 

resource levels.  Achievability is questionable across all systems, as existing inherent system capa-

bility becomes committed and market rules fail to incentivize development of additional comple-

mentary resources.  In part, antiquated modeling techniques are responsible for providing inaccu-

rate signals for new investment, yet electricity market rules focusing heavily on competitive energy 

prices without considering the full line of system services that generators supply also contribute to 

market inefficiencies.  This is evident in Germany, where economic signals have led to plant shut 

downs and subsequent system capacity shortages.  Also of note in Europe, is that its cleaner natural 

gas facilities are not economical while higher greenhouse gas emitting coal plants remain relatively 

more profitable [37].  As the electric system becomes more complex, markets must also become 

more complex to provide appropriate price signals.   

Generation planning and investment models need to (1) provide answers to crucial ques-

tions facing planners, investors, and regulators for systems with ambitious renewable energy targets 

and (2) represent the features of power systems that are necessary to address those questions.  Re-

searchers have proposed planning model formulations that include some of these features, which 

have been incorporated in some commercial software packages, yet a fully integrative model that 

can be used for large systems and solved within a reasonable time frame still needs work.   

As far back as 1882, when Edison electrified a small network in New York City, system 

operators have had to match generation with load.  In those early days it was simple – shovel a pile 

of coal in the boiler and decrease the amount as the lights turned out.  Weather was even an early 

factor necessitating the assistance of a spotter to see if clouds or a storm would require the generator 
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to be stoked differently than required by normal weather [38, p. 38].  Generation expansion plan-

ning was also relatively straightforward with new generators being added as additional customers 

could afford the electricity.  Electricity was an excludable public good delivered by a monopoly. 

Although profits from electricity were always the prime mover to growth, with limited technolog-

ical advancement, access to electricity was more important than process efficiency.  Customers, 

who could afford it, would pay whatever it cost because it allowed their business to move techno-

logically forward. 

Over the last 130 years, several transformations have occurred within the electricity indus-

try: the movement from DC to AC allowing the transference of electricity over great distances and 

the development of much larger generators; the extension of power lines into remote rural areas of 

the United States in the 1930’s1  providing a model of affordable electricity for all and moving 

closer to a pure non-excludable public good; the development of new sources of generation includ-

ing massive investments in hydro, natural gas, and nuclear adding different system operating char-

acteristics; the sophistication and sensitivity of electric consuming devices to the quality of power, 

making voltage and frequency control more important; and utility and market structures including 

competition with varying objective functions for cost minimization and profit maximization – gen-

erally selling the inelastic homogenous good called electricity.  Today’s industry transformation 

revolves around achieving clean energy and energy security goals with renewable resources, while 

maintaining reliable load following operations introducing new aspects of product differentiation.  

Additionally, the long thought “too cheap to meter” commodity of electricity is beginning to exhibit 

                                                      

 
1 Promoted in part by FDR’s Rural Electrification Act of 1935 
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long suppressed price elasticity as customer demand response provides increasing system benefits 

depending on price signals. 

As operations have become more complex, there has been increased need for tools with 

enhanced speed and complexity for conducting analysis.  Even back in the late 1890’s Samuel 

Insull devised ways to track generator usage and load curves.  He strove to increase utilization of 

his generators by finding compatible customer uses [38, p. 68].  Once electrification was more 

widespread, it became more common to match generators to loads, instead of visa versa; however, 

there were just a few types of generators that were either operated for baseload or for peaking.  By 

the early 1960s it became evident that additional types of generation were needed to efficiently 

meet the load requirements.  Hicks [39] provided theoretical insight into the optimization algo-

rithms and types of units required – still using load duration curves and screening curves at the core 

while Fitzpatrick and Gallagher [40] developed some of the first computer aided load duration 

optimization programs. Modern day texts for sustainable power systems still teach the fundamen-

tals of these century old practices [10] as initial means for resource planning while industry soft-

ware such as WASP2  and that from ABB3  use consolidated load curves over typical weeks [41], 

[42].  National policy scale models4 use even fewer time blocks.  Although methods were developed 

to treat non-dispatchable resources as decision variables as far back as 1982 [43], this is not typi-

cally how industry planning is conducted.  Missing in long-term planning models are accurate re-

newable capacity contributions, resource interdependencies and the means to capture aspects of 

real time operation - such as operating reserves, minimum operating levels and times, and ramp 

                                                      

 
2 Wien Automatic System Planning, International Atomic Energy Agency 
3 ABB Capacity Expansion Strategist and System Optimizer (formerly Ventyx) 
4 IPM – Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [213], ReEDS – National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [215], US-REGEN 

– Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) [216], NEMS – US Energy Information Administration (EIA) [214], and HAIKU – Re-

sources for the Future [212]. 
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rates that are required within an hour to meet system reliability criteria and the resultant increased 

cost of maintenance due to cycling [44], [45], [46].  Each of these may change the decision to 

optimize system resources through new investment as intermittent resources comprise increasingly 

higher portions of the total energy generated.  A comprehensive review of renewable integration 

computer tools by Connolly et al. [47], confirm gaps in tools specifically for investment planning 

on a systems level with sufficient granularity, small enough time steps.  Recently, additional reports 

by EPRI, NREL, EIA and EPA confirm issues with the granularity of data [48], [15], [16].  I de-

velop a model that moves in the direction of these needed improvements. 

The last 40-50 years have marked rapid technological increases in computational power, 

which impact the model complexity that can be employed for generation expansion planning.  Yet, 

some believe that computation capabilities still limit the scope of modern analysis.  By the 1970’s, 

dynamic programming methods were developed to incorporate reliability and uncertainty into gen-

erator expansion decisions that had previously been centered on cost [49].  Additionally, Anderson 

[50] discusses linear programming techniques utilizing the load duration curve but making the im-

portant caveat assumption that this modeling includes costs that are not dependent on time.  In the 

1990’s, Hobbs [51] and Zhu and Chow [52] reviewed new optimization methods taking advantage 

of increasing computational power and including alternate resource options such as using demand 

side management or expanding the transmission system.  Over the last decade, new optimization 

modeling techniques and extensions of veteran algorithms have been proposed by many researchers 

to capture the unique aspects of intermittent renewable integration including consideration of ex-

panded operating issues to make investment decisions. 

This chapter summarizes the new types of questions that are being asked in generation 

investment planning, the model features that are needed to respond to those questions, and the 
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recent developments of academic and commercial planning models.  The existing literature is sys-

tematically reviewed and critiqued, including mathematical formulations and solution methods, 

and needs for new modeling developments and better data are identified.  How the inclusion of 

significant quantities of renewable resources is changing system operations and why this is im-

portant to generation expansion planning is outlined in Section 2.2.  Section 2.3 is a review of the 

current modeling trends for integrating intermittent wind and solar resources while Section 2.4 

addresses both variability and uncertainty.  Computational limitations in modeling and proposed 

techniques for modeling within given limitations are addressed in Section 2.5.  Finally, Section 2.6 

presents some summary results and Section 2.7 provides concluding remarks for the direction of 

research efforts and improved models. 

2.2 Weather Dependent Resource Operations in Planning Models 

Wind and solar resources are variable, uncertain, weather dependent and difficult to predict.  Yet 

amid the increasing uncertainty, the electric system must always balance load and generation and 

meet applicable industry operational standards.  The usage of weather dependent resources creates 

varying degrees of long-term planning and short-term operational challenges.  Although contribu-

tions to system demand may seem like the most critical issue in planning models, the inter-hour 

variability and regulation requirement impacts are also important, as are system dependencies.  

Ackermann et al. [12, p. 8] provide actual data in Denmark showing the need for ramping capability 

even at an hourly variation level.  Reviews done by Smith et al. [53] and Strbac et al. [54] show 

that systems are unique and require individual consideration as determined by the wide range of 

system impact results due to wind integration.  Further, Troy et al. [55] and Deane et al. [56] show 

that system costs are significantly underestimated using hourly instead of sub-hourly data and that 

ramp rate constraints are an important parameter to monitor.  In particular [56] shows that shadow 
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pricing on ramping changes when data is both chronological and subhourly as shown in Figure 2-1.  

Ummels et al. [57] show how unit commitment and dispatch are modified when data improvements 

are realized and that previous assessments provide faulty indications with respect to frequency reg-

ulation and operating reserves.  Operational models for unit commitment and economic dispatch 

are being adapted to better predict actual operation with intermittent resources.  Lotfi and Ghaderi 

[58] suggest model improvements to include complex day-ahead operations decisions in long-term 

optimization decisions for systems without intermittent resources.  Planning models for new in-

vestment lag optimization improvements in operations, yet the new investments being planned will 

be operated using revised dispatch and scheduling models.  The challenge in updating the invest-

ment models is not adding every detail possible, but finding the relevant level of detail to make an 

accurately informed decision regarding tipping points between competing technologies. 

 

 
Figure 2-1:  Maximum shadow price on ramp up using chronological sub-hourly data. 
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Although previous methods for determining system adequacy were based on yearly assess-

ments of system peaks and available resources, continuing this practice with increased levels of 

variable resources will no longer ensure adequacy throughout the year.  The system may not have 

adequate flexibility to respond to intermittent resources in conjunction with demand variations 

hourly or sub-hourly or even have sufficient capacity in seasons that were previously of lesser 

importance.  For example, large solar investments to a system whose highest demand is in the sunny 

summer may find a solar saturation point where dark evening or winter hours now become capacity 

constraints.  Additional solar capacity is ineffective at meeting peak consumer demand during these 

new critical periods.  Choosing the best long-term system resource investment requires a more 

robust characterization of the system than traditionally done as well as complete characterization 

of all forms of system flexibility. 

Long-term resource planning models also lack the ability to predict system demand 

changes resulting from customer actions at varying price levels, which could provide system flex-

ibility to respond to intermittent resources.  Historical average cost pricing passed on to consumers 

as “postage stamp” rates does not give electricity customers appropriate price signals to regulate 

usage or provide services back to the utility.  Consequently, electricity providers are not realizing 

the extent of customer alternatives that could be incorporated in long-term planning, especially in 

the context of meeting sustainability objectives.  

Additionally, control schemes for intermittent resources should be considered as a source 

of flexibility, not just to curtail wind for over-capacity or congestion issues, but also to mitigate the 

need for additional reserves/system flexibility (over-regulation requirements).  As curtailments in-

crease in response to maintaining system reliability, the economic foundation will be laid for addi-
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tional flexibility including some types of storage.  Thus, the full range of renewable energy char-

acteristics needs to be incorporated in models for decision-making. 

An ideal investment-planning model would incorporate all the components shown below 

in Figure 2-2 for decision making with available information. 

 

2.3 Modeling Trends for Generation Expansion 

Developing models to determine new generation investment includes defining the appropriate input 

variables and scenarios and selecting the best optimization model and algorithm.  Long-term plan-

ning models have been derived from the tradeoff between scope and detail.  The models should 

have sufficient detail to accurately solve the problem, yet not excessive detail that wastes human 

and computational resources.  The generation selection problem needs to be only as accurate as 

needed to select the correct resource for investment and construction, and does not necessarily have 

to accurately account for all system costs and variations.  The increasing reliance on weather de-

pendent generation and customer choice warrants the inclusion of new variables and changes to 

 
Figure 2-2:  Necessary components of a generation investment model. 
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existing models. Grond et al. [59] explain some of the differences in varying power system optimi-

zation models and their applications, including generation investment.  Best practices in modeling 

include the elements depicted in Figure 2-2. 

2.3.1 Data of sufficient granularity 

It is essential that models be configured to consider those variables that shape the decision at suf-

ficient detail to accurately decide which type of new generation is best suited to the system.  Most 

generation expansion models used in industry rely on non-sequential aggregated data for repre-

sentative weeks or seasons [15].  This approach, that averages typical load patterns, loses the ex-

pected variability experienced in actual operation.  Figure 2-35 shows a typical day in California 

where hourly load aggregation mischaracterizes both the peaks and valleys as well as the generator 

subhourly ramping requirement.  Combined with the variability and uncertainty in wind and solar 

production, existing models tend to smooth data instead of capturing the expected range of operat-

ing conditions or the correlations between data sources.  Chapters Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 show 

this in detail.  Data aggregation has worked when variation was low and within the range of the 

existing system generator operating characteristics; however, as operating limits are reached due to 

increased development of variable resources, the models no longer capture the necessary features 

for accurate decision-making as shown in Chapter 7.  New parameters and techniques are required. 

2.3.2 Sources of flexibility  

With rapid growth in renewable energy, it is necessary for generation system planners and invest-

ment analysts to capture the operational flexibility in their models so as to adequately capture the 

                                                      

 
5 Data source California Independent System Operator [217]. 
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real-time cost of operation of the overall system especially for systems with limited existing flexi-

bility [60], [61], [62].  Flexibility is the ability of the overall system to respond to changes such as 

increases or decreases to consumer demand, equipment failures of generators, and variability in 

weather dependent generation.  Operational flexibility includes factors such as whether generating 

units or consumer demand are controllable and to what extent, i.e., the detailed operating charac-

teristics.  For generators, flexibility includes how many times a unit can be started in a given period 

of time, how fast the unit can change from one output level to another (ramp rate), and whether 

there are minimum operating levels.  For consumer demand, flexibility includes program specifi-

cations such as what time periods, which seasons, notice period and how often it can be used.  As 

the penetration of weather dependent resources increase, so does the need for flexibility such that 

existing models that may be sufficient to capture wind penetrations of 20% become ineffective at 

higher levels - the exact amount of which varies greatly based on existing load and generation 

characteristics and the degree to which flexibility already exists.   

 

Figure 2-3:  Comparison of ramping differences using hourly and sub-hourly data, with 30% 

wind and 5% solar.   
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Many studies consider wind curtailments as a means to reduce generation if there is excess 

generation in relation to load requirements; however, models should also consider the possibility 

of curtailments if insufficient ramping and reserves occur on the system.  Generation expansion 

models should have the capability of weighing the decision between added investment cost for fast 

response units that are less efficient and correspondingly have higher impacts on the environment 

as compared with making smaller investments in slower response, more efficient units and curtail-

ing wind if response constraints are exceeded. The modeling discussed in this thesis is a start in 

this direction in that it allows for economic curtailment.  It is possible to increase overall renewable 

generation, reduce emissions and maintain reliability and security if wind curtailment is allowed.  

It is then a policy decision to determine the allocation of curtailments among facilities.   

Liu and Jiang [63] overview technologies for mitigating intermittency. Some work has 

concentrated on utilizing one form of storage or another to provide system flexibility and mitigate 

wind generation variability [64], specifically hydro [65] and [66], compressed air energy storage 

[67] or hydrogen [68].  Each of these is system dependent, but collectively show that it is necessary 

to model each decision option in enough detail to develop an optimal plan.  Other work has focused 

on consumer demand response [69], [70], [71], [72], [73] and its ability to contribute to system 

flexibility. 

2.3.3 Sequential modeling   

Some work has been initiated to track and incorporate flexibility in a sequential manner. Ma et al. 

[74] develop a construction and commitment algorithm using weighted representative weeks for 

each season which shortens computational complexity yet captures seasonal energy and variation 

with unit commitment variables included.  Since this model incorporates worst case seasonal vari-

ation, it may tend to overestimate the need for system flexibility.  Further, this model measures 
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variability within a season but not between seasons.  De Jonghe et al. [75] review the impacts of 

considering flexibility on the system and demonstrate that even hourly time steps in a sequential 

model yield different investment decisions when operating parameters are more accurately mod-

eled.  Palmintier and Webster [76] showed that just including sequential detail, without changing 

the time step, significantly changed the optimal capacity mix. Shortt et al. [77] provide analysis on 

portfolio and cost differences when chronologically ordering the model data. Tracking sequential 

flexibility requirements needed for wind balancing and the inclusion of ramp rates, along with other 

flexible generation sources such as wind curtailments, transmission, and storage, lead to a signifi-

cant change in the optimal investment mix of generation technologies, replacing slow ramp base-

load technologies with faster ramp mid and peaking generators.   

2.3.4 Cost of operations  

It is becoming necessary to incorporate aspects of the unit commitment and economic dispatch 

models used for short term generation planning, so as not to miss important parameters in the long-

term generation investment decision.  Yet since the unit commitment model is computationally 

intensive to solve due to the high number of complex operating constraints, it may not be feasible 

to include all the details of 24-hour unit commitment in 20-year plus long-term investment plan-

ning.  New modeling constraints such as startup/shutdown limits, minimum up/down time, and 

ramping constraints may play a larger role in the resource selection to meet operating reliability 

requirements.  Growing renewable penetrations push thermal generators against their technical con-

straints which were not previously binding.  Operating characteristics that were traditionally ig-

nored in generation expansion planning models should form new constraints for analyzing the mar-

ket with increased renewable generation; however, the industry also needs to develop good data 
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sources for these costs. Additionally, the ability and costs of customers to provide alternative 

sources of system flexibility through demand response should also be considered.  

2.3.5 Other Considerations 

It is becoming no longer sufficient to capture hourly dispatch and annual reserve margins.  Future 

models will require the tracking of unused, yet ready resources to also insure that operating reserves 

are being met.  It may also become necessary to have a variable operating reserve constraint instead 

of a fixed percentage included in the model, to account for changing system configurations and 

requirements throughout the year.  New investment models will need to be able to capture not only 

the primary energy services provided by the generator but also all the ancillary services including 

dispatch associated with transmission congestion and providing capacity for adequate supply.  In-

cluding additional generation parameters is discussed by Krishnam et al. [78] using a multi-objec-

tive, long-term model with smaller and sequential time steps.  Techniques used to accurately quan-

tify the impact of increasing wind on an existing system, such as improvements to unit commitment 

and economic dispatch models, are also helpful in determining least cost generation expansion with 

wind included on the system.  Kamalinia and Shahidehpour [79] suggest new model formulations 

to incorporate the additional constraints due to spinning reserves and ramp capability.  Addition-

ally, geographic diversity of wind is discussed.  Generation expansion models should accurately 

include the variability of wind but also the diversity between various wind sources.  High correla-

tions of wind patterns will result in higher levels of ramping capability from the remaining system 

than wind facilities with low correlations.  Capturing the correlations and impacts to the balance of 

system can result in different system expansion investments. 
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2.4  Uncertainties 

Most long-term investment planning models are deterministic – the same least cost solution will 

always result for the given set of input parameters.  Yet, there are many uncertainties in planning 

new generation resources for the subsequent 20-60-year period, even the next single year.  Histor-

ically, the main uncertainties were load and fuel prices; however, additional uncertainties have 

included technological development, financial rates, new regulations, and environmental sensitiv-

ities.  Weather dependent generation adds the uncertainty of production, correlation with loads, and 

correlation with other weather dependent sources.  To account for uncertainties, stochastic ap-

proaches have been adopted instead of or in conjunction with deterministic models.  Stochastic 

models are more complex in model formation, yet needed for planning proposes where uncertainty 

in the long-run is far greater than in the daily operations realm.   

Uncertainty analysis can be carried out by incorporating in a single model or by imple-

menting a two-stage process.  One way renewable uncertainty can be incorporated in models is to 

add a flexibility requirement that tracks resource characteristics to counterbalance the renewable 

uncertainty.  Kirshen et al. [80] look at this flexibility requirement in the context of added wind 

development. 

When implemented as a two-step process, scenario analysis to determine portfolios and 

uncertainty simulation to test chosen generation portfolios, the first deterministic step may miss the 

selection of certain portfolios that would have performed better during the stochastic simulations.  

Therefore, it may be important to incorporate some level of uncertainty, either through probabilistic 

methods or stochastic simulations, especially regarding load and intermittent resource availability 

in the first step of portfolio identification. 
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Lotfi and Ghaderi [81] provide a probabilistic method for dealing with uncertainty while 

Xu and Zhuan [82] model wind uncertainty using chance constrained programming to determine 

an optimal amount of wind, given an existing system with operating constraints and reliability cri-

teria.  In this study, although the uncertainty in wind generation and system load are both consid-

ered, the correlation between the two is not, but should be included in ideal models.  Even so, large 

variability in social cost is shown when the uncertainty is included in the model.  This method 

would need to be expanded to include additional new investments for future year expansion. 

2.5 Modeling Limitations and Solutions 

Expanding already complex models stresses computational limits, but the good news is that unlike 

operational models that require solutions in a matter of minutes, investment models can be slower 

and consider a wider range of possibilities.  After suggesting model parameter expanses, Kamalinia 

and Shahidehpour [79] also discuss computational impacts and suggest simplification techniques.  

Decomposition and parallel simulation are possible, but require more sophisticated tools and ex-

pertise [83]. De Jonghe et al. [75] state that adding operational considerations including ramp rates 

improves model performance; however, further inclusion of parameters such as minimum up and 

down times, would introduce binary variables and a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) 

solution that would result in computational difficulties. 

One method to reduce the number of variables added when including unit commitment 

parameters is to aggregate or cluster generating units, combining many binary variables of identical 

or similar units into fewer integer variables.  Garcia-Gonzalez et al. [84] use aggregation in the 

context of joint bidding of hydro units with high wind penetration.  Palmintier and Webster [85] 

extend the technique to natural gas units, providing results of a comparison of approaches including 

tradeoffs between accuracy and run time.  Caution must be used with this approach such that the 
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variables needed for the investment decision are adequately captured, including starts by unit type 

and redispatch required for transmission congestion.  

Although resulting in enhanced speed, there have been accuracy tradeoffs, generally cap-

tured in overall cost.  It is unclear from the analysis to date, whether the model reduction techniques 

result in less than optimal decisions.  Increased analysis in this regard is needed.  Perhaps these 

techniques will be most useful in model building insight and prescreening instead of revisions to 

the final model. 

2.6 Results 

Based upon review of literature, the following are some observations about available and proposed 

models, and their responsiveness to the needs of users. 

The operation and planning of systems with high penetrations of intermittent resources is 

uncharted ground.  Although theoretical studies suggest that 80-100% renewable energy is possible, 

it is not necessarily economical or reliable.  Detailed system operational and reliability studies have 

only been conducted to reach 30% intermittent renewable energy and many electric systems must 

rely predominantly on intermittent wind and solar resources to meet renewable energy goals. With-

out improved representations of how the electric system will be operated, the planning and invest-

ment models are limited in their ability to assess system performance under high intermittent re-

newable penetration.  The broad-brush methods used to advocate ambitious policy goals of 80-

100% renewable resources are inadequate for capturing and evaluating system cost and reliability 

performance in the actual system. Existing models do not fully capture the variability and flexibility 

characteristics of traditional dispatchable generators, newer renewable resources and customer re-

sponse alternatives – each of which impacts the overall portfolio of required resources to meet 

customer demand.   
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To improve models, it is necessary to rely on formulations that are more faithful to the 

detailed physical and economic characteristics of resources, use high quality data including inter-

dependencies, and take advantage of increased computational power.  Data improvements are 

needed, particularly in assessing costs associated with thermal unit cycling and in determining price 

elasticity for customer response options.  As data availability and use expand in some areas (such 

as incorporating unit commitment variables or transmission constraints), model approximations in 

other areas may be needed to provide computational solutions within reasonable time frames. 

Existing models underestimate the operating cost implications of weather dependent gen-

eration resources (and likely undervalue the contribution of customer demand response and wind 

curtailments).  This is in part due to the sub-hourly need for system regulation to maintain frequency 

that is not captured in modeling, as well as inadequate representation of the need for ramping ca-

pabilities, increased maintenance due to thermal unit cycling and the implications of wind and solar 

forecast errors.  The cost of required incremental transmission reinforcements can also be underes-

timated. 

Higher amounts of weather dependent resources must be accompanied by an increase in 

system flexibility which needs to be sufficiently captured in modeling such that appropriate re-

source selection is accomplished.  A spectrum of customer demand response is one potentially 

important source of flexibility, but is rarely represented realistically (in terms of cost and operating 

characteristics) in comprehensive planning models. Flexibility can also come from fast start, fast 

ramp, and relatively small natural gas generating units; however, these are often the highest cost 

units and the simplistic modeling parameters neglect to capture their full benefits. Wind curtail-

ments may be modeled in response to transmission congestion, but are rarely modeled as a potential 

means to reduce high cost frequency regulation. 
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Regulatory policies requiring least-cost additions may not choose necessary flexible re-

sources as wind penetrations rise, because planning models that use representative system hours do 

not capture the necessary operating characteristics of fast ramping and actual repeated starts and 

stops.  Incomplete systems of market pricing that reward the lowest cost producers rather than 

flexibility may not result in additional flexible resources that have higher energy costs; for instance, 

markets with long averaging periods (one hour) will suppress within-hour price spikes that would 

reward resources that can respond to those signals with short notice.  Possible market fixes based, 

for instance, on capacity payments for flexible capacity face difficulties in commensurating re-

sources with very different operating characteristics (for instance, demand response limited to hot 

seasons and which can only be called on for short periods of time, versus peaking generation with-

out operating hour limitations).  

Although maximizing renewable energy output and minimizing system operating costs might 

seem to be consistent objectives, they can be competing, resulting in inefficient outcomes. Subsi-

dized wind development, along with market price support or take-or-pay penalties, along with pe-

nalized fossil development can result in over-investment in variable renewable technologies be-

cause necessary system operating characteristics are disregarded.  (Detailed discussion of market 

payment shifts is in Chapter 6).  Investment decisions should consider the full range of operating 

services that a resource provides or requires; capturing the entire costs and benefits experienced on 

the system not just in primary energy markets. To the extent that energy production requires sup-

porting ancillary services, these cost impacts should be factored into the decision to dispatch the 

offered resource which in-turn will influence the overall investment decisions.  This is no more 

than accurately accounting for the true life-cycle cost of the investment including the system exter-

nalities.  
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2.7 Conclusions 

The future of electric generation resource investment planning relies on clear policy and more re-

alistic yet practical models that accurately capture the variables needed for optimal decision mak-

ing.  Without clear policy, the models will not optimize the right set of objectives and without 

improved models, the policy will not be achieved in a cost-effective manner.  The integration of a 

greater variety of weather and consumer-dependent resources requires more sophisticated modeling 

than currently exists.  Generation and transmission parameters must be supplemented with weather 

forecasts and consumer behavior models. Resource availability must also consider meteorological 

uncertainty and price elasticity of consumers, as well as their response to non-price incentives and 

cues.  As the electric generation system transforms to include a greater variety of resources, long-

term planning models must also keep pace in modeling the necessary operating characteristics and 

inherent uncertainties of a wider diversity of resources.  

As electric generation choices evolve away from traditional dispatchable thermal facilities, 

models for investment in new generation resources must also transition to incorporate the new sys-

tem characteristics that are important to decision making.  Industry models for long-term planning 

have not kept pace with operating models to include finer granularity in generator operating char-

acteristic perhaps in part due to insufficient incentives.  Not only are the costs not adequately cap-

tured for the ramping and reserve requirements, but it is also uncertain that the models even result 

in a reliable system capable of meeting the potential operating conditions.  Although it would be 

optimal to have one simple model to show investors and regulators that an investment decision is 

profitable or cost effective (depending on the party’s objective), this is likely not practical given 

the increasing complexity of generation technologies and system characteristics. 
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Existing models can be enhanced now to facilitate improved decision making.  A great deal 

of research is being done on improving the modeling characteristics of thermal unit dispatch and 

best approximations should be incorporated into industry models.  Minimal work has been done on 

the feedback of dispatch price on demand adjustments and renewable resource curtailment.  The 

feedback of initial pricing information to make customer demand and renewable output adjustments 

is a needed source of flexibility to achieve higher renewable penetrations while maintaining system 

reliability along with the broader comprehensive model of all flexibility requirements and sources. 

To improve sustainability, the energy system of tomorrow should not be bounded by the 

choices of today, but rather the choices of today should open possibilities for the future.  To make 

the dramatic shift from a predominantly thermal based dispatchable system to one that derives 80% 

to 100% of its energy from renewable technologies with high penetrations of weather dependent 

resources, it is critical to implement long-term strategic planning and investment that leads to the 

success of the overall sustainability goals and accounts for the full interworking of the broader 

system.  This thesis contributes to these goals. 
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Chapter 3  
 

Adequacy Background:  Electricity  

Markets and Renewable Characteristics  

Historically, weather dependent wind and solar resources have been relatively small in comparison 

to the overall generation system requirements; however, emerging emphasis on increased renewa-

ble energy and decreased fossil emissions has prompted continual growth to the point that weather 

dependent generation has a significant role in generation adequacy.  Adequacy is simply having 

sufficient generation to meet consumer demand for electricity at the time they need it.  Based on 

my own experiences in generation investment planning for electric utilities, antiquated modeling 

techniques are in part responsible for providing inaccurate signals for new investment as detailed 

in Chapter 2.  Electricity market rules focusing heavily on competitive energy prices without con-

sidering the full line of system services that generators supply are also contributing to market inef-

ficiencies.  Beyond my own experience, market failure is evident in Germany, where economic 

signals have led to plant shut downs and subsequent system capacity shortages [86].  Also of note 
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in Europe, is that its cleaner natural gas facilities are not economical while higher greenhouse gas 

emitting coal plants remain relatively more profitable [37] due to disparities in fuel prices. 

This chapter explains the historical context of system adequacy and how weather depend-

ent generation sources create new challenges.  Section 3.1 describes the importance of system ad-

equacy and various metrics used in industry to measure an adequate system.  Section 3.2 considers 

the different challenges for adequacy in an electricity market based system.  Then section 3.3 dis-

cusses renewable generation characteristics for generators that rely on weather.  The variations and 

uncertainty of weather patterns create new challenges for determining system adequacy.  Finally, 

section 3.4 discusses the use of adequacy metrics with weather dependent renewable generators.  

The advantages and disadvantages of various metrics are shown and suggestions are made for ad-

equacy considerations going forward. 

3.1 System Adequacy 

Adequacy is the long-term component of overall system reliability as depicted in Figure 3-1.  An 

electric power generation system is deemed “adequate” if there is sufficient installed generation 

capacity to meet or exceed a metric.  If a system is not adequate, or forecasted to be inadequate in 

the future, then a decision to add capacity is triggered.  Previously, if a system was adequate there 

were sufficient alternatives to also maintain security, day to day operational requirements including 

unit failures and forecast uncertainty.  This is not necessarily the case when defining adequacy by 

previous methodologies and incorporating large amounts of weather dependent generation.  In this 

section, an overview of metrics used to define adequacy is provided.  In section 3.4 these metrics 

are discussed in context of weather dependent generation. 
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3.1.1 Loss of Load Probability 

Most adequacy metrics start from considering potential loss of load – when does it occur, how long 

does it last, and what is the magnitude of impact.  Loss of load probability has been in use for a 

long time [87].  Consider a system that has an expected peak demand of 66,000 MW, average 

demand is 50,000 MW and annual load is normally distributed.  The probability density function 

is shown in Figure 3-2 along with the cumulative distribution function considering the probability 

that demand exceeds a certain level.  To meet this consumer demand, consider 760 independent 

100 MW generators (a total of 76,000 MW) each having a rather high forced outage rate of 15%, 

meaning each unit is available 85% of the time.  These generators are also independent of load.  

The reserve margin (generation in excess of highest consumer demand) of this system is 10,000 

MW or 15.15%.  A probability distribution of available generation can be computed and is also 

shown in Figure 3-2 along with the cumulative distribution function emphasizing the probability 

 

Figure 3-1:  Reliability:  adequacy versus security. 
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that generation will be below a certain level.  These probabilities can be combined to determine the 

probability that the consumer demand will be high and the available generation will be less than 

the load, the loss of load probability (LOLP), Equation 3-1 [17]. 

LOLP = P (Consumer Demand > Available Generation)    3-1 

Table 3-1 shows the probability of each high demand block, the probability that available genera-

tion is less than the specified demand, and the joint probability of the two occurring simultaneously.  

Lower demand blocks are not shown since the joint probabilities are negligible.  Despite this sys-

tem’s high generator outage rate, the high reserve margin due to many small generators keeps the 

 

Figure 3-2: Probability distributions of demand and generation:  demand pdf (upper left), de-

mand cdf (upper right), generation pdf (lower left), and generation cdf (lower right). 
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LOLP low.  The time periods corresponding to when load is 62,000 MW and above will be defined 

as the critical hours, the ones that have a significant impact on the LOLP. 

Table 3-1: Loss of load probability for example system. 

 

Two common metrics use LOLP.  These metrics will be applied to a year, but could be 

used over different time frames.  Loss of load expectation (LOLE) considers the peak load of each 

day (T = 365 days for an annual analysis) and sums the LOLP, Equation 3-2 [17]. 

𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐸 =  ∑ 𝐿𝑂𝐿𝑃𝑑
𝑇
𝑑=1  * T     3-2 

A common US industry benchmark of a reliable system is an LOLE at or below one day in 10 years 

meaning 0.1 days/year, a cumulative probability of 0.0003 in a year – or a 99.97% reliable system 

[88].  There are many interpretations of this metric throughout the industry [89], [87] but the his-

torical context will be used in this paper. 

 Loss of load hours (LOLH) considers the consumer demand at all hours of the time pe-

riod, generally one year (T = 8760 hours), and sums the probability that the hourly demand ex-

ceeds generation availability, Equation 3-3 [17].  One comparable LOLH benchmark to one day 

in ten years is 2.4 hours per year. 

𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐻 =  ∑ 𝐿𝑂𝐿𝑃ℎ
𝑇
ℎ=1  * T    3-3 

MW P(Load) P(Gen<Load)

Joint Probability 

(LOLP)

60000 0.004382075 0.000171163 7.5005E-07

61000 0.002273391 0.004324175 9.8305E-06

62000 0.001107962 0.048820724 5.4092E-05

63000 0.000507262 0.252389264 1.2803E-04

64000 0.000218171 0.634993657 1.3854E-04

65000 8.81489E-05 0.916627359 8.0800E-05

66000 3.34576E-05 0.99284216 3.3218E-05

Total (LOLE) 0.000445
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Loss of load probability theory has also been applied to 

find expected frequencies and durations of outages when 

the average repair time is known in addition to the failure 

rate.  These metrics are not widely used for generation in-

vestment planning purposes and have not been used in this 

thesis.  A thorough discussion is included in [17] for the 

interested reader. 

3.1.2 Magnitude – Expected Unserved Energy 

Another emerging adequacy approach that might better incorporate a wider range of resource types 

is using expected unserved energy (EUE).  This approach provides the severity magnitude of the 

loss of load occurrence.  EUE is a measurement of the area in MW where demand exceeds gener-

ation. Expected unserved energy provides the dimension of severity missing in LOLE and LOLH. 

As a brief example, consider a simple 10 period demand with magnitude A in period 1 and 

magnitude B in periods 2-10, Figure 3-3.  To supply this demand two 10 MW generators with a 

10% forced outage rate are built.  In the first scenario, the demand A is 20 MW and the demand B 

is 10 MW.  When both generators are operational, up to 20 MW of demand can be supplied, which 

occurs 81% of the time. When one generator has failed, up to 10 MW of demand can be supplied, 

the remainder is unserved, this occurs 18% of the time.  In the remaining 1%, both generators have 

failed simultaneously and no demand is supplied.  Combining generation with load, the sum of 

LOLPs (period one when either or both generators have failed, and periods 2-10 when both gener-

ators have failed) is 0.028, and the expected demand not supplied is [(10 MW*.18*.1) + [(20 MW 

* .01*.1) + (10MW*.01*.9)] = 0.29 MW. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3-3:  Load profile for 

simple example. 
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However, if in a second scenario A is 11 MW and B is 1 MW with the same generators, 

the sum of the LOLP’s remains at 0.028 while the expected demand not supplied is only 0.038 

MW.  Although these two scenarios resulted in the same LOLP’s meaning the probability that a 

shortage would occur is the same, the severity or consequences associated with those occurrences 

is vastly different.  The severity is more closely associated with consumer economic harm from the 

outages.  For this reason, EUE is used throughout this thesis as the reliability metric. 

3.1.3 Effective Load Carrying Capability 

The effective load carrying capability (ELCC) method was proposed by Garver [90] as a means of 

estimating the capacity contribution of a new generator, which was particularly relevant at the time 

as new very large generators were being added to the system and the impacts to reliability needed 

to be determined as compared to smaller generators.  In these early ELCC calculations, only daily 

peak hours were considered, generators were assumed independent and forced outage rates were 

randomly occurring and not related to system load.  

As defined by Garver [90], ELCC is calculated by computing the system loss of load prob-

ability (LOLP) at each load level6 given the existing generation sources and their associated forced 

outage rates, maintenance schedules and seasonal deratings – a base case.  The same process is 

conducted with a new generator added – a change case.  The load is increased proportionally pre-

serving system load factor until the benchmark reliability level is reached.  For a visual represen-

tation, load can be plotted against LOLP for the base case and any change cases.  Then the ELCC 

of the change case is the capacity difference at the target LOLP7.  Figure 3-4 shows Garver’s ex-

ample of adding a 600 MW generator with a 5% forced outage rate to an existing system.  Using 

                                                      

 
6 Garver’s method used daily hourly-integrated peak loads and then generates a continuous load spectrum. 
7 Using Garver’s method an LOLP of 0.11 corresponds to a 1 day in ten years reliability target. 
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the reliability benchmark of 0.1, the effective load carrying capability of this generator is 362 MW.  

Meaning that once this generator is added to the system, a new peak load of 362 MW higher than 

the existing peak load could be met with the same reliability standard as the current system.   

This method assumes that load is grow-

ing and that there is always a need for new gen-

eration.  Some other important points are that this 

is not the value of that generator over time.  As 

more (or less) load develops and as the number, 

size, and outage rates for the other generators 

change – so does the value of this generator.  It is 

not a fixed value throughout time, but rather this 

method was developed to evaluate the value of 

new additions to a growing system when their re-

liability contributions were different.  This 

method was also developed in the context of gen-

erators that were independent of load – so a gen-

erator’s expected availability was the same at any load level.  Garver concludes that the ELCC 

method “makes possible preliminary investigations to supplement the detailed calculation of sys-

tem reliability associated with a generation expansion study [90].”  It was conceived as a screening 

tool and should be applied carefully. 

Figure 3-4:  Annual LOLP before and after 

adding a 600 MW unit with 5% forced outage 

rate [90]. 
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3.1.4 Reserve Margin 

Instead of each of the described probabilistic metrics, industry most often uses reserve margin to 

evaluate system adequacy.  Reserve margin is excess capacity above and beyond the customer 

highest demand requirement (peak), Equation 3-4.   

   𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 =  
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑
− 1   3-4 

This metric has been adopted due to its ease of understanding; however, generally its basis 

is the more complex LOLP probabilistic analysis assuming independent mechanical failures.  His-

toric probabilistic methods become problematic when new generation sources with differing char-

acteristics, such as renewables whose output varies with weather conditions and that are correlated 

to weather and each other, are included in the system.  Practitioners that continue to use historical 

“rules of thumb” without understanding the implications that renewable generation brings, can have 

a false sense of reliability.  Reliability areas like the Southwest Power Pool (SPP), where there is a 

considerable amount of wind generation, are questioning these historic rules with the goal to “main-

tain a reasonable and affordable level of reliability [91].” 

Reserve margin itself is not a reliability measure that can be compared even on a single 

system let alone across differing systems.  Consider a 100-MW system with one 150 MW generator 

with a forced outage rate of 15%.  This system has a 50% reserve margin, yet when that one gen-

erator is not working 15% of the time, on average, the entire system is without electricity.  Next, 

consider the same 100-MW system with one hundred ten 1 MW generators with a forced outage 

rate of 5%.  This second system has only a 10% reserve margin, very low as compared to the first 

system, yet has extremely high reliability since each generator is more reliable and the overall 

system is extremely reliable due to many smaller parts whose joint likelihood of failure is very 

small. 
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3.1.5 Summary 

There are several reliability metrics that have been used historically to support generation capacity 

investment planning.  When independence could be assumed and distributions behaved normally, 

the choice of metric although different, had similar conclusions.  After giving some context to 

adequacy in electricity markets in the next section, 3.3 will discuss some characteristics of weather 

dependent renewable generation that violate the historic assumptions.  Section 3.4 will put together 

the metrics discussed in this section with renewable characteristics.  The reserve margin approach 

is used in Chapter 5, to provide comparisons with existing practice; however, the EUE discussed 

in 3.1.2 provides the best indicator as an economic benchmark and is used in Chapters 6 and 7 for 

analysis. 

3.2 Electricity Markets 

Electricity systems can be purely regulated based on state and federal requirements or have por-

tions of their business market based.  In the United States, two-thirds of electric load is supplied 

through organized energy markets [92].  Figure 3-5 shows the system operators of each electricity 

market in North America and includes the type of market with regard to adequacy or capacity re-

quirements.  Each of these system operators will be discussed in Chapter 4 in terms of their cur-

rent practice in counting renewables towards capacity.  The remaining white areas in Figure 3-5 

have state regulated generation, having a broad range of policies. 

For regulated systems, adding capacity for adequacy requires approval from the regulatory 

body; however, market based systems do not require regulatory approval.  Decisions to invest in 

adequate generation capacity are premised on some expectation of returns equal to or higher than 

what could otherwise be earned in other markets.  For some time, the “missing money” problem 
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(lack of sufficient revenues in energy-only markets to motivate investment) has been researched 

and recommendations have been made towards mitigation. As examples, some have suggested im-

provements in energy-only markets [93] and [94] while others have suggested capacity mechanisms 

[95], [96], [97], [26] and [98], and some have advocated for both [99], [100] and [101].   

 

Figure 3-5: North American electricity markets [102]. 

General investment theory suggests that waiting to invest (allowing for more information 

and less uncertainty) can be the most profitable course of action when uncertainty is great and 

profits are minimal.  Generators are uncertain of the demand and price for electricity, which deter-

mine how much the generator will be producing.  Historically there has been considerable fuel price 

variability, particularly for natural gas.  Additional uncertainties exist in environmental and energy 

policy and market rules affecting the industry.  Yet despite these uncertainties, industrialized na-

tions have prioritized reliable electric systems [103], and are reluctant to subject the system to 
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forecasted cycles of over and under supply as investigated by [104].  The market challenge is to 

facilitate investment in an uncertain marketplace by implementing the market designs that maxim-

ize efficiency while motivating investment to maintain the prescribed level of system adequacy.  

Most of the analytical work to date has not considered market complications arising from the inte-

gration of intermittent renewable generation into energy and capacity markets.   

3.2.1 Theory of Capacity Compensation in Electricity Markets 

In theory, an electricity market should optimize the amount and type of generation investment if 

energy is paid the marginal bid (generator variable cost for rational bidders) for each hour (with a 

premium during times of scarcity).  In the presence of additional capacity requirements for ade-

quacy and the absence of appropriate scarcity pricing, additional payments to make up for the 

“missing money” would be made to capacity.   

An example showing tradeoffs and compensation between two generators is included in 

Appendix A.  A more detailed discussion of generation mix optimization is contained in [51].  Con-

sistent with microeconomic theory, if returns to scale are constant (as assumed by the linearity of 

the optimization problem), then market clearing based on marginal bid occurs at the optimal in-

vestment point Total Costs (TC) = Total Revenue (TR) and the TCA = TRA and TCB = TRB, for 

generators A and B respectively.  The system is at equilibrium within the market; however, this is 

only in theory.  There are many complicating factors as to why cost does not necessarily equal 

revenue in markets. Primarily these factors fall into the general categories that lead to market failure 

– externalities, whether positive or negative, not being internalized; impairment or immobility of 

product inputs – such as fixed renewable portfolio (RPS) standards, adequacy requirements or man-

dates to retire certain technologies; and lack of perfect market information such as knowledge of 

load and fuel prices.  Another reason why revenue does not equal cost is that a system may be out 
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of equilibrium, being planned or built under one set of fuel prices or load shapes, and then being 

subjected to changed prices and loads, so that the mix is no longer optimal.   

3.2.2 Capacity Markets, Investment and Market Failure 

Competitive markets have become more common for wholesale electricity transactions.  Initially 

markets developed to improve efficiencies in the operational dispatch of electric energy. As sys-

tems mature and additional capacity is required to meet load growth as well as energy policy ob-

jectives, market failures may imply that energy-only markets are insufficient to motivate necessary 

investments in new capacity.  Various countries and market operators have implemented invest-

ment incentives, such as capacity markets, that may address specific resource adequacy issues that 

their particular system has experienced.  However, many of these mechanisms have required sig-

nificant revisions to address unanticipated issues. Additional work is necessary to identify market 

designs that motivate optimal amounts and types of capacity investments while responding to pol-

icies mandating expansion of renewable energy and upgrades of existing facilities to meet clean 

energy standards.  This is a central focus of my research. 

Capacity mechanisms can take many forms and can be centralized or decentralized.  In 

theory, energy-only markets should provide motivation for investment if pricing is not capped; 

however, this also adds inefficiency, risk and uncertainty.  Often energy markets have price caps 

to limit the energy price, reducing price shock.  This situation may work if capacity obligations are 

otherwise met, but can lead to insufficient revenues for generation units that are rarely used (as 

shown in the example in Appendix A) and a lack of motivation to be available during periods of 

high consumer demand.  One remedy is to require bilateral contracts for adequate amounts of gen-

eration.  Another is to designate and compensate units, not regularly in the energy market, to pro-

vide strategic reserves, being available for contingencies.  Finally, a market can pay for the capacity 
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product, setting rules for what level of capacity is paid from each type of unit.  Chapter 5 identifies 

several capacity mechanisms and presents analysis comparing market payments received as renew-

able energy increases. Chapter 6 focuses on particular rules for capacity markets, especially with 

regard to payments for renewables. 

There are numerous examples of recent capacity market failures.  Two areas of capacity 

market failure include insufficient generation development and development of generation tech-

nologies that do not support system goals, which may be operational or environmental. ERCOT, 

Electric Reliability Council of Texas, is an example of a system whose conditions might lead to 

insufficient generation development, while Germany provides an example that also shows devel-

opment in less flexible, higher emitting generation and retirements of more flexible clean technol-

ogy during a time at which the system needs greater flexibility to responding to increasing inter-

mittent renewable penetrations and the country has set aggressive clean energy goals.  

ERCOT is an energy based market that includes scarcity pricing caps.  Texas has been 

ahead of most the United States in the development of wind energy.  According to the American 

Wind Energy Association (AWEA), Texas has the highest state installed wind capacity, 22.6 GW 

with another 4.1 MW under construction [105].  Wind generation provided 12.6% of the state’s 

energy requirements in 2016.  As the system reserve margin began to fall, ERCOT recognized a 

market failure with respect to investment in new thermal generation.  This prompted a resource 

adequacy investigation [106]. Brattle found that scarcity pricing was too low and too infrequent to 

support reserve margins.  2012 scarcity hours were 1.5 hours while 2013 scarcity hours were 0.2 

[106].  In 2014, the day ahead market price maximum was only $1,330.  Figure 3-6 shows 2014 
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ERCOT day ahead market prices8 along with generation costs curves at varying capacity factors. 

The generator cost curves9, showing the minimum electricity price needed to be considered profit-

able, never cross the average price curve – indicating that new generation of these types could not 

be profitable in this market.  Similar results are detailed in the Brattle report for 2012 and 2013 

[106].  

 

In Germany, the top market price was only $130.27 in 2013.      Figure 3-7 compares market 

prices in Germany10 during 2013 with new technology costs curves11.  Although specific conditions 

may vary,     Figure 3-7 again shows the average prices stay below new generation costs and even 

                                                      

 
8 Developed from ERCOT 2014 market data [204]. 
9 Developed from EIA generation cost and heat rate data [145] and [178]. 
10 Developed from ENTSO-E 2013 market data [159]. 
11 Developed using EIA data adjusted to European prices for natural gas [145], [178] and [168]. 

Figure 3-6:  Comparison of ERCOT market prices and generator costs, 2014. 
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just comparing fuel costs for a combined cycle generator, market prices stay below cost most of 

the year. 

Linklaters provides a detailed study of markets and mechanisms in Europe including mar-

ket failures [107].  Market conditions like those shown in     Figure 3-7 are in part behind what they 

call Europe’s return to coal.  With low market prices it has been more cost effective to refurbish 

old coal-fired generators than continue to operate cleaner natural gas generators.  According to 

Germany’s Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, in 2013, 25.3% of Germany’s en-

ergy was supplied by renewable energy sources [108]. This increased to 27.8% in 2014, of which 

52.4% was wind generation and 35.2% was solar generation – both intermittent sources with low 

to no variable costs. 

 

 
    Figure 3-7:  Comparison of Germany market prices and generation costs, 2013.   
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Both ERCOT and Germany have a significant amount of intermittent renewable genera-

tion.  Once wind and solar resources have been constructed, they become first dispatch units due 

to their very low operating costs relative to other resource types that incur additional costs for fuel.  

Additionally, many locations provide incentives for renewable generators.  In the US, production 

tax credits (PTC) are obtained if the unit produces electricity.  PTCs have created the potential for 

negative electricity market bid prices.  Subsidies received complicate markets providing additional 

sources of revenues outside the market.  My analysis in Chapters 5 and 6 considers the impact of 

subsidies on the efficiency of the generation mix. 

3.3 Renewable Characteristics 

Weather dependent generation sources, such as those based on wind speed and solar insolation are 

different than thermal generation.  Their production is limited by weather conditions that cannot be 

controlled by system operators.  In exploring the system impact, it is often appropriate to subtract 

renewable production from system demand to find the remaining demand, residual load, left to be 

met by the operation of thermal generators.  Section 3.3.1 shows changes to system variability and 

uncertainty as renewable generation is added.  Section 3.3.2 briefly describes the impact of thermal 

generation ramping requirements. Section 3.3.3 looks more narrowly at renewable performance 

during critical demand hours. 

3.3.1 Broad Comparison of Variability 

As an overview to the changes that renewable generation brings to the system, consider the varia-

tion of load on the ERCOT system during the last week of July from 2005-2014 [109], [110], [111], 

[112], [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118] as shown in   
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Figure 3-8 as a percent of the peak load.  The primary variation shown is attributed to weekend 

versus weekday.  The variation at the peak is attributed to higher than normal temperatures driving 

more air conditioning load.  Although demand is weather dependent, it is still predictable based on 

the explanatory variables of day of the week and temperature with temperature extremes being 

predictable from long historical records, sufficient for long-term resource planning.  The heavy line 

shows the average demand over the years. 

  

Figure 3-8:  ERCOT system demand as a percent of annual peak demand, last week of 

July 2005-2014.   
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Alternatively, consider the ERCOT wind resource (data provided in Appendix B12) during 

the same time as shown on Figure 3-9. There are detectable patterns of high versus low production 

corresponding to the time of day; however, there is a greater variability in wind production than 

shown on   

Figure 3-8 for consumer demand over the same period.  Again, the heavy line shows the 

average demand over the years.  The average wind value looks to be a worse predictor from year 

to year than the average demand shown on Figure 3-8. Chapter 7 explore the relevance of data 

averaging over years. 

 
Figure 3-9: ERCOT wind as a percent of installed capacity during the last week of July 

2005-2014.   

                                                      

 
12 Complete data set is provided at http://hobbsgroup.johnshopkins.edu/alumni.html  Cynthia Bothwell. 

http://hobbsgroup.johnshopkins.edu/alumni.html
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Overlaying the average demand onto the wind production, Figure 3-10, it is shown that the 

wind production levels tend to be low during the times of highest consumer demand for electricity 

and vice versa.  Thus, the combined system impact has even higher variation than wind or demand 

considered individually on the ERCOT system.  This creates greater uncertainty on thermal gener-

ation requirements to balance supply and demand and the overall system reliability, especially as 

wind penetration increases. 

 
Figure 3-10: ERCOT wind as a percent of installed capacity with average ERCOT load during 

the last week of July 2005-2014. 

Increased variability is not unique to ERCOT’s summer peaking system.  Figure 3-11 

shows the top twenty load hours on the winter peaking EirGrid system in Ireland [119] with differ-

ent penetrations of wind in 2007.  During some hours, wind is significant and lowers the demand 
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curve while in other hours there is little to no wind so the demand curve is relatively unchanged.  

This creates complexity in assigning capacity value to wind. 

 

3.3.2 Additional Ramping Requirements 

The system impacts of combining demand with wind and solar also influence how thermal gener-

ators operate.  The examples above show increased variability during a high demand period, but 

the effects can be worse when demand is low and weather dependent generation is high.  Figure 

3-12 shows an average day in September on the CAISO system [120] with a projected wind pene-

tration providing 30% annual energy and solar providing 5%.  The load curve is gently sloping with 

a gradual morning ramp up and a steeper evening ramp down. The daily wind and solar profiles are 

also shown, solar being relatively smooth except for the sharp ramp up in the morning and the sharp 

 
Figure 3-11:  EirGrid 2007 top 20 load hours demand shift with wind.  
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ramp down in the evening corresponding to sunrise and sunset. The wind profile has greater varia-

bility and a higher number of daily ramps up and down.  The three together (load, wind and solar) 

form the net demand curve.  The net demand curve shows both a higher ramp requirement and 

more frequent ramp requirements than any individual component.  This net demand curve must be 

followed by the remaining thermal generation to maintain system balance. 

 

Figure 3-12:  Comparison of load and net load on an average day in September 2016 for 

CAISO, 30% wind and 5% solar 

 Figure 3-13 shows the ERCOT system that will be used in Chapter 6. Generation was 

optimized over a ten-year period including a 40% RPS that was met with 26.7 GW of installed 

wind and 6.8 GW of installed solar.  Peak demand was 50 GW.  In this system, net load was deter-

mined as the hourly demand less wind and solar production in that hour.  Next the change in each 

variable (demand, wind, solar, and net load) was determined for each hour by comparing to the 
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previous hour – this is considered the ramp.  The ramp can be positive or negative depending on 

whether load or renewable production is increasing or decreasing.  Then a histogram was developed 

counting the number of ramps per variable in 1000 MW increments, Figure 3-13.   

 
Figure 3-13: Comparison of ramping magnitude and count  

The demand profile is flatter and wider than either the wind or solar profile. This indicates 

that there is more change from hour to hour in demand than there is in either wind or solar. (As a 

note of caution however, the solar variability is masked by the fact that in the nighttime hours there 

is no change in solar production, thus a high count of zeros.) Based on the differences between 

resources, a wind or solar producer could thus argue that their impact on the system is less than the 

underlying impact of the load.  However, looking at the system combination through the net load 

curve, it is shown that the overall ramping impact to the thermal generators increases in frequency 

and magnitude, especially at high renewable penetrations.  Considering the sub-hourly impacts 

shown on Figure 2-3, the overall impact is expected to be much worse. 
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3.3.3 Considering Critical Time Periods 

As discussed in 3.1, generation adequacy centers around a few critical hours.  Previously, these 

have been the hours of highest consumer demand.  Intuitively, most commodities have constraints 

that relate to supply issues when demand is high.  Section 3.3.1 and particularly Figure 3-11 suggest 

that renewable generation might change what is critical.  Critical hours are not just when demand 

is high, but rather when the combined effects of demand, wind and solar (and for that matter any 

other resource with restricted availability) result in high residual demand. 

 Figure 3-14 is a scatterplot of ten years of ERCOT summer data with wind penetration to 

achieve a 40% RPS standard.  The red line is drawn to indicate a net load threshold that will later 

(Chapter 6) be established as the reliability criteria.  Although high load is a factor in establishing 

this threshold, low wind availability is also a factor.  Neither is exclusive. 

 

 
Figure 3-14: Scatterplot of load and wind during summer, ERCOT with 40% RPS. 
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Figure 3-15 provides more detail on how different years provide different probability distributions 

of wind during critical hours.  This figure considers the ERCOT system 2007-2014 at 0%, 20%, 

and 40% wind penetration as a percent of annual energy consumed.  The hours included were sum-

mer (June, July and August) afternoons (hours ending 14:00-18:00), an importance sample of the 

period when generation requirements are typically the highest.  Reinforcing the discussion above, 

these plots show greater variability across the importance sample in all years as wind penetration 

increases; however, each year is different; the relevance of which will be explored in Chapter 7. 

3.3.4 Summary 

This section shows that renewable generation can have profound system impacts.  Considering 

parts separately provides a different picture than when all parts are considered as a whole. This is 

a central theme throughout my research.  The next section will further elaborate on how the ade-

quacy metrics in section 3.1 are used when incorporating weather dependent renewable generators. 

3.4 Adequacy Metrics and Renewable Generation 

The value of renewables towards adequacy is not consistently defined in the industry, as shown in 

the next chapter.  New methods are needed to capture the contributions of a broader range of electric 

resources.  The integration of increasing amounts of intermittent renewable generation whose reli-

ability contributions are significantly different than those of the historically dispatchable thermal 

generating units is important to future electric generation planning. With relatively small amounts 

of intermittent generation, reliability impacts may not be detectable; however, as renewable inte-

gration goals continue to increase, the standards associated with renewable integration should be 

revisited.  
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2007:      Load          Net Load – 20%           Net Load – 40% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2014:      Load         Net Load – 20%         Net Load – 40% 

Figure 3-15: Comparison of residual load during critical hours at increasing wind penetrations. 
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The following sections discuss how weather dependent renewable generation is incorpo-

rated into the four-primary metrics used for adequacy defined in section 3.1. Section 3.4.1 discusses 

loss of load probability calculations and how higher probability events are not just dependent on 

the magnitude of load but also the availability of wind and solar generation.  Section 3.4.2 discusses 

expected unserved energy and like LOLP how the timing of events is shifted based on the renewa-

ble resource.  Section 3.4.3 provides a review of the ELCC approach that has been adopted by the 

IEEE Task Force on the Capacity Value of Wind while section 3.4.4 provides issues related to 

capacity values in reserve margin calculations.  Section 3.4.5 concludes and motivates the explo-

ration in Chapter 4 to find best practices in renewable capacity counting. 

3.4.1 Loss of Load Probability 

Calculating LOLP and associated LOLE and LOLH and further either EUE or ELCC is more dif-

ficult with renewable generators.  Recall that in calculating LOLP we started with the probability 

distributions of load and generation, Figure 3-2.  In adding renewable generation there are now 

additional probability distributions to combine.  Since both consumer demand and renewable gen-

eration are correlated and weather dependent, it might make sense to first consider combining them 

to reduce computational time.  However, recall the fairly stable demand pattern in   

Figure 3-8 over a ten-year period compared to the wind pattern over the same time period in Figure 

3-9.  The additional variation in wind indicates that one year might not be sufficient to use for 

analysis, rather multiple realizations are likely necessary, at least for determining the probability 

distribution.  This is the topic of my research in Chapter 7.  If a correlated distribution of demand 

minus wind is established (and every other weather dependent resource), then the convolution with 

independent thermal generation can follow.   
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Renewable generation will require very specific detailed system analysis.  Potentially there 

may be some data aggregation techniques, such that distributions do not have to be determined for 

all 8760 hours.  How these are developed will depend on system demand characteristics in combi-

nation with the weather dependent resource characteristics.  Although processes may be similar, 

the results are likely to be very different. 

 Beyond the complexities in developing the correlated probability distributions, using 

LOLP, LOLE, and LOLH have the same issues discussed in section 3.1.1 – focusing on the likeli-

hood of an outage rather than the magnitude of the outage.  It is hypothesized that for the same 

LOLP, a system with renewable generation will have higher unserved energy than a system with-

out. 

3.4.2 Expected Unserved Energy 

Using the EUE approach with renewables has the same extra data requirements mentioned in the 

previous section, relying on the same residual demand curve from combining consumer demand 

with the production of weather dependent generation, considering multiple year realizations of the 

combinations and projecting those realizations into the future.   

The biggest issue with this approach is not in quantifying the lost load – the additional data 

requirements are necessary for each method – but in the valuing of the lost load.  Studies have been 

conducted to determine the value of lost load , [121]; however, these studies have a wide range of 

values that vary by customer type.  This will be a rich area for future research to determine how 

different pricing schemes can be applied to different customers and how curtailments can be carried 

out on an individual basis according to a customer’s willingness to pay.  Technology innovation is 

getting close – then planning and markets can follow.  Ideally, automated equipment can provide 
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the missing demand side component to electricity markets.  Better demand curves can be con-

structed to provide customers the choice of energy curtailments during high priced times. 

Although implementation has not yet occurred, the movement in this direction provides 

another reason why tracking EUE, where the system is optimized based on a customer’s willingness 

to pay, provides a better going forward reliability metric than the other options.  This concept will 

be used in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 

3.4.3 Effective Load Carrying Capability 

Recently, the IEEE Task Force on the Capacity Value of Wind recommended an ELCC metric for 

establishing wind capacity values [122] which is also endorsed by the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL) and corresponds to recent NERC recommendations from the Integration of 

Variable Generation Task Force (IVGTF) [123], [88].  NERC has further investigated probabilistic 

techniques for additional uncertainties, including variable generation; however, the work relied 

upon the ELCC analysis [124].  MISO has used this approach for wind valuation [125] and CAISO 

has recently switched to this approach.  Due to momentum towards an ELCC standard, extra anal-

ysis of this metric follows. 

ELCC Methodology with Wind 

The IEEE Take Force on the Capacity Value of Wind Power adapted Garver’s method for wind 

[122].  Their modified method starts with hourly LOLPs for the base case, similar to Garver but 

over all hours.  From this an annual loss of load expectation (LOLE) is computed and compared to 

the target reliability level.  Loads may be adjusted such that the LOLE matches the target.  The 

change case with wind is then developed by subtracting wind from its corresponding load and re-

calculating hourly LOLP and annual LOLE.  Since this now results in a better, lower LOLE the 
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next step involves adding a constant load to all hours until the LOLE matches the target.  The 

amount of load increase is considered the ELCC of wind.  Table 3-2shows a comparison of relevant 

factors in Garver’s method compared to that developed by the IEEE Task Force. 

Table 3-2:  Comparison of Garver’s method with the IEEE Task Force 

 

The revisions to the ELCC calculation to accommodate wind results in several differences 

from the original calculation - some of which are concerning.  First, the benchmark for reliability 

has shifted from what load level can be served at the target reliability value, a view that focuses on 

maintaining peak load reliability, to setting an annual reliability level without consideration of how 

peak load reliability might change.  NERC has acknowledged that the variation in methods suggests 

that the target reliability might not be the same and that additional analysis is required [88, p. 2].  

Analyzing the value of the metric, as NERC suggests, might not fully capture reliability shifts.  

Second, by subtracting wind from load and then computing loss of load probabilities, it is 

assumed that a particular wind level corresponds to that load level with 100% certainty – when in 

actuality there is only a small correlation between load and wind and wind levels could vary sig-

nificantly when considering that the established ELCC could be used to set future planning capacity 

values; recall Figure 3-10. Historical data can be useful in future predictions but does not guarantee 

a certain future outcome.  As with the other metrics the amount of data required increases, as rec-

ommended in Chapter 7.   

Garver Wind Task Force

Time Periods 365 daily peaks 8760 hours

subtracts wind from load

Load adjustment proportional increase constant adder

preserves load factor distorts load factor

Purpose reliable load increase reliable load increase

screening tool derive value- payment

Generators used new thermal new & existing wind
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Next, the Task Force method applies a constant load modifier across all hours, yet this may 

not reflect the load growth pattern of all systems. Adding load at a fixed rate results in different 

load profiles and resultant calculations.  Wind has been shown to vary seasonally and daily, making 

a constant annual capacity value unrealistic. 

Further, the IEEE Task Force has defined capacity value as “the amount of additional load 

that can be served due to the addition of the generator, while maintaining the existing levels of reli-

ability [122].”  This is consistent with Garver’s intent, but is then misapplied to retroactively value 

existing facilities.  Adequacy assessments, whether conducted in the U.S. by NERC or in Europe by 

ENTSO-E, are determined seasonally based on load and resource characteristics taking into consid-

eration normal and extreme weather and an evaluation of reserve margin.  In other words, adequacy 

is not measuring how much more load can be served by the individual components but rather is 

measuring the reliability of the entire system existing or proposed generation to meet existing or 

forecasted demand.  

Finally, the ELCC measures individual contributions relying on the existing system as a 

backdrop, not simultaneously considering each contribution to the whole.  Section 4.2.4 discusses 

how renewable resource value depends on the overall penetrations of wind, thus measuring the total 

wind on the system can account for spatial correlation.  Yet, as will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6, 

each facility has different contributions due to the weather conditions at its site and should also be 

valued uniquely.  Both must be considered. Additionally, a system wind capacity value is not a static 

calculation as will be shown in Chapter 4.  Since each wind turbine has different levels of variability, 

combining wind turbines (like combining customer loads) may result in less variability but also 

lower peak coincidence.  
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Example: ELCC as misleading reliability indicator 

Setting an annual LOLE as the only means of establishing reliability comparability can be mislead-

ing.  In doing so, it is possible that the LOLP of certain hours can dramatically increase while others 

decrease.  As wind output is increased from a facility, the remaining balancing resources decrease 

in necessity.  Adding wind increases the system’s ability to serve load when the wind is blowing.  

Yet using an annual or even seasonal or monthly metric is likely to shift individual hour LOLPs 

resulting in low wind times having higher LOLPs and high wind periods having lower LOLPs thus 

allowing for potential reliability degradation during low to no-wind periods especially those that 

correspond to high load periods. 

 The simple example in Table 3-3 shows how a shift can occur when applying the Task 

Force ELCC method.  In this example, 23 identical 5 MW generators with a forced outage rate of 

7% were used.  According to NERC Generating Availability Data System (GADS) data for 2009-

2013, actual natural gas peak units can have much higher forced outage rates in the range of 15%-

30% [126]. (Higher forced outage rates would exacerbate the results – increasing the shift.)  The 

simple example is constructed of three times periods, of different load levels, durations, and wind.  

A capacity outage probability table (COPT) [17] was built, as described in [122] and LOLP and 

LOLE were calculated over each time period and in total, without the wind.  Reliability is calculated 

using equation 3-5. 

Reliability = 1 – LOLE      3-5 

The calculations are then repeated based on net load after adding wind to the system without 

changing the generation resources in the balance of the system.  As can be seen by the second row 

of reliability values, system reliability has significantly increased.   
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Table 3-3: Simple wind ELCC example. 

 

Next, as described in [122], the ELCC method is implemented by adding a constant load 

across all hours until reliability returns to its pre-wind value (which may be a predetermined relia-

bility target).   

In this example, load was added to the limit of the existing generation fleet, 115 MW (leav-

ing no capacity in reserve) and the reliability still exceeded the targets.  Applying the IEEE Task 

Force ELCC approach could result in a capacity value that substantially exceeded the actual output 

of the wind.  A 24 MW credit (or higher) resulted from this example system when only 10 MW of 

wind was available during the peak hours.  Additionally, the system would be considered reliable 

by meeting the LOLE target even if load was lost (reliability = 0) for all the peak 5% of time, sug-

gesting that another method or metric may be necessary to track and target reliability at peak times. 

The EUE metric remedies these shortcomings by considering the magnitude of lost load.  The EUE 

approach could be extended to have different seasonal values in accordance with consumer prefer-

ences. 

 Considering that the main objective of defining generating unit capacities and setting re-

serve margin is to design a system to withstand potential reasonable outage scenarios, even during 

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Total

System Load 101 96 85

Duration 5% 85% 10% 1

Reliability 0.0392 0.7879 0.0999 0.9271

Wind 5 40 50

Net Load 96 56 35

Reliability 0.0463 0.8500 0.1000 0.9963

Delta Load 24 24 24

New Net 120 80 59

Reliability 0.0094 0.8499 0.1000 0.9593
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load forecast deviations and some extreme conditions, it could reasonably be argued that a genera-

tion capacity setting mechanism should not diminish peak system reliability.  Deriving wind capacity 

from an ELCC based on annual LOLE, biases a system to be designed to fail particularly during 

peak conditions when demand is the greatest and additionally increasing the magnitude of potential 

outages (reinforcing the need for an EUE type metric instead of LOLP).  This is especially true of 

summer peaking systems that exhibit significant negative correlation between load and wind, but is 

also evidenced in winter peaking systems.   

A sample of load data from winter peaking Ireland, shown in Figure 3-11, [119] shows that 

despite an overall significant annual positive correlation between wind and load, during the top 20 

load hours in 2007, 20% of the hours had wind capacity values under 5% of nameplate while nearly 

50% of the hours had wind output over 50% of nameplate.  If long-term system planning is carried 

out using annual LOLE as a basis for ELCC, a significant shift in reliability between the hours can 

occur and although annual reliability may be comparable (as measured by some metrics), there may 

be a decrease in reliability correlating with low to no-wind instead having the previously assumed 

generator independence.   

ELCC Concluding Remarks 

Current practices in utilizing the ELCC may reflect how intermittent resources have historically 

contributed to a system, but use of ELCC in its present form does not indicate how each resource 

contributes to the whole nor does it predict future resource values, thus it may be misleading and 

result in a system with less than desirable reliability.  A NERC report stated that ELCC is a way to 

breakdown the value of each component [88] on the system; however, it does this individually such 

that the sum of the individual contributions do not equal the whole.  Garver envisioned ELCC as a 
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screening tool for new additions [90], it is not an accurate means to determine each of the individual 

parts simultaneously.  Chapter 6 will show a method for concurrent capacity evaluations.  

3.4.4 Reserve Margin 

The tried and true, historic reserve margin approach to planning, becomes very confusing when 

including renewable generation.  In my own experience, this was a very political process, a shell 

game.  Answering “How should the margin be counted?”, often resulted in numerous versions to 

placate varying viewpoints. 

How hard can it be?  Equation 3-4 has two numbers:  installed generation capacity divided 

by peak demand.  In the past, the generator nameplates or seasonal test ratings were added to get 

installed capacity and the forecaster provided peak demand projections.  Easy.  But this chapter 

including Figure 3-10 demonstrates that the full installed capacity of a weather dependent resource 

is not always available and depending on the system will have different potential ratings.  Looking 

at the EirGrid top 20 load hours in Figure 3-11, shows that the value of wind could have different 

possible interpretations.  Chapter 4 is devoted to just this complex topic – counting, while Chapter 

6 addresses efficient counting. 

Even more complicated are questions around distributed solar generation.  Should it be 

considered in forecast consumer demand or in installed capacity?  How has distributed generation 

changed the consumer demand profile?  Are forecasters able to isolate the impacts and include 

them in future projections? Will the trends in deployment continue or subside?  Should reserve 

margins be adjusted because of increased uncertainty introduced with distributed solar?  PJM in-

cludes New Jersey, a state with high state renewable incentives in addition to the federal tax incen-

tives, especially for solar [32].  How does the PJM forecast incorporate this source of demand 

reduction/generation?   
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Renewable generation makes forecasts of peak demand more complex and valuing in-

stalled generation more complex.  Thus, calculating reserve margin is more complex and not com-

parable to past practice.  Already, reserve margin was not comparable across time and across enti-

ties, as explained in 3.1.4.  Renewable generation makes a bad metric worse. But for those diehards, 

that need a reserve margin to relate to, Chapter 4 helps to answer the question of how much wind 

or solar installed capacity should be counted towards reserve margin to be somewhat comparable 

to thermal generators. 

3.4.5 Conclusions 

Many standards including adequacy assessments are lacking in guidance for the treatment of inter-

mittent renewable generation sources.  As intermittent generation increases, there is a need for more 

rigorous standards that meet the FERC criteria of having regional differences that are not unduly 

discriminatory or preferential [127] yet have some additional formal requirements.  These standards 

should promote reliable systems by incorporating resource uncertainty and system operating require-

ments.  Determining system reliability is not as simple as applying one metric – various indices are 

needed to capture unique features of diverse systems that may all share a common reliability goal.  

Introducing intermittent resources has increased reliability complexity.  To promote a reliable gen-

eration system design with increasing penetrations of wind energy, old benchmarks need to be re-

visited.  Many factors need to be considered in designing an adequate system, the capacity value of 

a resource is just one part that will be covered more thoroughly in the following chapters.  Intermit-

tent renewable resources are different and require non-conventional treatment, greater computing 

power and more extensive data availability.  
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Chapter 4  
 

Renewable Capacity Value:   

Industry and Best Practice 

The electricity industry has yet to standardize on a method for calculating the capacity value of 

wind and solar generation resources, which as shown in the previous chapter is necessary to capture 

the system impacts.  This chapter explains the theory behind each of the methods in common use 

and predicts its effectiveness at capturing capacity value at high penetrations.  Two additional meth-

ods are introduced and compared to the existing methods.  A best practices recommendation is 

made to use the peak shift for reserve margin counting and the marginal contribution for valuing 

the next generation addition. 

Research Questions: What methods are in use for counting renewable capacity? How well 

do these methods capture the system effects, especially when weather dependent generation is 

added at high penetrations? Does the demand shift provide a useful measurement and how does it 

compare to the existing methods? 
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4.1 Introduction 

There continues to be debate over how to integrate renewables from the perspective of long-term 

resource planning – having cost effective reliable resources to meet future load requirements – 

resource adequacy.  Resource adequacy encompasses many issues related to planning and operating 

an electric system.  One of the open issues is with respect to the capacity of wind and solar power 

on a system.  Various electricity providers have taken differing tactics; some approaches focus on 

resource adequacy at times of peak consumer demand while others address year-round resource 

availability.  In my own industry experience, there were many opinions by various stakeholders, 

many biased.   

Although methodologies exist, they are diverse and have differing implications when ap-

plied to systems. There are different perspectives for which value is used in industry. For systems 

relying on a reserve margin perspective often used in adequacy studies, a value should be consistent 

with the installed value of thermal generators.  Yet, for determining a new resource’s added value 

to an existing system or when comparing the weather dependent generator to thermal generators in 

capacity markets the perspective and the counted value could be different. 

In contrast, thermal generation has more consistent valuation especially in electricity mar-

kets.  Many markets, including PJM [128], NYISO [129], and NE-ISO [130], consider the expected 

value of each individual generator as its system contribution.  I establish a definition of “best prac-

tice” to be that generation capacity value is the long-term expected value of generation delivered 

to the grid over critical periods in relation to the system.  For example, consider PJM’s definition 

of thermal generation unforced capacity (UCAP) as determined by equation 4-1. 

UCAP = ICAP * (1-EFORd)     4-1 
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Where the installed capacity (ICAP) is the net capacity when considering auxiliary loads on the 

generator as tested during summer months (since PJM’s highest demand is in summer) and the 

equivalent demand forced outage rate (EFORd) indicates a long-term measurement of when the 

generator is not available when needed to meet demand.  This method assumes that the thermal 

generators are independent of load and each other.  In a large system where each individual gener-

ator is relatively small in comparison to the whole, this is a reasonable approximation.  The addition 

of each new similarly sized generator increases the overall reliability of the system.  Some recent 

extreme weather scenarios [131], [132] and additional non-extreme analysis [133] are perhaps 

changing this definitional reference; however, that is reserved for future research.  This work does 

not address extreme scenarios for either renewable or thermal generation. 

With the goal of determining the best practices in renewable valuation for use in adequacy 

assessments and long-term economic generation portfolio selection, I describe some of the promi-

nent methods currently in use in section 4.2 and propose a couple of other methods for comparison.  

Then section 4.3 further analyzes and critiques each of the methods.  Section 4.4 shows the wide 

range of results when each of the methods is applied to a common data set.  Section 4.5 summarizes 

the principles to be considered in finding the capacity counting method that most accurately cap-

tures the long-term capacity value of wind and solar resources in a manner that is equivalent to the 

valuation of thermal generation and rates the effectiveness of each of the existing methods in doing 

so.  The following two chapters show generation portfolio mix and system cost distortions that 

result when the capacity of weather dependent generation is counted incorrectly. 

4.2 Industry Survey 

To gain a broader understanding of perspectives regarding renewable generators as compared to 

thermal generators, a survey of operations manuals for North American electricity markets was 
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conducted, as well as investigating the European Network of Transmission System Operators for 

Electricity (ENTSO-E).  Table 4-1 provides a summary of important attributes of renewable capac-

ity counting methods from surveyed entities.  These include rating frequency, counting method, 

critical period, historical record, and facility differentiation.  

4.2.1 Rating Frequency 

The frequency of the rating can be annual, seasonal or monthly and is important to capture when 

capacity is needed most.  Historically the highest need has been during times of peak consumer 

demand for capacity-limited systems13, although systems may have critical periods during low de-

mand times when generation and transmission maintenance are over-scheduled.  Weather depend-

ent generation has the potential to further modify critical periods including the month or season 

when critical demand occurs, thus potentially requiring greater frequency.   

Surveyed entities primarily consider their peak demand season; however, some entities 

calculate two seasons and others have monthly ratings.  Most electricity markets compute weather 

dependent renewable capacity during broadly defined peak load periods ranging from 20 hours/year 

to 610 hours/year; however, CAISO uses monthly ratings and MISO uses an annual reliability met-

ric that considers all hours. 

4.2.2 Counting Method 

The surveyed entities used four primary counting methods:  Peak demand hours, capacity factor, 

exceedance and ELCC. 

                                                      

 
13 A few systems have large amounts of hydro storage and are energy limited instead of capacity limited.  Analysis of 

energy-limited systems is different. 
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Table 4-1: Survey of renewable capacity counting practices.14,15,16 

 

 Peak Consumer Demand Hours 

Metrics, such as ERCOT’s [134] and IESO’s [135], consider a few peak consumer demand hours.  

ERCOT sorts all hours of the year and considers the top 20 highest load hours.  IESO’s method 

considers a rolling 5-hour block, choosing the highest contiguous five hours in each rated season.  

                                                      

 
14 CAISO: California ISO, CPUC: California Public Utilities Commission, ENTSO-E: European Network of Transmis-

sion System Operators for Electricity, ERCOT: Electric Reliability Council of Texas, IESO: Independent Electricity 

System Operator (Ontario), ISO-NE: ISO New England, MISO: Midcontinent ISO, NYISO: New York ISO, PJM: PJM 

Interconnection, SPP: Southwest Power Pool 
15 ELCC – Effective Load Carrying Capability [122]. 
16 Sources: [137], [136], [134], [135], [130], [125], [129], [128],  [138], [185]. 

Market

Primary 

Procurement Resource

Rating 

Frequency

Capacity Contribution 

Method

Annual Pk 

Hours Used

Historical 

Data

Difference by 

Location

CAISO LSE

wind, 

solar Monthly

Level reached 70% of 

monthly peak hours

140-155 per 

month

Avg 3 

years

by facility, 

class adjusted 

entso-e Country

wind, 

solar Annual

50th percentile (normal), 

10th (extreme)

35 per year 

around peak 14 year by country

ERCOT none wind  Summer, Winter

Average during 20 

highest load hours

20(summer) 

20(winter)

Avg 10 

years two regions

ERCOT none solar Summer, Winter

100% until 200 MW, 

then like wind 0 all same

IESO

wind, 

solar

Summer, Winter, 

Shoulder monthly

Capacity factor: top 5 

contiguous demand 

hours

5 (each 

period)

Median 10 

years all same

ISO-NE ISO

wind, 

solar Summer, Winter

Median during peak 

hours

610(summer) 

486(winter)

Avg 5 

years by facility  

MISO LSE wind Annual

Annual ELCC study, all 

hours 8760

Avg 10 

years

by class then 

facility adjust

MISO LSE solar Summer Seasonal peak hours 276

Avg 3 

years

NYISO LSE

wind, 

solar Summer, Winter

Capacity factor during 

peak hours

368(summer) 

360(winter)

Current 

year by facility

PJM LSE

wind, 

solar Summer  

Capacity factor during 

peak hours 368

Avg 3 

years by facility

SPP LSE

wind, 

solar

Month of LSE 

peak load

60% value of top 3% 

load hours over 5  years 22 Five years by facility
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In both cases, the average capacity of the renewable generator over the respective time periods is 

used.  This average is the same as capacity factor during the period. 

Capacity Factor during Defined Peak Hours 

ISO-NE [130], NYISO [129], and PJM [128] each use a metric that considers wind performance 

during a set of defined consumer demand hours during the peak season.  This method is broader 

considering more hours of the year than just counting peak hours.  ISO-NE uses June through Sep-

tember, aggregated hours ending 14:00-18:00 while NYISO and PJM use June through August 

aggregated hours beginning 14:00-17:00.  

Exceedance 

The exceedance method considers the level of wind production that would be available a prede-

termined amount of the load hours being considered sometimes within limited peak hours.  For 

example, Figure 4-1 shows August 2007 wind production data for ERCOT using only hours end-

ing 14:00-18:00 (Appendix B).  Seventy percent of those hours, wind production is at or above 

7.8% of the installed wind capacity.  Using this method, the capacity value in August 2007 is 

7.8%.  If a 50% exceedance level, the median, were used the capacity value would be 14.4% of 

installed capacity.  Exceedance values used by the entities surveyed are 50% (median) ISO-NE 

[130] and ENTSO-E [136], 70% California [137], and 90% (ENTSO-E for extreme analysis 

[136]).  Additionally, SPP uses a modified exceedance approach at 60% [138].   

ENTSO-E uses both the 50th and 10th percentile representing normal and extreme renewa-

ble resource conditions in seasonal adequacy assessments [136]. This is similar to how load fore-

casting is generally conducted, with normal planning using a 1-year in 2-year (1:2) forecast (mean-

ing 50% of the time peak demand will be higher and 50% of the time it will be lower), while 
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extreme weather cases considered range from 1 year in 10 years (1:10) to 1:20. The demand differ-

ence between normal and extreme forecast is then typically considered in reserve margin targets, 

discussed in Chapter 3, along with other factors. The California Public Utilities Commission 

(CPUC) generally sets wind capacity at the level that each wind facility produced at 70% of a month 

over the most recent three years [137].  California does not consider the worst 30% of monthly 

production nor how production is correlated with load.   

 
 Figure 4-1:  Example of 70% exceedance value. 

 

Effective Load Carrying Capability 

The premise of ELCC is to consider residual loads and hold reliability constant on an annual basis.  

The method used by MISO [125], being considered by California, and explained by Keane, et al. 

[122] adds a fixed amount of load to all hours after subtracting wind as previously explained in 

Section 3.4.3. 
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Average and Marginal 

The described methods do not take into consideration the dependence of renewable resources with 

each other and with load besides the slight narrowing of hours to represent high load periods.  ELCC 

is one exception; however, as discussed in section 3.4.3 the correlation is incomplete.  This moti-

vates two additional counting methods that consider the shift in thermal generation due to renewa-

ble sources. The system effect of renewables can be visualized by comparing maximum consumer 

demand to the residual demand where renewable production is subtracted.  The residual maximum 

demand, which must be met with the remaining thermal generation sources, may or may not be at 

the same time as the system maximum demand.  Therefore, the difference in maximum demand 

between the two time periods is more indicative of the overall wind contribution to the system than 

wind performance at any particular point in time. 

Consider two days on the ERCOT system in 2009 (data Appendix B) July 13th and June 

24th as shown in Figure 4-2.  This figure shows a peak shift for a case in which enough wind (38,975 

MW) is constructed so that it provides 40% of annual energy to the ERCOT system in the year 

2009. The right load curve shows the peak load day (July 13th) for ERCOT in 2009. During this 

peak hour, wind would have contributed 7171 MW, or 18.4% of its installed capacity in this hypo-

thetical situation.  

Meanwhile, June 24th is shown as the left load curve. Although consumer demand was 

lower on this day, wind contributed only 2100 MW, 3.6% of its installed capacity during that day’s 

peak hour. As a result, at 40% wind penetration, the annual net load peak occurs on June 24th, 

rather than July 13th. June 24th becomes the maximum design day for the remaining generation 

technologies, the marginal amount that net demand will be lowered if additional wind is added.   
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Instead of considering the highest net load hour, one could instead use the amount that the 

technology shifted the peak capturing the benefit to the system without wind to one with wind, or 

the average benefit of all wind.  Again, consider the example in Figure 4-2.  The average impact of 

wind on the residual system peak is 10.1% (3,946 MW), which lies between the July 13th peak 

contribution of 18.4% and the June 24th residual peak marginal contribution of 3.6%.  

4.2.3 Critical Hours 

Each of the surveyed methods considers a broad range of critical hours.  Depending on the corre-

lation of demand with wind and solar generation, the number of hours chosen can distort the value 

of the weather dependent generation.  IESO’s method had the least, using five contiguous hours 

[135].  MISO’s method used the most, considering all hours of the year, or 8760 hours [139].  The 

 

Figure 4-2: Example of peak demand shift when renewable generation is added. 
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most common were the peak seasonal hour capacity factor methods that used 368-610 hours de-

pending on the system.   

4.2.4 Historical Record 

After computing annual results, the rating entities use a range of one to ten historical years compu-

ting a going forward capacity value by the mean, the median, or an exceedance value over the range 

of historical annual values.  The number of years used in the overall counting method should cap-

ture the long-term weather pattern of the region.  It is recognized that different systems may have 

more stable weather patterns from year-to-year and as such it may be appropriate to use different 

numbers of years for the analysis after completing a separate evaluation of the long-run correlations 

between demand, wind, and solar. 

4.2.5 Facility Differentiation 

Another way that markets differ concerns whether to differentiate wind or solar capacity contribu-

tions based on the individual facility accounting for the local quality, load correlations, and trans-

mission constraints, or to apply a generic contribution value for each technology class. Facility 

differentiation should be considered since even within a technology type capacity values can vary.  

If all facilities are assigned the same capacity rating, distorted incentives can occur, resulting in 

suboptimal mixes of renewables. In broad geographic areas it is possible to have different wind-

load correlations.  These can also be impacted by terrain and proximity to mountains and water 

bodies.   

Solar panel orientation and tracking can impact the generation production.  A panel that 

maximizes annual energy production will have a different tilt angle than one that maximizes value 

at time of high consumer demand.  As an example, Table 4-2 and Figure 4-3 compare different 
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annual production levels and time of day profiles for different installation methods of solar PV in 

Los Angeles. 

Table 4-2: Monthly comparison of solar insolation in Los Angeles17 

 

California uses a capacity adder for diversity between facilities [140] such that if the ca-

pacity for all aggregated wind facilities results in a higher amount than the sum of the individual 

facilities, this differential is added across all the wind facilities.  After calculating a class wind 

capacity value, MISO [125] applies both positive and negative adjustments to acknowledge indi-

vidual windfarm contributions.  Analysis in section 6.4 verifies how wind contributions vary based 

on farm locations in Texas and how setting one value for all wind provides a disincentive to wind-

farms that have higher production during times of higher customer demand.  

 

                                                      

 
17 Based on NREL’s PVWatts Calculator [208]. 

Los Angeles - Average Solar Insolation (kWh/m2/day) with panel facing south

June July August September

Flat Surface (90° angle) 7.83 7.54 6.87 5.70

Optimal Year Round (56° angle) 6.80 6.69 6.67 6.40

Summer Performance (71°angle) 7.50 7.31 6.99 6.31

Figure 4-3: Simulated solar energy production with different tracking tech-

nologies and mounting angles [206]. 
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4.2.6 Wind versus Solar 

There is a noticeable difference in counting values between wind and solar.  This is presumably 

due to solar generation being a much smaller part of the renewable generation portfolio.  Solar 

capacity value methods vary by ISO and range from 38% (PJM) to 100% (MISO and ERCOT).  

The concern with policies that give 100% value to solar up to a predetermined limit is that once 

established, rules are more difficult to change due to stakeholder concerns.  Establishing good 

measurement from the beginning is less problematic than change. 

4.3 Comparison of Methods (Pros and Cons) 

The wide divergence in existing policies indicates that not only are there different investment sig-

nals but also the overall reliability metrics between regions are not comparable.  Renewable capac-

ity counting rules are important to investment decisions and system adequacy, whether or not a 

region has a capacity market.  In each region not incorporating a capacity market, the assignment 

of capacity obligations is to the Load Serving Entities (LSE). The LSE can then use the counting 

rule in their procurement valuation process when meeting their overall obligations.  The value of 

capacity matters whether in a market or a bilateral procurement.  This section compares the methods 

from a conceptual basis. 

4.3.1 Peak Consumer Demand Hours 

Methods that consider a few peak consumer demand hours can miss the highest generation require-

ment when subtracting renewable contributions, the residual peak. These methods that do not con-

sider correlation between load and weather dependent generation have potential for distortion.  Ta-

ble 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the top 20 summer load hours used by ERCOT in 2009 to determine 

wind capacity value.  Table 4-3 and Figure 4-4 also show the impact of increasing annual wind 
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production on the rank of the residual load.  The top ten residual load hours at 40% wind penetration 

rank between 77 and 300 based only on demand, neglecting the demand-wind interaction.  These 

hours that are most important to adequacy in the 40% wind scenario are not considered when the 

methodology only considers top demand hours.  

At higher penetrations, such as 40% annual wind energy, only five of the original top 20 

demand hours are in the new top 20 residual load hours, see Table 4-4.  The highest net demand 

hour is the 33rd highest annual consumer demand, which would have been missed by both ER-

COT’s and IESO’s methods that only consider the top 20 and 5 hours respectively.  All of the 

critical hours have changed dramatically.   

Table 4-3:  Rank of top 20 demand hours with varying wind penetration, ERCOT 2009. 

Wind 

0% 

Wind 

5% 

Wind 

10% 

Wind 

15% 

Wind 

20% 

Wind 

25% 

Wind 

30% 

Wind 

35% 

Wind 

40% 

1 1 10 19 33 47 63 81 97 

2 9 27 46 70 100 128 171 212 

3 3 12 16 28 35 48 60 77 

4 12 28 43 63 83 108 135 169 

5 11 16 30 42 54 68 87 101 

6 10 15 26 34 49 61 76 90 

7 27 50 88 126 172 231 290 361 

8 16 31 45 65 85 107 133 165 

9 28 48 71 108 148 194 245 300 

10 13 18 28 36 48 56 72 84 

11 4 3 5 8 10 11 15 18 

12 35 62 98 134 182 240 299 367 

13 6 6 10 10 13 16 19 22 

14 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 

15 8 5 6 7 9 10 10 13 

16 24 29 40 51 59 76 90 107 

17 17 21 25 31 34 42 52 64 

18 7 4 4 4 6 6 7 8 

19 5 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 

20 43 71 104 145 197 257 313 388 
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Figure 4-4:  Rank of the top 20 residual demand hours varying wind penetrations, ERCOT 2009. 

Table 4-4: Rank of top 20 residual demand hours with varying wind penetration, ERCOT 2009. 

 

Wind 0% Wind 5% Wind 10% Wind 15% Wind 20% Wind 25% Wind 30% Wind 35% Wind 40%

33 15 7 3 3 3 2 1 1

19 5 2 2 2 1 1 2 2

39 23 11 7 5 4 4 4 3

14 2 1 1 1 2 3 3 4

38 20 9 8 6 5 5 5 5

52 38 22 12 11 8 7 6 6

68 48 32 18 14 12 9 8 7

18 7 4 4 4 6 6 7 8

25 14 8 9 9 7 8 9 9

73 49 36 24 17 16 14 12 10

45 34 23 13 13 14 12 11 11

84 56 43 31 19 17 17 14 12

15 8 5 6 7 9 10 10 13

85 58 44 32 20 18 18 17 14

46 36 25 15 15 15 15 16 15

29 19 13 11 12 11 13 13 16

97 66 46 34 27 21 19 18 17

11 4 3 5 8 10 11 15 18

74 50 41 33 24 22 20 20 19

132 95 73 53 39 31 24 22 20
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Using a top 20 counting method based on residual demand results in a capacity value of 

7.0% for ERCOT 2009 instead of the 24.5% capacity value when correlation of wind and load is 

ignored.  This is a significant difference.  Using peak demand hours might be a good approximation 

if there is minimal renewable contribution during the top demand hours, such as solar contribution 

to a nighttime winter peaking system, yet even that might be problematic.  Using residual demand 

hours would provide a much better approximation of wind contribution. 

Next, consider solar additions only.  Table 4-5 portrays similar analysis with different lev-

els of solar generation penetration as a percentage of annual load.  Again, there is a big shift in 

critical hours as demonstrated by the change in rank. The highest load hours are no longer the hours 

with the highest loss of load probability – lowest reliability.  In fact, the critical hours start shifting 

to summer early evening hours with only a 5% solar penetration.  The residual shifts even later in 

the evening at 15%-20% solar penetration. 

Table 4-5: Rank of top 20 residual demand hours with varying solar penetration, ERCOT 2009 

 

Finally, consider the interaction of wind and solar simultaneously.  As an example, actual 

data from Spain 2013 is used [141].  The annual penetration of wind was 24.3% of the annual 

energy while the penetration of solar was 3.3%.  Table 4-6 shows the data for the top 20 residual 

demand hours when considering both actual wind and solar resources simultaneously.  It also shows 

Solar 0% Solar 5% Solar 10% Solar 15% Solar 20% Solar 0% Solar 5% Solar 10% Solar 15% Solar 20%

1 18 169 169 169 684 147 1 1 1

2 50 181 181 181 766 50 2 2 2

3 95 109 206 206 714 17 11 3 3

4 84 95 152 220 888 42 17 5 4

5 109 152 220 152 782 11 5 4 5

6 94 50 109 259 1007 37 50 11 6

7 103 206 95 263 906 34 3 17 7

8 47 94 195 266 516 187 37 9 8

9 1 84 259 195 1012 684 42 6 9

10 8 103 263 280 866 516 34 7 10

Ranking Based on Highest Demand Ranking Based on Highest Residual Demand
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the demand, demand minus wind only, and demand minus solar only for the same hours along with 

the rank, highest to lowest, for the same categories.  Since Spain is generally a night-time winter 

peaking system, if solar is considered individually it has very little value; however, when the entire 

system is analyzed simultaneously, the high wind contribution during high demand hours shifts the 

critical time to when solar has a bigger contribution.   

Table 4-6:  Rank of top 20 residual demand hours using Spain 2013 actual data 

 

Table 4-7 shows a dramatic decrease in valuation when the entire system is considered, not 

just the highest demand hours.  On average, wind production was 64.2% of its installed capacity 

during the top 20 load hours, but only 15.4% during the top 20 residual load hours and only 9.9% 

during the top 3 residual load hours – the hours likely counting towards the 1 day in 10-year ade-

quacy criteria.  Of additional interest in Table 4-7 is the interaction between wind and solar gener-

ation.  Comparing wind and solar generation separately, distortion occurs in individual values. For 

Demand Wind Solar Residual Load-Wind Load-Solar

Demand 

Rank

Residual 

Rank

Load-Wind 

Rank

Load-Solar 

Rank

36601 1753 48 34800 34849 36553 61 1 3 53

36401 1629 88 34684 34772 36313 77 2 5 70

36550 1897 2 34652 34653 36549 65 3 6 54

35814 1482 135 34196 34332 35679 136 4 8 115

37124 3249 2 33873 33875 37123 33 5 11 31

36663 3048 48 33566 33614 36614 55 6 24 48

36622 2991 88 33543 33631 36534 58 7 22 56

36507 3086 2 33419 33421 36505 68 8 27 57

36599 2825 358 33416 33774 36241 62 9 12 74

36351 2624 398 33328 33726 35952 82 10 15 93

35715 2651 23 33041 33064 35692 149 11 35 110

35084 2048 0 33036 33036 35084 253 12 37 166

35197 2438 25 32733 32759 35172 231 13 48 153

35177 2471 23 32683 32706 35154 233 14 51 155

35643 2836 156 32651 32807 35487 159 15 47 129

36410 3836 48 32525 32574 36362 74 16 56 66

35915 3360 88 32467 32555 35827 120 17 58 103

36761 4339 2 32421 32423 36760 48 18 64 42

35500 3126 2 32372 32374 35498 176 19 67 127

35397 3126 51 32221 32272 35347 191 20 77 139
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example, if the value of wind was determined exclusively by evaluating its value using the net of 

consumer demand minus wind production, the wind capacity value would be 9.9% or 7.8% instead 

of 15.4% or 9.9% using the top 20 or top 3 residual load hours, respectively.  In both cases, wind 

generation would be undervalued.  This is also the case for solar generation.  The combination of 

both wind and solar results in a higher value for both when considered together in combination 

with the load for this system. 

Table 4-7:  Spain 2013 capacity values considering top 20 and top 3 residual load hours. 

  

4.3.2 Capacity Factor during Defined Peak Hours 

Using capacity factor over peak seasonal hours is broader and not likely to miss the residual peak 

as demonstrated above; however, it is too broad and considers many hours that are not relevant to 

reliability.  This could also create a distortion in value.  Figure 4-5 shows peak hours as defined by 

NYISO and PJM applied to the ERCOT 2012 data (Appendix B).  As explained in Chapter 3, only 

a few of the highest residual load hours (right side of Figure 4-5) are relevant in adequacy calcula-

tions (typically less than ten hours per year varying from year to year [89]), yet many more are used 

in this metric.  Figure 3-10 shows that at the times of highest load, wind is at lower levels and at 

times of lowest load, wind is at its highest levels.  Application of the capacity factor metric over 

these hours would therefore result in a higher capacity value for wind than its actual system contri-

bution towards adequacy.  For this data set, NYISO/PJM method results in a capacity value of 

21.6% while the top twenty residual load hours have a capacity value of 11.9% and the most critical 

Top 20  Wind Solar Top 3 Wind Solar

Load 64.2% 3.6% Load 61.6% 1.3%

Residual Load 15.4% 2.2% Residual Load 9.9% 1.3%

Load-Wind 9.9% 59.9% Load-Wind 7.8% 64.4%

Load-Solar 64.5% 0.9% Load-Solar 9.9% 1.3%
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top three residual load hours, more consistent with the one day in ten-year metric, have a capacity 

value of 3.4%.  A significant difference. 

Artificially high capacity factors also occur in winter peaking systems with high wind 

availability during high demand hours.  Consider again the 2013 system in Spain.  Using the sea-

sonal peak hours for this system would include January, February, November, and December hours 

19-24.  Figure 4-6 shows both the wind and the solar production during the residual load hours, 

again with the most critical hours for system adequacy being at the right.  Notice again that the 

most critical hours for this system are when the wind production is low.  Using the full 720 seasonal 

peak hours would result in a wind capacity value of 49% compared to the 9.9% from the most 

critical top three residual hours as shown in Table 4-7.  Again, a significant difference. 

This method might be a good approximation if the renewable contribution declined pro-

portionally with load such that a broad number of hours had the same critical reliability with the 

addition of the renewable generator.  This could potentially be the situation with small amounts of 

 
Figure 4-5:  Residual load and wind production ERCOT 12 June-Aug hours 14-17. 
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solar added to a summer peaking system, but not when enough solar is added to shift the critical 

hours as described in the previous section. 

 
Figure 4-6: Residual load with wind and solar production Spain 2013 Jan-Feb, Nov-

Dec hours 19-24. 

4.3.3 Exceedance 

Like top load hours and seasonal capacity factors, the exceedance method does not consider 

the system effect of residual load (except to the extent that hours considered are limited to a certain 

number of peak hour) and is too broad, even in the “extreme” case.  Figure 4-7 shows the exceed-

ance curve for the winter peak hours in Spain for 2013.  Using a 50% exceedance (the median) as 

done by ISO-NE and ENTSO-E results in a value of 49.9%, while ENTSO-E’s extreme scenario 

would assign wind a value of 18% per the 90% exceedance level.  The 70% exceedance level used 

by CAISO would attribute wind with a 38.1% capacity value.  Again, each of these methods, even 

the supposed extreme scenario, result in a higher value than 9.9% at the most critical system hours. 
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Figure 4-7:  Exceedance curve for Spain 2013 Jan-Feb, Nov-Dec hours 19-24. 

4.3.4 Effective Load Carrying Capability 

Although the intent of Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) is to consider residual loads and 

hold reliability constant, it is often carried out in ways that distort resource characteristics as de-

scribed in section 3.4.  The method used by MISO [125], under consideration by CPUC [142], and 

explained by Keane, et al. [122] adds a fixed amount of load to all hours after subtracting wind.  As 

previously explained, this practice distorts the load shape, distorts the load-wind correlation, and 

no longer provides an accurate reliability metric.  Proportionally increasing load according to the 

initial load shape may improve the accuracy of this metric; however, ELCC is still very complex 
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to compute, presumes demand is growing and only provides an historical accounting not neces-

sarily the appropriate signal for future investment.  Additionally, it computes values for generators 

individually, not simultaneously.  This can create the same misinformation detailed in section 4.3.1. 

An ELCC study conducted for ERCOT by ECCO International using 1997-2011 load data 

with 2014 projected wind penetration [121] computed a wind capacity value of 32.9% for wind 

facilities located in coastal regions and 14.2% for the west Texas wind.  The study states that this 

is the percent of installed wind capacity that can reliably be counted towards reserve margin. Chap-

ter 3, however, discussed why reserve margin is not an appropriate reliability metric. Sections 4.4 

and chapters 5 and 6 will later demonstrate that the ERCOT ELCC derived wind capacity values 

are considerably higher than the marginal reliability contribution of wind to the system. 

4.3.5 Historical Record 

The complication in weather dependent generator valuation, unlike thermal generation, is that con-

tributions decline as more of the same technology is constructed – decreasing returns.  This is at-

tributed to the correlation between the weather dependent generators and consumer demand as well 

as the ability of the weather dependent generators to meet the demand during different hours and 

seasons.  Capacity ratings differ due to the use of differing numbers of sample years, as well as the 

credit calculation method.  Limited historical samples yield errors because of inter-annual variabil-

ity.   

As an example of a difference in capacity credit methods, most markets use average credit 

for a resource type rather than marginal credit (the capacity value of the next megawatt (MW) of 

installed capacity).  However, the marginal contribution of wind and solar often decreases as the 

installed amount increases [122] and [143]. Thus, the original marginal contribution of facilities 

installed in the past may exceed the marginal contribution of new facilities.  If these interactions 
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are not carefully considered, distortions in credit values and perhaps the resulting investments can 

occur.  Figure 4-8 shows how capacity values would change on the 2009 ERCOT system in at 

different wind penetration levels using the concepts of average and marginal contribution to critical 

load hours introduced in section 4.1.2.5.  The sharp drops along the marginal curve occur when the 

rank of critical load hours changes, as previously discussed in section 4.3.1. 

Figure 4-9 shows the difference in marginal contribution compared to average for solar 

generation on ERCOT 2009.  The first megawatt of solar has a value to the system of 72.7% of its 

installed capacity.  The value drops off rapidly with the marginal contribution being zero with less 

than 10% solar penetration.  This means that new solar added to the system has no value in meeting 

the critical residual load hours since the shifted residual peak is when solar is unavailable.  From 

this figure it is apparent that if after 10% solar penetration solar generators were paid based on their 

 
Figure 4-8: Comparison of average and marginal wind contributions at increasing wind 

penetration, ERCOT 2009. 
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average contribution, it would help motivate additional solar generation when in fact that new gen-

eration provided no new value to the system. 

As wind or solar generation is added, the residual demand is reduced at a decreasing rate 

and is not necessarily an appropriate indicator of future performance as renewable penetrations 

increase.  These figures however are just a single year view.  The contributions vary significantly 

between years depending on load and wind patterns. It is hypothesized that the marginal contribu-

tion towards capacity for wind and solar in combination would be the appropriate signal for invest-

ment to maintain system adequacy.  This is explored and confirmed in Chapters 5 and 6.  The length 

of time required to accurately determine the marginal contribution is further explored in Chapter 7.  

Figure 4-9: Comparison of average and marginal wind contributions at increasing solar 

penetration, ERCOT 2009. 
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4.4 Example of Methods Applied to Common Data 

Given the limitation to the various methods described in the previous section, to understand the 

differences quantitatively, each of the methods has been applied to a common set of data to calcu-

late wind capacity values for individual years and provide a forward prediction.  Each of the meth-

ods described in Table 4-1 was applied to the available 2007-2017 ERCOT actual wind and load 

data18.  The characteristics of the wind data are detailed on Table 4-8, showing the systemwide 

variability of wind between years. The capacity factor is the average wind production relative to 

annual installed capacity.  The max factor is the highest annual hour of production relative to the 

installed capacity.  In 2017, ERCOT’s installed wind was 21,182 MW and highest consumer de-

mand was 69,599 MW.  Wind supplied 17.4% of the annual energy that year.  According to the 

ERCOT market monitor [144], the installed amount of wind will exceed system-wide coal capacity 

in 2018.  Since ERCOT has been undergoing rapid wind expansion over the past decade, hourly 

production was normalized to the hourly installed capacity and then adjusted to the year-end in-

stalled capacity for each year, Equation 4-2.  

           𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑ℎ =  
𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙ℎ

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦ℎ
∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦8760   ∀ ℎ 4-2 

 

Table 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show the results of applying each of the regional metrics, dis-

cussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, to the actual ERCOT data.  In  

Table 4-9, the capacity value is shown in megawatts to show the scale of the difference 

between the methods.  These can be compared vertically within a year but not across years since 

                                                      

 
18 Data sources:  [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118], [218], [211], [210], Appendix B, [200], [201], and 

[202]. 
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the installed capacity increases.  Even in 2007 when the installed wind generation was the lowest, 

the methods differed by as much as 558 MW – a difference of several natural gas turbines.  Using 

the different methods to derive value would surely result in varying system reliability levels.  Figure 

4-10 shows the same information presented in percent of installed capacity.  From this graph and 

Figure 4-11, the variability of the metric between years can be seen.   

In addition to computing each year’s historical contribution, the going forward methods 

shown in Table 4-1 were applied to predict 2015. Each going forward method was applied to each 

of the industry methods.  Table 4-10 shows the prediction when applied across a varying number 

of years while Figure 4-12 shows the prediction based on the number of years used by the rating 

entity.  If an entity used more than 10 years, only the ten years of available data were used.  The 

table and figure show large variations in the capacity values even though the same dataset was used.  

The 2018 prediction ranges from 2389 MW (using CA-August, one year of history) to 7062 MW 

(using CA-July, 10 years of history), or 9.8%-28.9% of the wind’s installed capacity. This 4673 

MW gap between methods is 6.7% of the peak ERCOT demand. If a market capacity payment was 

set at $80,000/MW/year (an approximate annualized investment cost of a new CT peaking plant 

using EIA data [145]), the difference among the capacity definitions amounts to about $374 million 

in annual capacity revenues to wind producers.  Intuitively, with the wide variation it is expected 

that the resulting system reliability could not be the same. 

Over the years and wind penetrations considered, the IESO approach most consistently 

and closely measured the historical annual peak shift or average wind contribution. This trend 

may however not hold at higher penetrations such as the 40% scenario shown in Figure 4-2 since 

the IESO approach does not include the interaction between wind production and consumer de-

mand. 
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Table 4-8:  ERCOT annual wind characteristics. 

 

Table 4-9:  Wind capacity value per method applied to common ERCOT data set. 

 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Yearend Installed (MW) 4541 8111 8962 9430 9805 11068 11205.5 12791 16170 18923 21182

Average (MW) 1194 2406 2191 2861 3305 3690 3782 4562 5110 6710 7634

Capacity  Factor 26.3% 29.7% 24.4% 30.3% 33.7% 33.3% 33.8% 35.7% 31.6% 35.5% 36.0%

Maximum (MW) 3628 6434 6088 7035 7549 9247 9715 11769 13809 15722 16080

Max Factor 79.9% 79.3% 67.9% 74.6% 77.0% 83.5% 86.7% 92.0% 85.4% 83.1% 75.9%

Method 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Peak Hours

ERCOT 509 1145 1489 743 1886 1320 2371 3271 2802 5277 5203

Top 10 332 1345 1837 699 1926 982 2714 3098 2341 5268 4462

Top 5 350 788 1755 463 1981 808 2764 2861 1812 5040 3661

IESO 172 1000 1668 482 1921 332 2749 1937 2283 4605 3437

Seasonal Capacity Factor

ISO-NE 439 877 1127 1540 1712 1744 1977 2739 2814 4173 3803

PJM/NYISO 730 1582 1313 1988 2388 2395 2584 3605 3385 4998 4587

Exceedance

SPP 261 1123 1391 492 1509 1480 2235 2372 2489 4822 3762

CA-June 258 964 1009 1775 2539 1331 2176 3369 2348 2853 3901

CA-July 178 877 556 663 1368 1261 1452 2231 2547 4389 5698

CA-Aug 354 230 584 538 1167 1143 1069 1181 1573 2889 2822

Peak Shift: Average and Marginal

Avg: Pk Shift 1 hour 136 947 1533 470 1509 276 2387 1717 1442 4343 3118

Avg: Pk Shift 3 hours 155 761 1436 468 1540 343 2195 1703 1707 4507 3079

Avg: Pk Shift 20 hours 332 915 1188 592 1435 962 1982 2240 2008 4637 3927

Marginal: Residual Peak 136 947 450 470 1509 276 2387 1455 1232 4343 2871

Marginal: 3 hours 134 621 915 468 1540 310 1918 1467 1397 3719 2910

Marginal: 20 hours 280 665 993 561 1435 847 1411 1801 1428 4070 3130

Summer Installed (MW) 4541 8111 8962 9430 9805 11068 11206 12791 14898 17013 19687
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Figure 4-10:  Comparison of single year wind capacity values by method using ERCOT data. 

 

 

Figure 4-11: Range of ERCOT wind capacity values using different industry methods. 

ISO- PJM/ CA CA CA Avg Avg Avg Marg Marg Marg 

ERCOT Top 10 Top 5 IESO NE NYIS SPP June July Aug 1 hr 3 hr 20 hr 1 hr 3 hr 20 hr
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Table 4-10:  Predicted ERCOT wind capacity values by method and number of historical years. 

 
 

 

Table 4-11: Wind and solar capacity values applied to common Germany data. 

 

Method Predict 1 Predict 3 Predict 5 Median 10 Predict 10

Peak Hours

ERCOT 26.43% 25.42% 24.60% 19.02% 19.28%

Top 10 22.67% 23.11% 23.56% 20.07% 19.08%

Top 5 18.60% 20.13% 21.48% 19.09% 16.91%

IESO 17.46% 19.95% 19.90% 16.39% 15.82%

Seasonal Capacity Factor

ISO-NE 19.32% 20.91% 20.36% 17.55% 17.47%

PJM/NYISO 23.30% 25.13% 25.33% 22.89% 22.79%

Exceedance

SPP 19.11% 21.38% 20.99% 16.65% 17.15%

CA-June 19.82% 17.45% 19.62% 17.80% 17.80%

CA-July 28.94% 23.95% 20.45% 13.46% 15.16%

CA-Aug 14.33% 13.96% 12.13% 9.94% 9.79%

Peak Shift: Average and Marginal

Avg: Pk Shift 1 hour 15.84% 17.02% 17.50% 15.37% 14.13%

Avg: Pk Shift 3 hours 15.64% 17.86% 17.64% 15.21% 13.95%

Avg: Pk Shift 20 hours 19.95% 20.23% 19.61% 14.70% 15.47%

Marginal: Residual Peak 14.58% 16.13% 16.52% 12.15% 12.35%

Marginal: 3 hours 14.78% 15.34% 15.22% 11.82% 11.91%

Marginal: 20 hours 15.90% 16.47% 15.56% 12.30% 12.76%

Forecasted Installed Capacity 24400 24400 24400 24400 24400

2012 2013 2014 Three Year Average

Method Wind Solar Joint Wind Solar Joint Wind Solar Joint Wind Solar Joint

Peak Hours

ERCOT 3513 2887 6400 22235 1501 23735 8874 567 9441 11541 1652 13192

Top 10 3954 1984 5939 24521 1698 26219 9781 389 10170 12752 1357 14109

Top 5 3540 2543 6082 24870 1428 26298 8964 191 9155 12458 1387 13845

Top 1 2034 0 2034 26023 32 26055 1213 198 1411 9757 77 9833

Seasonal Capacity Factor

ISO-NE Summer 3297 11055 14352 3042 12760 15802 3029 12929 15958 3122 12248 15370

ISO-NE Winter 6795 0 6795 5543 0 5543 7456 70 7526 6598 23 6621

NYISO_PJM Summer 4329 11123 15451 3927 13421 17349 4402 12900 17302 4219 12481 16701

NYISO_PJM Winter 8107 110 8216 7315 102 7417 8909 258 9167 8110 157 8267

Exceedance

CA-June 2223 18585 20808 1973 23053 25026 1907 24181 26088 2034 21940 23974

CA-July 1873 9477 11350 1085 13014 14099 2129 11005 13134 1696 11165 12861

CA-Aug 1548 9599 11147 2017 9849 11866 1687 10269 11956 1751 9906 11656

CA-Dec 4300 0 4300 4625 0 4625 5380 47 5427 4768 16 4784

CA-Jan 5246 0 5246 2136 0 2136 5477 0 5477 4286 0 4286

CA-Feb 2486 0 2486 1620 0 1620 6067 0 6067 3391 0 3391

Peak Shift 1743 0 1842 5815 32 5857 1213 198 1411
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Analysis was repeated for Germany over the three-year period 2012-2014 using both ex-

isting wind and solar generation [146], [147], [148].  The results are shown in Table 4-11 which 

again show a wide range of capacity values.  The table also shows that the joint value of wind and 

solar can be higher than the sum of the values determined independently. 

4.5 Summary Comparison of Best Practices 

Section 4.1 stated the premise that the “best” industry definition of generation capacity value is the 

long-term expected value of generation delivered to the grid over critical periods in relation to the 

system.  The definition still works for renewables however in a different way.  Thermal generator 

availability is independent of load in which case the most critical system hours are the highest load 

hours.  Renewable generation availability is not independent of load; therefore, understanding the 

critical system periods requires an understanding of the interactions between load and all of the 

dependent generators.  Although weather drives demand and can be more extreme in some years 

than others creating a varying number of critical hours per year, it is hypothesized that the variation 

in critical hours will be even greater with the addition of weather dependent generation.  Each of 

the methods discussed up to this point relies on equal weighting of the years considered. 

In determining the UCAP for weather dependent generation, several adjustments are re-

quired.  First, it is necessary to use more than five years of data that relates load with each of the 

weather dependent generators.  This is discussed further in Chapter 7.  Next, the critical period 

must be some number of highest residual load hours including all of the dependencies, which as 

discussed in Chapter 7 changes from year to year but is under 20 per year.  These residual demand 

hours drive the adequacy metric, whichever is chosen.  Since each of these critical hours was chosen 

because of its impact on reliability, the average or expected value over these critical hours is the 

marginal value or reliability contribution.  Notice that each of the hours is equally weighted with 
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each year having a differing number of critical hours.  This is different than each of the current 

approaches that average the annual values, giving each year an equal weight, thus individual hours 

differing weights.  Further, as discussed in Section 4.2.5 the values should be adjusted to the ex-

pected penetration of weather dependent generation in the forward planning years.  

The factors necessary to best capture to the long-term capacity value of weather dependent 

resources requires the following: 

 Historical values of approximately 10 years. 

 Critical hours defined as highest residual load hours 

 Expected value, or average over the critical hours (not averaging years) 

 Differentiation by facility 

 System impact considering all technologies simultaneously 

 Forward predictions based on values that change with increased penetration 

Each factor has been rated for the industry methods and the two proposed methods as shown on 

Figure 4-12. For each of the methods, the predicted value is shown using the industry method from 

Table 4-1 including the length of history used for prediction applied to the ERCOT data set.   

4.6 Conclusions 

Existing capacity counting methods disagree widely in both what historical data is used and how 

much historical data is used for prediction.  Although some methods might seem to provide rea-

sonable estimates in the short-term at low wind penetrations, they may not be as useful at large 

penetrations, nor at capturing the variability between years. 
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Figure 4-12:  Rating of wind capacity counting practices at high wind penetration 

 

Current practices in North America tend towards high renewable capacity values.  The 

long-term expected value of seasonal capacity factor is currently used as the valuation for thermal 

generators in several markets.  This type of metric provides more price stability to the generator 

than the future marginal method of valuation; however, based on the systems analyzed, this artifi-

cially inflates the value of wind and solar generators and sends an inappropriate price signal for 

continued development.  The inflated capacity value, whether ultimately compensated or primarily 

used as a basis for planning, constitutes another subsidization of these resources on top of any tax 
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credits or RPS standards. The following chapters present my research contributions to further ex-

ploring best practices for establishing capacity values for weather dependent generation consider-

ing the types and magnitude of resulting distortions.   

Two alternative methods were proposed, each having a different purpose.  First, the pro-

posed method for evaluating how the weather dependent generation collectively shifts the residual 

demand, considering the area between the load duration curve and the residual load duration curve 

during critical hours, might provide an appropriate value that is like thermal generation ICAP value 

in reserve margin calculations. This shifted area answers the question regarding how much thermal 

generation was avoided due to the weather dependent generators.  This method is backwards look-

ing.  Although the IESO approach most closely approximated this for the given data set, this is 

circumstantial.  Because it is backwards looking, measuring the shift will not be good for capturing 

the going forward benefits of new additions as average values are higher than marginal values – 

giving a higher valuation than the system benefits that will be realized.   

Finding the marginal value over critical hours is predicted to be the best approach for ca-

pacity valuation in electricity capacity markets and is comparable to thermal generation UCAP.  It 

is hypothesized that if the ERCOT approach were modified to top residual load hours instead of 

top load hours, it would come the closest to the marginal value and is relatively simple to calculate.  

Further consideration would still be necessary on applying the value to future increased penetra-

tions of the weather dependent generation technologies.  Chapters 5 and 6 provide explanation of 

how these theories are tested to show that marginal values do result in appropriate price signals for 

new development – or other forward decision making.  Chapter 7 provides explanation of the con-

cept of critical hours and suggests how these should be determined for long-term decision making.
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Chapter 5  
 

Reserve Margin Based Capacity  

Mechanisms:  Comparing Two Systems 

with Renewables 

Maturing competitive electricity markets are beginning to require additional capacity to meet load 

growth as well as energy policy objectives. Market failures may imply that energy-only markets 

are insufficient to motivate necessary investments in new capacity.  Capacity mechanisms may 

address specific resource adequacy issues, however, many of these mechanisms have required sig-

nificant revisions to address unanticipated issues. Additional work is necessary to identify market 

designs that motivate optimal amounts and types of capacity investments while responding to pol-

icies mandating expansion of renewable energy and upgrades of existing facilities to meet clean 

energy standards.   

This chapter explores the ability of different capacity mechanisms, including those now 

implemented or under review by several countries and regions, to motivate efficient investment in 
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different generation resources, both new and refurbished using a traditional predefined reserve mar-

gin to maintain adequacy.  The demand shift from peak hour to peak residual hour (average contri-

bution), as discussed in Chapter 4, is used as the reserve margin capacity contribution of weather 

dependent renewable generation. The reserve margin approach is widely used in industry and by 

investment planning models.  The revenues received using different market designs and renewable 

incentives are compared to the cost of the optimal generation mix, where optimal is defined as the 

least cost portfolio that achieves the reserve margin requirement considering both fixed and varia-

ble costs. This chapter explores revenue sufficiency for a portfolio mix given a predefined renew-

able value and reserve margin.  Chapter 6 will take a different approach, using EUE to find which 

renewable counting methods result in optimal or near-optimal portfolios allowing the reliability 

level to change across scenarios based on the customers’ willingness to pay. 

Research Questions: When using a reserve margin approach, how well do different capacity 

mechanisms compensate generators such that in the long run there is incentivize for optimal gen-

eration investment?  What is the distortion related to the different mechanism leading to future 

decisions, specifically regarding producer revenues compared to costs?  In other words, is there 

“missing money” and if so where did it go?  How are consumers impacted by the different mecha-

nisms?  To what extent do the distortions change with increasing renewable penetration? Do RPS 

standards and renewable technology tax credits increase distortion? 

5.1 Introduction 

Electric generators face uncertainties for both inputs and outputs.  Historically there has been con-

siderable fuel price variability, particularly for natural gas [149].  On the output side, generators 

are uncertain of the demand and price for electricity as well as their production levels.  Additionally, 
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uncertainties exist in environmental and energy policy and market rules affecting the industry.  In-

dividually and in combination, these uncertainties increase risk to investment and may influence a 

potential investor to seek higher returns than for less risky investments.  Where utility generation 

investment is subject to rate-of-return regulation, investors have less risk, meaning that customers 

have a primary role in mitigating market risk; however, electricity markets do not provide this 

certainty and in fact additional uncertainty has been added with electricity sales prices fluctuating 

at least hourly and in some cases more frequently.  More detailed descriptions of investment risk 

are provided by [150], [151] and [152]. 

Although generation markets may shift short-term risk away from consumers, in the long-

term it is likely that a risk premium will be added to the commodity pricing back to consumers.  

Whether possible efficiencies in investment and operations spurred by competition will more than 

compensate consumers for that risk premium remains an open and important question. General 

investment theory suggests that with greater uncertainty, unless large profits are expected (meaning 

consumers are now paying more), waiting to invest (allowing for more information and less uncer-

tainty) can be the most profitable course of action.  Yet in the electricity industry, there is an ex-

pectation that reliability standards will be maintained.  National standards are set to minimize 

neighboring interconnected systems from becoming a burden on one another [153].  The market 

challenge is to facilitate investment in an uncertain marketplace by implementing the market de-

signs that maximize efficiency and motivate investment while maintaining the prescribed level of 

system adequacy.  Industrialized nations have prioritized reliable electric systems [103], and are 

loath to subject the system to forecasted cycles of over and under supply as investigated by [104].  

Additionally, in many jurisdictions, policy directs capacity decisions not only to maintain adequacy 

but also to reduce carbon emissions [154]. 
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Most of the analytical work to date has not considered market complications arising from 

the integration of weather dependent renewable generation into energy and capacity markets.  Ad-

ditionally, a great deal of work has focused on correcting the “missing money” problem for inves-

tors discussed in 3.2 with less emphasis on the companion impacts to consumers.  Through a set of 

modeled scenarios, this chapter looks at several market designs and measures the impacts to both 

generation investors and electricity consumers.  Additionally, those designs are assessed to deter-

mine whether they support appropriate optimal investment by allowing investors to recover their 

cost.  Both a summer peaking, low load factor and a winter peaking, high load factor system are 

modeled based on historical hourly data for a single year.  Impacts of alternative natural gas price 

scenarios are also explored.   

This chapter is organized as follows.  Section 5.2 outlines the theoretical background of 

economic investment in the electricity industry and provides some additional background on ca-

pacity mechanisms and the potential of weather dependent renewable resources to complicate mar-

ket designs, supplementing Chapter 3.  Section 5.3 details the models used and the market mecha-

nisms considered in this chapter.  The focus of this chapter is on systems that minimize the cost of 

attaining a given installed reserve margin, consistent with current practice.  In contrast, Chapter 6 

includes the customers’ value of electricity such that reliability associated with generation invest-

ment is defined in context with their willingness to pay.  Section 5.4 steps through the results of the 

models considering a variety of alternative assumptions, including different levels of renewable 

penetration and subsidy levels.  Finally, section 5.5 gives concluding remarks and suggests topics 

for future work. 
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5.2 Capacity Market Theoretical Considerations 

To lend perspective to capacity markets, let us consider an example of two generators A and B 

where generator A has low fixed investment costs (FC in $/MW/yr annualized) and high variable 

operating costs (VC in $/MWh) while generator B has high fixed costs and low variable costs.  

Simplifying operations, B is always dispatched first due to its low operating costs so it has a higher 

capacity factor19 (cf in %), and A is dispatched only when load exceeds the capacity of B.  In this 

simplest possible model, to determine the optimal capacity of each generator (decision variables A 

and B, each in MW) an optimization problem is written as: 

Minimize Total Annual Cost = Fixed Cost + Variable Cost 

  = FCA* A + FCB* B + [VCA* A *cfA + VCB* B *cfB]*8760     5-1 

The objective is subject to the usual constraints of load matching each hour. For a more 

detailed discussion of generation mix optimization see [51].  For a detailed explanation of how total 

cost will equal total revenue in a market equilibrium model under these linearity assumptions, see 

Appendix A. 

In theory, electricity markets provide incentives for development of new resources since 

all providers are paid the marginal cost of electricity (either the marginal cost of the last source of 

supply, or the scarcity price that enables demand to equal available supply) and not their actual 

operating costs.  When generator revenues are higher than costs, motivation is provided for new 

investment in efficient generation resources; under certain ideal conditions, the market equilibrium 

                                                      

 
19 Capacity factor is the average production divided by installed capacity, a percent of the time period used which is 

typically one year, 8760 hours. 
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will be such that this gross margin exactly covers fixed operating and maintenance costs [43].  But 

electricity must be provided on demand – it cannot yet be stored in sufficient quantities. Investment 

in generation is primarily irreversible, meaning once constructed it is not easily sold and moved to 

another location, thus dramatically reducing its salvage value.  But this chapter focuses on legal 

requirements that prevent shortages (by mandating construction of extra capacity) that may also 

prevent generator revenues from escalating to the necessary levels for market entry since the excess 

generation held in reserve may be operated minimally.  Therefore, incentives for investment in 

electric generation need to be higher than for investment in something that could otherwise be sold 

in a robust market, with many alternatives for both consumers and investors.  To address the market 

failure associated with insufficient revenues to motivate investment for reliability, several capacity 

mechanisms have been proposed. 

Capacity mechanisms can take many forms and are generally categorized by whether they 

are centralized and all-inclusive, and whether they are based on a price or volume metric [107].  

Decentralized mechanisms place obligations on market participants while centralized mechanism 

place obligations on an overall larger system of multiple participants.  A mechanism is all-inclusive 

if it applies to all market participants and is targeted if it applies to a market segment exclusively – 

examples include renewables, reserves [155] or flexible resources.  A mechanism is considered 

volume-based if an amount is pre-determined (say MWs of capacity needed) while a price based 

mechanism sets a buying price and will take all providers (any amount of MWs) at the set price.  

There are various other variants (e.g., operating reserve demand curves, methods to calculate ca-

pacity credits) that are considered.  This chapter focuses on several volume-based capacity mech-

anisms where the volume is set by attainment of a system adequacy criteria, such as a given system 
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reserve margin or loss-of-load probability.  The mechanisms analyzed include targeted and market 

based mechanisms that are centralized or decentralized. 

Specifically, the mechanisms studied include: 

1. Energy-only markets (Australia [156]):  In these markets, generation is paid when it sup-

plies energy to the market.  The market price for all generators in each time period is the 

marginal price to supply the next MWh. 

2. Energy markets that include scarcity pricing (ERCOT20 [157]:  These models are like the 

models for energy-only markets, however, they include higher costs than operating costs 

for scarcity hours.  A review of Texas data showed that scarcity occurred very infrequently: 

1.51 hours in 2012 and 0.22 hours in 2013 when prices reached the price caps in effect at 

the time of $3000/MWh and $4500/MWh, respectively [158].  The ERCOT price cap has 

gradually increased to $9000/MWh in 2015.  A review of rates in Germany, where energy 

shortfalls have occurred, show that spot electricity prices only reached €130.27/MWh 

(roughly $169 US at the time) in 2013 and prices were only over €100/MWh for 17 hours 

that year [159].   

3. Energy markets with capacity markets for dispatchable capacity (UK) [160]:  This mecha-

nism combines the energy-only market described above with a second market for capacity.  

Capacity is paid the market clearing price for capacity capped at the levelized annual cap-

ital cost of a new natural gas combustion turbine or some multiple thereof. Since this is the 

least cost best-in-class technology for new generation and it is like the cost of new entry 

                                                      

 
20 ERCOT includes an operating reserve demand curve – a real time reserve price adder that reflects the value of lost 

load. 
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(CONE) developed by some ISOs [161].  For this mechanism, weather dependent renew-

able technologies are excluded from receiving capacity payments, since they are presuma-

bly already heavily subsidized to enter the market. 

4. Energy markets with capacity markets for all capacity (PJM, NYISO, ISO-NE):  This de-

sign combines the previously described energy-only market with a payment to all genera-

tion sources that provide capacity to meet or offset the system peak.  Many variations exist 

for counting capacity contributions of weather dependent renewable resources as described 

in Chapter 4.  In this chapter, only the demand shift from the peak demand hour to the peak 

residual demand hour is used.  Chapter 6 will explore a broader range of renewable capacity 

valuation definition and seek to determine the optimal value for this capacity market de-

sign. 

5.3 Case Study: Comparing Alternative Market Designs for Achiev-

ing Installed Reserve Margin 

Using optimization techniques and energy and capacity market clearing models, two alternative 

regional power systems are analyzed based on actual normalized historical load, wind and solar 

data.  The two systems were chosen to be typical of a southern US and northern European setting 

to determine if peak season, load factor, and natural gas prices affected the recommendations of 

market design. The data is hourly (8760 hours), thus capturing a range of renewable states and load 

conditions.  In the case study, I compare the costs and revenues given four different capacity market 

designs for each system under seven different renewable policies.  This experimental design allows 

me to determine the robustness of a market design regarding revenue sufficiency under a broad 

range of potential scenarios including increased renewable generation. 
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5.3.1 Modeling Assumptions 

The first system modeled is winter peaking with a moderately high load factor, typical of European 

systems.21  The normalized load data is scaled to a system with a peak of 100,000 MW while main-

taining a 70.8% system load factor. Normalized data for wind in this system is scaled according to 

the scenario to maintain the resources’ 39.4% capacity factor while solar was scaled to maintain 

21.5% capacity factor. Table 5-1 provides a summary of the characteristics. 

Table 5-1:  Summary of system characteristics. 

 

The second system modeled is summer peaking with a significantly lower load factor typ-

ical of southern U.S. systems with high air conditioning load.22  The normalized load data for this 

system is scaled to a system with a peak of 100,000 MW while maintaining a 55.8% load factor.  

Thus, the two systems have the same peak load, but have different energy requirements.  Normal-

ized data for wind in the second system was scaled to maintain the 43.8% capacity factor while 

solar was used from the first system due to lack of data availability at the time of the study.  It is 

noted however that the solar resource across the two regions can be similar, but large-scale deploy-

ment in Texas would tend towards slightly higher capacity factors23 [162].  Due to the nature of 

results from this study, the solar approximation was adequate; however, should be more precisely 

                                                      

 
21 Based on European load, wind and solar data from Dr. Martin Griener [203] provided in Appendix C. 
22 Based on ERCOT load and wind data for year 2011 [115] and Appendix B. 
23 Utility scale solar projects developed in Texas from 2010-2015 range in capacity factors from 19.9%-25.9%.  The 

ERCOT solar shapes used in Chapter 6 include Dallas-Fort Worth ranging from 19.9%-22.5%, Houston ranging from 

18.6%-20.4% and Midland ranging from 26.2%-29.6%. 

System Winter Summer

Load Factor 70.8% 55.8%

Wind Capacity Factor 39.4% 43.8%

Solar Capacity Factor 21.5% 21.5%

Gas Price High Low

Data Europe Texas
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modeled to include any load and solar correlations of an actual region should specific regional 

analysis be considered.  (This is shown in Chapters 6 and 7 as more data became available through-

out this research.)  

New generation technologies were modeled using the most recent U.S. Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) cost information [145] and best-in-class resources for peaking, intermediate 

and baseload operation.  Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 show the screening curves24 (more fully ex-

plained in [99]) used to assess best-in class technologies based on low and high natural gas price 

assumptions, respectively.  Best in class are the technologies with the lowest total cost at each 

                                                      

 
24 Screening curves provide a tool for comparing generation technologies over a range of output levels, showing the total 

annual cost including fixed and variable costs as well as levelized investment costs.  Different technologies are chosen 

based on how often they are expected to produce energy to supply customer demand. 

Figure 5-1:  Generation technology screening curve with low natural gas price.   
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capacity factor level.  The advanced gas turbine (ACT) and advanced combined cycle (ACC) are 

used in this analysis as the natural gas technologies along with conventional coal.  Table 5-2 

provides the cost data used.   

 

Figure 5-2: Generation technology screening curve with high natural gas price. 

 

Table 5-2:  EIA model cost assumptions for generation technologies.  

 

 

 

 

Fixed Costs Low Gas High Gas PTC Ramp 

Technology $/MW/yr Variable&Fuel Variable&Fuel Subsidy Rate

ACT (Combustion Turbine) 80,154$           79.60$              159.20$            100%

ACC (Combined Cycle) 136,419$          53.60$              107.20$            100%

Conventional Coal 120,253$          29.40$              29.40$              55%

Wind 222,329$          -$                 -$                 (23.00)$  

Solar PV (Photovoltaic) 265,428$          -$                 -$                 

Solar PV - 30% ITC 193,289$          -$                 -$                 
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Renewable technologies are modeled with and without subsidies to show impact of sup-

ports.  The subsidy for wind was modeled at the U.S. Production Tax Credit (PTC) level of 

$23/MWh [163] which, when included in the optimization model, is a negative variable cost.  The 

subsidy for solar was examined at both 30% and 10% Investment Tax Credit (ITC) [164] levels 

which, when included, lowers the solar fixed cost.  The modeled subsidy rates may be higher or 

lower than other specific countries and lower than available within some states in the U.S where 

additional state tax credits and incentives are available [32].   

The models aggregate coal, natural gas combined cycle, natural gas combustion turbine, 

wind and solar generation into technology clusters with continuous capacity available, as opposed 

to individual generating units in discrete blocks.  Models including coal in the portfolio were mod-

eled at a maximum of 45% of the overall peak system demand (in MW) with a maximum 85% 

capacity factor.  This level of energy produced from coal is higher than the U.S. [165] or Europe 

[166] overall but may be lower than specific regions.  Coal generators are assumed to be existing, 

and their “going forward” costs are assumed to be 25% of new coal construction costs.  This rep-

resents significantly depreciated existing baseload generation facilities in mature electric infrastruc-

ture that were constructed when prices were lower, such as those existing in the U.S. or Europe.  

Existing nuclear facilities in these regions are also significantly depreciated and may exhibit similar 

fixed costs and lower operating costs than the modeled coal.  Given this, conclusions drawn from 

analysis of baseload coal would be similar for nuclear generation and may to some extent also be 

applied to vintage combined cycle generation.   

Ramping constraints were placed on coal and combined cycle technology clusters to allow 

consideration of how inflexibilities may affect the ability of a system to accommodate the steeper 
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residual load ramps that occur with higher renewable penetrations.  Some capacity markets differ-

entiate between flexible and inflexible capacity (such as in California [167]) with the former re-

ceiving a higher price in capacity markets based on system needs for flexibility due to variability 

in load and intermittent generation. Other unit commitment considerations (start-up costs, mini-

mum loadings, minimum run, and minimum down times) are not considered. Natural gas prices 

were modeled at the 2015 lower prices reflected in the United States natural gas market [145] and 

the 2015 higher prices of the European gas market [168], an approximate two times multiplier.  

Table 5-2 provides the detailed generation assumptions used in modeling.  

The modeling assumptions for each of the market designs are as follows: 

1. Energy-only markets:  In determining generation price bids, the models used in 

this chapter include generators bidding their operating costs (which were determined using the lat-

est EIA estimates [145] and shown on Table 5-2) including fuel costs at both price levels as well 

as operations and maintenance costs. 

2. Energy markets that include scarcity pricing:  For this study a generous scarcity 

price of $9000 was applied for two hours per year to dispatchable generation. If part of the reason 

for the scarcity pricing was the unavailability of renewable generation sources, renewable sources 

did not receive scarcity pricing.  Even though some U.S. locations have gone to this level of scarcity 

pricing, the price level is considered generous since lower cost backup generation substitutions may 

be available to customers [169].  If more accurate pricing signals were eventually passed down to 

consumers, some amount of curtailment or substitution may be expected, lowering scarcity pricing.  

3. Energy markets with capacity markets for dispatchable capacity:  Capacity is paid 

annually the market clearing price of $80,154/MW/yr based on the levelized annual capital cost of 

a new natural gas combustion turbine, (see Table 5 1) [145]. 
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4. Energy markets with capacity markets for all capacity:  The capacity value of 

$80,154/MW/yr. is applied to all generation capacity.  For this chapter, the average approach was 

taken in which the capacity contribution was determined for the renewable sources by calculating 

the shift or difference between the system peak demand and the residual peak demand (the highest 

value considering demand less renewable generation) even if these two occur during different time 

periods.  This measures the change to generation requirements because of renewables and preserves 

any correlation that might exist between load and wind or solar resources.  This is the same way 

that capacity was determined for purposes of meeting an overall designed system reserve margin. 

These four market designs are each simulated with the optimization model defined in the 

next subsection.  First a hypothetical least cost system in which the reliability metric is a 15% 

reserve margin is used to find the optimal capacity allocation, optimal dispatch and all related costs. 

Then, the determined capacity mix and dispatch is simulated in the market using the market designs. 

The energy and capacity market revenues are determined and compared to costs providing an as-

sessment of revenue sufficiency for producers.  Additionally, the total portfolio revenues are com-

pared to evaluate cost implications to consumers.  Disparities are used to predict future producer 

behavior. In Chapter 6, a more detailed model of market design 4, the energy and capacity market 

for all technologies, is used to determine the proper assignment of parameters given constraints to 

achieve a competitive market. 

5.3.2 Model Formulation 

As detailed in Appendix A, total cost will equal total revenue in a market equilibrium under line-

arity assumptions.  A model is developed to compare costs and revenues to determine whether the 

market is in equilibrium.  The model determines the capacity amounts and annual hourly dispatch 

of each generation technology optimizing to minimize total cost while meeting load requirements, 
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within the constraint of the maximum capacity level of coal and at the specified reserve margin 

established for reliability.  The model formulation follows.  

The decision variables include:  

 installed capacity (xg) [MW] of each generation technology type (gG) including three 

fossil generator types (gF) and wind (gW) and solar (gS);  

 hourly dispatch (h  H = {1,…, 8,760}) of energy (eg,h) [MWh] for each g; and 

 hourly curtailments (ceg,h) [MWh] of excess wind or solar energy (gWS) for each h.  

The optimal values of these variables are found by minimizing objective (Equation 5-2) 

below, 

MIN:   Total Costs = Fixed Costs + Variable Costs – Renewable Subsidy   

MIN ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔 𝑔𝐺 +∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 − ∑ 𝑊𝑆 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑤ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝑊              5-2 

s.t.  Σ
gG

 eh,g  = DMh                  hH     5-3 

Σ
gF 

xg  + (
 
xw *WCV )+ xs *SCV   > PD * (1 + RM)                         5-4 

 -Rampg* xg  ≤  eh,g - eh-1,g  <  Rampg* xg                 hH     5-5 

eh,g  < xg                             gF; hH    5-6 

eh,g  < xg *AVAILh,g       gW,S; hH    5-7 

 xCoal ≤ PD * 0.45           5-8 

as well as non-negativity for all variables. The first two constraints are market clearing conditions: 

Equation 5-3 establishes hourly energy balances between supply and demand (DM) [MW]; and 

Equation 5-4 maintains a minimum reserve margin (RM) [fraction] to meet presumed adequacy 

requirements, where RM is a function of the annual peak demand (PD) [MW] and wind and solar 

capacity values (WCV and SCV, respectively [fraction]) are the difference between the PD and the 
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residual peak demand with renewables.  

Constraint equations 5-5 to 5-8 instead restrict decisions for individual generators. Con-

straint equation 5-5 is an operating condition that requires the ramping of fossil generation between 

hours (Ramp) [fraction] to be within limits reasonable to the generation technology;  Equation 5-6 

restricts a generator to produce within its installed capacity; Equation 5-7 restricts renewable gen-

erator to produce up to g’s hourly availability (AVAILg [fraction]), which depends on wind or sun 

conditions; and Equation 5-8 imposes a limit on coal capacity based on existing facilities that can 

be life-extended (set here to be 45% of peak demand). 

A reserve margin was set at 15% of the total system demand to provide consistency across 

model results.  This is a value comparable to many systems, within several percentage points25.  As 

an example, a recent study conducted by the Brattle group suggests that the reserve margin for 

ERCOT should be 15.25% based on a one day in ten-year criteria [106] described in Chapter 3.  

Reserve margins can be calculated many ways and variable resource capacity can also have varying 

meanings.  In this analysis, reserve margin is calculated based on the peak annual load as is typically 

done in reserve margin studies [170].  Coal and natural gas generator capacities are defined as their 

nameplate capacity values.  Wind and solar resource capacity contributions are defined as the dif-

ference between the peak load and the residual peak load after the variable resource is subtracted26 

(which may occur at a different hour as described in Section 4.2.2).  Since renewable capacity is 

not necessarily additive, when both solar and wind are included in a portfolio, solar capacity is 

                                                      

 
25 NERC assessment areas have reference reserve margin levels ranging from 11% to 20% [170, pp. 8-10]. 
26 In this chapter, specific blocks of renewable generation are added, so the capacity value of the shift can be predeter-

mined, except for in Case F where an iterative approach is necessary to find the optimal.  Chapter 6 uses a different 

approach, not presupposing renewable levels and allowing multiple resources with different values. 
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calculated first using a net load minus solar peak and then wind capacity is calculated as the addi-

tional peak net load reduction due to the wind addition. Other methods are explored in Chapter 6. 

There are several simplifications in the model.  One is that generation capacity investment 

is treated as a continuous variable, not discrete blocks.  Although transmission access is important 

in actual power systems, it was not considered in this high-level attempt to explore generation costs 

and market prices.  Finally, the model does not include non-convex unit commitment constraints, 

such as start-up costs and minimum run levels.  Optimal generation mixes have been defined in the 

presence of unit commitment limitations, but their performance under alternative market designs 

has not been considered [69]. 

5.3.3 Renewable Sensitivity Analysis 

To understand the interactions between the capacity mechanisms and renewable generation devel-

opment, seven renewable policies are investigated using the model described above.  The first six 

cases are applied to each of the individual systems, the final case combines the two systems. 

A. No renewables.  

B. Wind capacity to deliver 20% renewable energy, with PTC.  

C. Wind capacity to deliver 40% renewable energy, with PTC. 

D. Wind capacity to deliver 40% renewable energy, without PTC.  

E. Solar capacity to deliver 10% renewable energy, without ITC. 

F. Optimal renewable development. 

G. Two unique wind resources to deliver 14% renewable energy each. 

Overall the case study compares costs for the two systems in each of the first six renewable 

policies, a total of 12 scenarios, to four different market designs for revenue for those scenarios.  

Figure 5-3 provides an overview of the design of this case study. 
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Figure 5-3:  Overview of case study design. 

5.4 Results of Two System Study 

This section provides the results of analysis conducted of the two systems comparing the cost of 

the optimal portfolio mix, based on the least cost to meet the 15% reserve margin criteria for relia-

bility, to the different revenue payments according to the four market mechanisms detailed in the 

previous section.  System 1 is the winter peaking, high natural gas price system based on Europe.  

System 2 is the summer peaking, low natural gas system based on the southern U.S.  Six renewable 

policies are investigated using the model and methodology described above for each of the indi-

vidual systems.  Then the two systems, with their inherent customer demands and wind resources 

are combined, creating a scenario with multiple wind resources.  The analysis considers the pay-

ments to each technology group using the four market mechanisms described in sections 5.2 and 

detailed in 5.3.1 to evaluate price distortions that could lead to inefficient investment.  The analysis 

also includes how these distortions change when interacting with the type and level of renewable 
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resource and policy.  Each subsection covers a different renewable policy.  A final section is in-

cluded to briefly summarize the results of these policies. 

Each of the sections pictorially show the optimized cost of generation compared to pay-

ments received under differing market mechanisms and are organized as follows.  The first stack 

on the far left of each figure is the least cost mix to meet reserve margin reliability requirements, 

showing the annual costs incurred by technology owners.  These costs reflect what consumers 

should pay and what generation owners should collect in order to be revenue neutral. The four 

following bars show the four market mechanisms under investigation, as described in sections 5.2 

and 5.3.1. These revenue bars are the payments that the technology owners would receive under 

each mechanism:  energy-only, energy plus scarcity, energy plus capacity payment to thermal, and 

energy plus capacity payments to all.  Comparing each of the four revenue bars to the left-hand 

cost bar shows whether a technology is over-paid, under-paid, or just right and whether costs are 

higher or lower for consumers. 

5.4.1 Case A: System without renewable generation 

The first case looks at market mechanisms before renewable generation is added.  This will later 

help to isolate what impacts are the result of weather dependent renewable generation and what 

impacts are pre-existing.   

Even without the addition of subsidized renewable generation, energy-only electricity mar-

kets do not provide enough monetary incentives for natural gas development but do lower costs to 

consumers, at least in the short-run in the low gas, summer system.  Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 and 

show that from a total cost perspective, existing partially depreciated baseload plants such as coal 

(but this would certainly apply to nuclear and some other depreciated plant as well) have the ad-
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vantage of low remaining capital costs and low operating costs, unless there are significant im-

provement costs necessitated (for example from environmental regulations or relicensing).  If the 

older baseload plants continue to operate properly and require standard preventive maintenance, 

their expected income from an energy market exceeds their costs in high or low gas cost gas markets 

and in varying seasonal load factor systems.  These results indicate that electricity markets do not 

adequately capture investment differences across time, especially when construction prices in-

crease. Transitioning from a regulatory cost recovery model to a competitive market paying mar-

ginal cost may remove investment risk from consumers but also results in price increases commen-

surate with the increased revenues provided to generators, specifically existing units with low var-

iable cost.  Technological innovation in the industry has heretofore not introduced more economi-

cally efficient technologies that can compete with vintage depreciated technologies.  

These models show that energy-only electricity markets, even those incorporating scarcity 

pricing do not provide enough economic incentive for the development of new natural gas re-

sources, unless perhaps prices were allowed to be significantly higher.  As previously mentioned, 

the inclusion of a customary reserve margin most often forces additional capacity beyond the eco-

nomic equilibrium level which results in associated costs increases without supporting revenues.  

This is in part because reliability standards prevent scarcity pricing from occurring frequently 

enough to cover the costs of new investment.  Market designs used in Europe where capacity held 

for reserves is compensated separately could improve incentives if scarcity pricing was invoked 

every time that reserves are used.  However, this only exacerbates the chronological market prob-

lem of low variable cost vintage resources collecting rents and raising overall costs to consumers 

over those paid under cost recovery regulation.  
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The winter peaking system with high natural gas prices in Figure 5-4 generally provides 

for market payments in excess of system costs even when considering capital and fixed costs; 

however, this is not extended to each resource type equivalently.  Due to the higher marginal 

payments to producers based on high gas prices, existing baseload generation facilities with low 

operating costs will receive revenues in excess of costs while newer natural gas facilities will 

receive revenues that cover operating costs but not enough to also cover capital costs.  The market 

does not provide the incentive for the development of the least cost reliable system.  This indicates 

that more low cost coal would have been optimal if not constrained in the model. The market does 

provide incentive for the refurbishment of older semi-retired baseload facilities that may have 

higher emissions rates, as currently being seen in Germany [107] and the UK [160].  Adding 

scarcity energy payments does not result in a sufficient amount of additional revenues since scarcity 
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situations are not frequent enough nor of sufficient duration.  An approach like ERCOTs recent 

cahnge that guarentees more scarcity hours might remedy this.  A capacity payment can be provided 

to all or portions of the system capacity to make whole the natural gas generators, but this further 

increases consumer costs. 

The summer peaking system with low natural gas prices in Figure 5-5 has similar issues.  

It is noted that a greater amount of combustion turbine technology is optimal in the cost mix, which 

is expected for a system with a lower load factor and when natural gas prices are lower.  Overall 

energy market revenues are close to the total cost optimal system, potentially slightly under – 

leading to a premature initial conclusion that markets result in lower costs to consumers.  However, 

like the winter peaking systems discussed above, existing baseload with low operating costs receive 

energy payments in excess of their energy, capital and fixed costs on an annual basis whereas 

energy payments to new natural gas facilities are insufficient to cover both fixed and operating 
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costs therefore lacking motivation for investment.  Including scarcity energy payments does not 

remedy the deficitdue to the low frequency of scarcity events.  If new capacity is not required for 

system adequacy, lower costs might be achieved (depending how the existing capacity is receiving 

its revenues); however, if new investment is required the energy market incentives are not 

sufficient.  Adding capacity payments to all or some of the generation types may motivate natural 

gas investment; however, it does so by increasing consumer costs above the optimal level through 

overpayment to baseload technologies. 

5.4.2 Case B: Adding 20% subsidized wind generation 

Next, the market interactions were explored when a 20% energy based RPS is mandated.  Both 

portfolios would rely upon wind as the least cost means to achieve the renewable standard.  Wind 

generation is modeled including the PTC subsidy.  At the 20% energy level, wind is never curtailed 

and never on the margin (never sets a subsidized negative market price).  

Results of the 20% subsidized wind models are shown on Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7.  In 

both systems, wind receives economic rents with and without capacity payments, indicating that 

the systems are not optimal with respect to the amount of wind added and that in fact more wind 

can be added for an efficient system with subsidies.  This may not always be possible due to other 

considerations such as siting and permitting (externalities that might not have direct costs) and 

transmission access (a cost that could be added).  The added wind displaces all fossil generation 

types; however, the greatest reduction in both systems is in natural gas combined cycle, both in 

terms of installed capacity and in unit capacity factor.  Installed combustion turbine capacity in-

creases in the optimal mix; however, its capacity factor also declines.  The increase in wind erodes  
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Figure 5-6:  Case B.1: Annual generation costs and market revenues for winter system 

with 20% wind energy.  

Figure 5-7: Case B.2:  Annual generation costs and market revenues for summer 

system, low gas and 20% wind energy. 
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the economic rents received by existing baseload coal and further reduces earnings from both nat-

ural gas technologies.  In both systems, a capacity payment is necessary to restore profitability to 

new gas-fired generation technologies, adding costs to consumers. 

5.4.3 Case C: Adding 40% subsidized wind generation 

When the RPS mandate is pushed to 40% of system energy, subsidized wind is occasionally on the 

margin creating some hours of negative market prices.  There are also required wind curtailments 

when wind generation exceeds load.  Results of the 40% subsidized wind models are shown in 

Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9.   

The wind continues to receive economic rents in the winter case even without the additional 

subsidy payment, continuing to suggest that the optimal amount of wind has not yet been reached.  

In the summer system case, this is not true.  In the winter case, combined cycle capacity and energy 

continues to be displaced by wind whereas combustion turbine capacity and energy increase with 

Figure 5-8: Case C.1: Annual generation costs and market revenues for winter system, 

high gas and 40% wind energy. 
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declining capacity factor. The increase in wind erodes the economic rents received by existing 

baseload coal.  In both systems, a capacity payment continues to be necessary to restore profitability 

to new gas-fired generation technologies 

The summer peaking system is closer to optimum for each technology type when including 

capacity payments, yet higher costs to consumers.  Existing baseload technology still collects eco-

nomic rents; however, at a much lower level than in a no renewable case. This seems to indicate 

that the high penetration of subsidized renewables improved the overall market payment alloca-

tions.  It is not necessary to include capacity payments to wind for revenue sufficiency given its 

existing subsidies. Further capacity payments raise costs to consumers.   

5.4.4 Case D: Adding 40% unsubsidized wind generation 

Comparing Figure 5-8 to Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-9 to Figure 5-11, there are only subtle market  

Figure 5-9:  Case C.2: Annual generation costs and market revenues for summer 

system, low gas and 40% wind energy. 
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Figure 5-10:  Case D.1: Annual generation costs and market revenues for winter sys-

tem, high gas and 40% wind energy no subsidy. 

Figure 5-11:  Case D2: Annual generation costs and market revenues for summer sys-

tem, low gas and 40% wind energy no subsidy. 
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differences at the 40% wind energy penetration level when renewable subsidies are removed arising 

from the few hours of negative pricing when wind is on the margin.  Lower penetrations of wind 

would result in no market changes.  Wind collects economic rents when gas prices are high but is 

unprofitable when gas prices are low.  (This may not be the case for a system that has a higher 

blend of existing gas-fired baseload and less coal and nuclear.)  The summer peaking system again 

provides a good market approximation to least cost when a capacity payment is in place; however, 

coal receives economic rents from wind.   

5.4.5 Case E: Adding 10% unsubsidized solar generation 

Based on the EIA cost data used for this analysis, solar generation is not competitive with natural 

gas technologies at either gas price in the systems studied.  Including solar generation raises the 

cost of the generation portfolio, as shown on Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13, whether through subsi-

dies or RPS requirements or both.  Brief sensitivity analysis was conducted using the overall study 

data.  Future price declines show promise for solar technologies on systems whose highest load 

requirements coincide with solar generation production, especially a summer system with high gas 

prices. 

 The models combine two factors – load shape and gas price.  Despite higher system prices 

in the evening hours when solar is unavailable, the winter peaking system provides better compen-

sation to solar facilities than the summer peaking system due to higher natural gas prices.  In the 

winter peaking high gas system, solar generation raises the portfolio costs slightly.  The offset to 

the high gas price is almost enough to pay for the high fix capital costs of the solar technology.  

Comparing Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-12 it is shown that, like wind, most offsets come out of what 

would have been generated using combined cycle, the cleanest of the fossil fuel technologies.  In 
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fact, solar development leads to reduced capacity development in combined cycle and increased 

development in natural gas combustion turbines.  As with the previous cases, existing baseload 

generation collects economics rents, and natural gas technologies require capacity payments in 

order to cover fixed and variable costs; however, such capacity payments further contribute to 

escalated consumer costs.  Solar provides very little if any capacity in a winter peaking system, due 

to peaks occuring after sundown.  Therefore, adding a capacity payment based on the actual peak 

net load differential brings little additional revenue.  Solar generators would not recover their costs 

in any of the market designs studied.  Additional subsidies would be necessary to motivate 

investment. 

By contrast, a bit more solar capacity is available at the time of a summer system peak; 

however, it is smaller than might initially be expected.  A few contributors to a somewhat small 

peak capacity value are:  fixed solar panels and those with limited tracking that are typically 

Figure 5-12: Case E.1: Annual generation costs and market revenues for winter sys-

tem, high gas and 10% solar energy no subsidy. 
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installed to maximize energy production throughout the year and not production at time of peak; 

summer peaking systems have highest loads in the late afternoon (not at solar daily peak), closely 

followed by early evening when solar output has substantially diminished; and July and August 

peak demands can be very similar with some years the highest loads occuring in August, yet solar 

capacity at the hour of peak is lower in August than in July.  Using a capacity mechanism that 

closely matches the product delivered can result in low capacity payments even for the summer 

peaking system and can also vary from year to year.  Like the winter peaking system, solar 

generation displaces both capacity and energy from natural gas combined cycle. 

5.4.6 Case F: Optimal gas and wind generation mix, with fixed existing coal 

In determining the optimal mix for each of the two systems, the existing coal constraints were 

maintained and renewable subsidies were removed.  The winter peaking, high natural gas price 

Figure 5-13:  Case E.2: Annual generation costs and market revenues for summer 

system, low gas and 10% solar energy no subsidy. 
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case was optimal with the inclusion of 48% wind energy.  Additional amounts of wind would be 

optimal with reduced amounts of existing baseload.   

At this high penetration of wind, 0.2% of the total annual wind is curtailed with curtail-

ments taking place for 111 hours (which means that the energy clearing price was set to zero for 

those hours).  It was assumed that curtailed wind was not paid, which prompts a policy discussion 

regarding how wind curtailments should be handled between wind providers.  Which facilities 

should be curtailed assuming that no transmission constraints exist?  Should the market reward 

facilities closer to load or that would improve system efficiencies such as reduced system losses?  

Should the reduced energy revenues be spread on a proportional basis across all potential wind 

providers impacting each provider equally?  The market mechanisms should consider these types 

of issues when moving towards an optimal generation portfolio. 

Figure 5-14:  Case F.1: Annual generation costs and market revenues for winter sys-

tem, high gas and optimal renewable generation, 48% wind 
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The optimal system still shows that existing baseload units collect economic rents due to 

the constraint limiting the amount of these older units. The rents provide the aging resources with 

incentive to refurbish and continue operation even without capacity payments and reduce wind 

production. 

Interestingly, wind generation does not fully recover its costs in the energy based market 

designs with high gas, which is a new finding.  This may be due to the approach used in counting 

its capacity towards the reserve margin or the reserve margin itself.  Wind needs both energy and 

capacity payments for revenue sufficiency.  In small part, losses are due to uncompensated curtail-

ments, which reduce the overall portfolio costs, but also reduce the wind generators revenues. 

Figure 5-15:  Case F.2: Annual generation costs and market revenues for summer sys-

tem, low gas and optimal renewable generation, 8% wind 
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5.4.7 Case G: Renewable impacts in a combined system 

To explore impacts of differing renewable resources in the market, the two studied systems were 

combined into one centrally dispatched system with two separate wind resources.  Although each 

individual system had a peak of 100,000 MW, combining the two non-coincident systems resulted 

in a combined coincident peak of 173,935 MW with a high load factor of 72.8%.  The optimization 

spread wind equally between systems on an energy basis.  The optimum level was 28% wind, or 

14% served from each wind resource; however, the costs were different since Wind Resource 1 has 

a capacity factor of 43.8% while Wind Resource 2 has a capacity factor of 39.4% and is thus costlier 

with more capacity installed to achieve equivalent amount of energy.  At the optimal system level, 

there were no wind curtailments.   

Figure 5-16 shows that even though the system is optimized, one wind resource could col-

lect economic rents while the other lacks revenues to cover costs in energy-only markets.  In this 

Figure 5-16:  Annual generation costs and market revenues for combined system, low 

gas and two wind resources 
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simple model the lower capacity factor wind resource has insufficient revenues while the higher 

capacity factor wind resource collected economic rents.  In the wind industry, costs have declined 

and capacity factors have increased due to technological innovation, learning curves, and manufac-

turing efficiencies.  So, what might have been optimal when it was constructed may in the end have 

declining revenues creating additional market risks.  This suggests that when regulators and mar-

kets determine policies and investors make construction decisions, consideration should be given 

to the issue of declining revenues with increased renewable penetration.  Within a market, the re-

newable generators could be made whole by additional payments, but then decisions need to be 

made regarding the rules of such payments and whether this is the role of the market.  Another 

question is whether wind and solar resources should be paid based on their marginal benefit ac-

cording to vintage or whether all producers should receive the same payment.  Each new market 

rule creates complexity and uncertainty for investment and the potential for increased costs to con-

sumers.  These are interesting issues for future research. 

5.4.8 Capacity Obligation to Load Serving Entities 

Some markets assign the obligation to provide capacity to the load serving entities.  The existing 

generation resources are dispatched in an efficient manner, but when combined with separate ca-

pacity cost, there is overall increased cost to consumers based on marginal cost energy pricing that 

was in some part designed to provide some compensation for investment costs. Consumers may 

pay for capacity twice. Although this is safe for investors, who primarily enter into long-term ca-

pacity agreements with the load serving entities, and it is reliable since the capacity is guaranteed 

at least in accordance with the rules used to define adequacy and assign obligations, it can lack 

overall efficiency when coupled with marginal cost pricing.  In the theoretical construct, efficiency 

is achieved when fully regulated or fully deregulated. 
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5.4.9 Summary of Results 

The following summarizes the results and implications for implementation of market capacity 

mechanisms to achieve comparable results to least cost planning.   

Depreciated Baseload Capacity Collects Economic Rents but may Lack Sufficient Incen-

tives for Modernization when Gas Prices are Low and Renewable Investment is Higher than the 

Least Cost Level:  Baseload assets that are already significantly depreciated and that have low fuel 

costs, such as coal and nuclear, earn highest rents in all cases in an energy-only market with no 

renewables, when gas prices are high; but the rents shrink as the amount of renewable generation 

increases and substitute fossil fuel prices decrease, thus providing less incentive for modernization.  

As policy-driven subsidies cause renewable penetration to increase beyond the cost minimizing 

level, capacity payments may be necessary to provide efficient incentives for baseload upgrades. 

Scarcity Pricing is Insufficient to Meet Reliability Targets:  If the reliability target is a fixed 

15% reserve margin, then energy-only markets provide insufficient incentive for the development 

of new natural gas generation to meet reliability targets, in part because scarcity-based prices are 

neither high enough nor frequent enough to incentivize construction.  At a minimum, if a system 

reliability corresponding to a 15% reserve margin is desired, either targeted capacity payments to 

new natural gas generators or payments to all capacity are necessary to cover the missing money 

not provided in the energy market.  This could also be interpreted as suggesting that 15% reserve 

margins are not justified economically by the value they provide to consumers, but this assumes 

that costs of outages to consumers are efficiently translated into price signals in the market which 

may not be the case. 

Wind Development Depends on Fuel Prices:  Optimal wind development increases as nat-

ural gas prices increase. The low gas prices currently in the U.S. do not support the level of optimal 
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wind development that is mandated by various state RPS requirements therefore some form of 

additional support is necessary. 

With high gas prices, wind producers are still profitable receiving energy-only payments 

for what they produce even though it is sometimes necessary to curtail wind without payment when 

wind production exceeds load.  Optimal wind development increases as low-cost baseload facilities 

decrease.  As aging generation infrastructure is retired, additional wind resources will be profitable. 

Wind May Receive Economic Rents:  If siting or other restrictions limit wind development 

to below the amount needed to minimize system costs, economic rents may be earned in energy-

only markets.  This occurs even if price caps or missing scarcity pricing mechanisms suppress 

energy prices.  Mixes that are farther from the optimum yield greater rents for wind.  Additionally, 

an economically optimal system may incentivize additional high capacity factor wind development 

as technology costs fall or efficiency improves, while at the same time pre-existing lower capacity 

factor wind farms may no longer cover initial investment costs due to overall lower energy market 

payments created by the additional wind.   

On the other hand, if gas prices are low, then augmenting the energy market by adding a 

market-based capacity payment to renewables for the amount contributed at system peak still does 

not provide enough economic incentive for investment to achieve ambitious state Renewable Port-

folio Standards in the U.S. (e.g., California’s 33%).  Renewable generation that is required to meet 

portfolio standards when natural gas prices are low, in general, needs to receive additional forms 

of payment (tax credits, renewable energy credit revenues) to support the social policy. 

Solar Needs Subsidies:  In general, under our assumptions, solar development without sub-

sidies is not optimal with either high or low natural gas prices.  Some high solar insolation sites in 

locations with high natural gas prices and lack of lower cost baseload coal and nuclear facilities 
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might be approaching prices that will include solar in optimal portfolios without subsidies, but these 

locations are not common.  The high solar penetration occurring in some markets is due to explicit 

subsidies, or implicit subsidies in the form of net metering against high (non-marginal cost based) 

retail rates that are much greater than marginal generation costs.  It should be noted that the analysis 

of this report was initially conducted using EIA generation cost assumptions from 2015.  Additional 

new information on all assumptions should be periodically reviewed.  

5.5 Conclusions and Future Research 

Because market failures in the electricity sector remain uncorrected, there is interest in finding 

better market mechanisms to support efficient and least-cost capacity investment in generation re-

sources.  By simulating optimal investment mixes that minimize cost and then identify revenues 

associated with different market designs, our models enabled us to explore the overall revenue 

sufficiency of generation technologies given different scenarios.   

The analysis shows that markets have different results depending on the existing resource 

mix, load shapes, and fuel prices.  As different regions have a wide range of preferences regarding 

generation technologies, market rules should be designed both to accommodate those preferences 

as efficiently as possible.  For example, in Germany there is a preference for clean energy sources, 

excluding nuclear.  The simulation of an energy-only market can extend to Germany, where gas 

prices are high.  This analysis shows that wind development is promoted along with coal refurbish-

ment.  Meanwhile natural gas, which could provide cleaner energy and more flexible operations, is 

unprofitable in the simulations.  Adding capacity payments to all technologies can move natural 

gas technologies to profitability, but will also increase economic rents already enjoyed by coal, and 

raise consumer costs.  Energy markets with uplift payments may be the most efficient among all 
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stakeholders while providing revenue sufficiency for generation.  Policymakers and market opera-

tors can unintentionally develop conflicting framework and should work together to develop a path 

towards regional objectives. 

The analysis raises several additional questions for future exploration.   

Detailed system operations: The simplified model did not take into consideration detailed 

operating conditions of the system – starts and stops, minimum generation levels, minimum run 

times, detailed ramp rates, and operating reserves.  Nor did it consider the full range of market 

remunerations available through ancillary services, all of which factor into revenue sufficiency. 

Renewable capacity methodology:  There are many methods in use for counting reserves 

and renewable capacity.  Results are likely to be sensitive to varying methods.  Chapter 6 will focus 

on this issue. 

Extended time:  The analysis was only conducted for one year on each system.  Chapters 6 

and 7 further explore differences with a longer analysis period. 

Market simulations: Here we considered whether the optimal generation investment mix 

would be supported by alternative energy and capacity markets.  An important next step is to sim-

ulate what development would occur under each alternative design, and assess the resulting ineffi-

ciency, if any, in generation investment (as in [26]).  The results of our study show that investments 

in some optimal generation types would not be profitable in the given year and would likely not 

occur, but the next question is how severe shortages of capacity would have to be before prices 

were sufficient to motivate investment.   

Cross border issues:  Regions with capacity mechanism that do not compensate all re-

sources for the services that they provide may see investment shift to regions with more favorable 

energy and capacity markets.  
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Chapter 6  

Renewable Capacity Value:  Efficient 

Electricity Capacity Market Performance 

As the penetration of variable renewable energy in electricity markets grows, there is increasing 

need for capacity markets to account for the contribution of renewables to system adequacy. An 

important issue is the inconsistent industry definition of capacity credits for resources whose avail-

ability may be limited, such as renewable generation as discussed in Chapter 4. Inaccurate credits 

can subsidize or penalize different resources, and consequently distort investment between renew-

ables and non-renewables, and among different types and locations of renewables. Using Electric 

Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) data, a market equilibrium model is used to quantify the 

resulting loss of efficiency due to capacity credits alone and in combination with renewable tax 

subsidies and portfolio standards.  Layering inaccurate capacity credits with existing US federal 

tax subsidies decreases efficiency as much as 6.3% compared to optimal capacity crediting under 

those subsidies. Compensating producers based on their marginal contributions to system ade-

quacy, considering how renewable penetration affects the timing of net load peaks, can yield an 
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efficient capacity market design.  

Research Questions: What is the economically efficient capacity credit for wind and solar 

generation, and what are the inefficiencies resulting from incorrect credits, in terms of increased 

system capital and operating costs? 

6.1 Introduction 

Investment in generation, storage, and/or demand-side resources is necessary to maintain adequacy 

standards in competitive electricity markets. However, there are concerns that reliance on spot mar-

ket energy prices or bilateral energy contracts alone will fail to attract needed new investment or 

prevent premature plant retirements, especially when energy prices are declining because of subsi-

dized renewable wind and solar generation [171]. This concern also arises because caps on energy 

bids and prices have been implemented to control market power. These caps contribute to a “miss-

ing money” problem, in that inadequate gross margins are earned to cover the cost of investment 

in new resources [172] and [173]. Edenhofer [174] shows that the missing money problem is exac-

erbated by production-based tax credits that decrease the price offers by renewables.  Concerns 

over the amount of generation investment has led to implementation of capacity mechanisms in 

most organized markets in the U.S., and such mechanisms have recently been considered for im-

plementation in Europe. These mechanisms make payments to installed capacity based upon vari-

ous factors, including location, availability during peaks, and the total capacity relative to the need, 

defined using a reliability criterion such as the common “one day in 10 years” goal for capacity 

shortfalls. 

 When first implemented, the focus of capacity mechanisms was thermal generation capac-

ity, whose contribution to meeting a target reserve margin was set equal to their (seasonally ad-

justed) installed capacity, often derated by a forced outage rate (as in the PJM Interconnection 
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(PJM) and New York Independent System Operator (NYISO)). Usually based on an assumption of 

statistical independence of generator outages and load, the desired reserve margin would be calcu-

lated by convolving generator outages and loads, considering unit nameplate capacities, forced 

outage rates, and load distributions [17]. However, these simple probabilistic methods do not cap-

ture the increased uncertainty introduced by variable renewable generators whose outputs, like 

load, depend on weather patterns and cannot be modeled as independent. 

 Variable renewable generation has rapidly penetrated power markets in part because of 

various subsidy programs.  Tax credits and feed-in tariffs are among direct subsidies for renewable 

technologies, and may be simultaneously provided at the federal, state and local levels. Meanwhile, 

a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) is an implicit subsidy that requires a prescribed amount of 

renewable energy whether or not it is economically efficient.  Twenty-nine US states have an RPS 

while another eight have non-mandatory goals [32].  Most of the standards/goals are for 15-20% 

renewable energy by the early 2020’s.  More aggressive standards require 50% by 2030 (Califor-

nia), 75% by 2032 (Vermont) and 100% by 2045 (Hawaii).  Another type of subsidy to renewable 

energy can arise by providing capacity payments to renewable generators in a manner inconsistent 

with their actual contribution to system reliability. One way this is currently done in US markets is 

through capacity credits, equal to the fraction of the installed capacity that is counted and rewarded 

in capacity markets or other systems for incenting contributions to system adequacy.  

Although variable renewable generators have low availability, with capacity factors that 

are typically 15-25% (solar) to 25-35% (wind),27 additions of such capacity can still contribute to 

system adequacy.  Thus, it is necessary to expand capacity mechanisms to account for contributions 

                                                      

 
27 Capacity factor is an industry term describing actual generation in a period divided by the maximum potential 
if the generator was producing at its installed capacity during the entire period. 
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from all resources to overall system adequacy. But this can be difficult, because many nontradi-

tional resources have limitations that are not directly translatable into equivalent forced outage rates 

in adequacy calculations. These include wind or solar variability that is correlated with load, limi-

tations on total energy production from storage, limited hours of use or number of starts, or advance 

notification requirements for demand response. Indeed, as system load net of renewables becomes 

more variable, even assessing the contribution of traditional fossil and nuclear sources becomes 

more complex, as other operational characteristics such as ramp rates may constrain the ability of 

the system to meet load. Quantifying capacity credits has therefore become more difficult. This 

chapter focuses on the market effects of credits for wind and solar; however, similar questions 

about the impact of alternative credit definitions upon market efficiency can be addressed for other 

technologies using our general method. 

As explained in Chapter 4, inconsistent methods are used by system operators for calculat-

ing the capacity contributions of variable renewables. The problem is that too much capacity credit 

for a particular resource is an implicit subsidy that may lead to overinvestment. Conversely, too 

little credit could divert investment away from a resource. Inaccurate credits can impact investment 

choices between renewable and thermal generation and can also affect relative profitability of dif-

ferent renewable types or locations. The purpose of this chapter is to assess the impact on equilib-

rium generation mixes and market efficiency of inaccurate capacity credits for renewables. 

Ideally, markets should provide the price signals that would support the cost-minimizing 

portfolio of resource investments that meet reliability and environmental standards. The Ontario 

Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) states that the qualified capacity should “equalize 

the reliability value of 1 MW of capacity” [175]. The methodology and case study portions of this 

chapter focus on the interaction of capacity, energy, and renewable credit markets together with 
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renewable tax subsidies, although the approach can be generalized to consider other markets, such 

as operating reserves and emissions. The chapter provides an assessment of how energy price caps, 

an RPS, and renewable tax credits interact with inaccurate capacity credits to affect generation 

mixes and efficiency losses, including distortions among competing wind and solar developments. 

Additionally, a method to calculate renewable capacity contributions in a resource adequacy system 

based on the generator’s marginal contribution during critical reliability hours is presented. Critical 

reliability hours are defined as hours with nonzero expected unserved energy (EUE). Once capacity 

values are determined, an installed reserve target can then be set for the capacity market, and gen-

erators paid according to their marginal contribution to system adequacy.  

The plan of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 briefly reviews approaches for defining 

wind and solar capacity contributions in existing capacity markets more fully described in Chapter 

4. It is then proposed to quantify wind and solar contributions during critical reliability hours, cor-

responding to the marginal contribution of a generator to reducing the expected unserved energy 

when adding another unit of capacity. In section 6.3, a method to calculate equilibria for combined 

energy-capacity-renewable credit markets is presented.  This method allows for the quantification 

of distortions from incorrect renewable credits and their interactions with renewable subsidies. The 

distortions under several alternative definitions of capacity credits for variable renewable resources 

are then analyzed using the market equilibrium model in the case study (section 6.4). Finally, sec-

tion 6.5 offers some concluding observations. 

6.2 Capacity Definitions: Comparison of Current Practices 

Chapter 4 reviews the wind capacity counting rules in several markets to illustrate their range and 

contrast their numerical results in a case study.  Credits were computed using a common set of data 

for ERCOT (2007-2014) to determine what value the wind would be given for 2015 in that market.  
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A summary of these results is presented in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1:  Wind capacity credit methods used in North America markets and results of applica-

tion to ERCOT wind (capacity value as percent of installed capacity). 

 

 In sum, existing capacity counting methods disagree strongly and so at least some of them 

will over- or underpay renewable resources and possibly yield an inefficient portfolio of resources 

if used in a capacity mechanism. This chapter shows that the most efficient capacity credit to award 

a resource is its marginal contribution even when combined with other subsidies. Next, a market 

model for comparing the efficiency of alternative renewable capacity definitions is presented and 

applied. 

6.3 Methods  

6.3.1 Model 

Below, we describe an approach for modeling market equilibria for combined energy-capacity-

renewable credit markets. With it, we test alternative capacity market designs by comparing equi-

librium generation mixes and costs for the designs against an ideal least-cost system. For clarity of 

results and practicality of computation, we make several simplifying assumptions: price-taking be-

havior by generators, perfectly inelastic demand, continuous capacity investment variables with no 

scale economies, limited unit commitment constraints, and no transmission congestion or losses. 

Market Wind Capacity Credit Method

CAISO 21% (Jun), 16% (Jul), 11% (Aug) Monthly 70% exceedance value, average of prior 3 years by month

ERCOT 12% Annual average during top 20 load hours, average of prior 10 years

IESO 15% Capacity factor of top 5 continguous demand hours, median of prior 10 years

ISO-NE 18% Annual median value over 610 summer peak hours, average of prior 5 years

MISO      33% coast, 14% west ELCC study of all hours, average of prior 10 years

NYISO 33% Capacity factor during 368 peak summer hours, prior year

PJM 26% Capacity factor during 368 peak summer hours, average of prior 3 years
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These approximations are acceptable for this analysis in part because market monitors generally 

conclude that in recent years US spot market prices have been competitive and reflect marginal 

costs [176].  Also, our model considers investment decisions in a static (one-shot) framework. Of 

course, models with more elaborate assumptions could alter our precise numerical results regard-

ing, e.g., generation mixes and optimal capacity credits, and would be useful extensions of this 

research.  

The modeling approach represents investment and operation decisions by technology-spe-

cific profit maximizing producers, who seek to maximize their net revenues by selling: (1) energy 

in a spot market that may be subject to a price cap; (2) capacity in a capacity market, in which each 

generator is assigned a credit equal to a predetermined technology-specific percentage of its in-

stalled capacity; and (3) renewable energy credits in a RPS-type market, if renewable energy is 

produced. Direct subsidies in the form of tax credits can also be made available to renewable tech-

nologies, such as investment tax credits (ITC) reducing capital expense and production tax credits 

(PTC) based on generation output. If available capacity is less than demand in a given hour, then 

the energy price rises to the price cap, or to a scarcity price which, if there are no price caps, is set 

to the consumer’s value of lost load (VOLL), whichever is less. The first-order conditions for the 

profit maximization problems, together with market clearing for the markets for spot energy, ca-

pacity, and renewable credits, together define a market equilibrium problem.  

Rather than solve such an equilibrium problem directly using, e.g., complementarity meth-

ods [177], we solve an equivalent single optimization problem structured as follows. The objective 

of the model is to minimize market cost, including the cost of unserved energy (evaluated using the 

price cap, if less than VOLL) and investment and operations costs. Constraints include market 

clearing conditions and individual generator constraints. Appendix A shows that the first-order 
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conditions of this problem are equivalent to the market equilibrium problem just discussed. 

The optimization model is implemented as a linear program using the CPLEX solver. One 

energy market per hour is simulated, for ten years of 8760 hours each. Our implementation has 

continuous generator sizing for coal-fired steam units, natural gas-fired combined cycle (CC) and 

CT units, along with wind and solar plants at different locations with distinct operating profiles. 

The model formulation is as follows. Variables include:  

 installed capacity (xg) [MW] of each generation technology type (gG) including fossil 

generators (gF) and multiple wind (gW) and solar (gS) locations;  

 hourly dispatch (h  H = {1,…, 87,600}) of energy (eg,h) [MWh] for each g;  

 hourly curtailments (ceg,h) [MWh] of excess wind or solar energy (gWS) for each h; and  

 expected unserved energy (eueh) [MWh] for each h.  

The optimal values of these variables are found by minimizing objective (Equation 6-1) below, 

subject to market and generating constraints. The investment costs, variable costs, price cap, and 

wind subsidy (a PTC forgone during wind curtailment28) are represented by FCg,
29 VCg, PC, and 

WS, respectively.  

MIN ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔 𝑔𝐺 +∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 + ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝐶 −ℎ𝐻 ∑ 𝑊𝑆 ∗ 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝑊     6-1 

s.t.  Σ
gG

 eh,g + eueh = DMh                 hH     6-2 

Σ
gF 

xg *(1-FORg) + Σ
gW 

xg *WCCg + Σ
gS 

xg *SCCg   > PD * (1 + RM)     6-3 

 Σ
hH, g(W,S)

 (eh,g – ceh,g) > Σ
h
 DMh * RPS         6-4 

                                                      

 
28 Since any wind production curtailed (not produced) must not receive the PTC, a wind producer would be 
willing to produce at any energy price level that exceeds –1*PTC; this willingness to bid a negative amount is 
simulated by subtracting the PTC times curtailed energy from the objective function. 
29 Adjusted if a solar ITC is included. 
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 Σ
gF 

eg,h  > DMh * MG                   hH     6-5 

eh,g  < xg *(1-FORg)                   gF; hH    6-6 

eh,g  < xg *AVAILh,g       gW,S; hH    6-7 

 xCoal ≤ PD * 0.45           6-8 

 Σ
hH

 eg,h  < xg * AFg         gF     6-9 

as well as non-negativity for all variables. Although the general model statement includes all the 

above constraints, some are omitted depending on the policies being simulated. The first three con-

straints are market clearing conditions: Equation 6-2 establishes hourly energy balances between 

supply and demand; Equation 6-3 is the capacity market which maintains a minimum reserve mar-

gin (RM) [fraction] to meet adequacy requirements, where RM is a function of the annual peak 

demand (PD) [MW] and x is derated to account for forced outage rates (FOR [fraction]) among 

fossil generators and wind and solar capacity credits (WCC and SCC, respectively [fraction]); and 

equation 6-4 ensures sufficient renewable energy to meet a renewable portfolio standard (RPS [frac-

tion of annual energy]), excluding any curtailments.  Constraint equation 6-5 is another system 

condition that requires a minimum amount of fossil generation (MG) [fraction] for system inertia 

and other reliability purposes. 

Constraints equations 6-6 to 6-9 restrict decisions for individual generators. These include 

hourly limits (equation 6-6) on hourly fossil output considering forced outage rates, reflecting the 

possibility of forced outages occurring at any time; Equation 6-7 which defines generation plus 

curtailment of wind/solar as equal to each g’s hourly availability (AVAILg [fraction]), which de-

pends on wind or sun conditions; Equation 6-8 is a limit on coal capacity based on existing facilities 

that can be life-extended (set here to be 45% of peak demand equaling the amount of existing 
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capacity); and equation 6-9 is an upper bound on annual fossil generation based on an annual avail-

ability factor (AF) [fraction] to account for maintenance.  

 By choosing model parameters appropriately, we can use this simple model to simulate 

impacts of alternative policies on investment and operations. In sum, alternative capacity policies 

are represented by the capacity market’s constraint (equation 6-3), including parameters FOR
g
, 

WCC
g
, and SCC

g
, and the reserve margin RM; alternative energy price caps are modeled by chang-

ing PC in the objective (equation 6-1); and renewable portfolio standards are determined by pa-

rameter RPS (equation 6-4).  

 Given a market equilibrium solution resulting from the above model, an ex post calculation 

is then made of the social cost of the solution by adjusting the objective function coefficients.  These 

adjustments include replacing the price cap with the VOLL; removing the PTC term for wind; and 

adjusting the solar capital cost upward to remove the ITC.  

6.3.2 Experimental Design 

The model is used to compare market designs through a series of simulations that vary the above 

parameters. We focus on capacity markets, which become necessary for system reliability if there 

is an energy price cap. In particular, we emphasize the issue of what credit to award renewables, 

and the consequences of suboptimal credits. Capacity values assigned to wind and solar are based 

on a representative subset of the ISO methods (Section 6.2, above) applied to a summer peaking 

system where solar capacity is relatively high during times of high demand, while wind is generally 

lower and varying by location. We consider three specific sets of capacity values as contributions 

to a summer peak load: 0% for both wind and solar; 15% wind with 40% for solar (similar to PJM’s 

method for its own system, as well as IESO’s method for wind applied to ERCOT); and 25% wind 

with 100% solar (representing higher values used by ISOs, such PJM’s method applied to ERCOT 
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for wind and ERCOT’s value for solar). We also examine fossil generation capacity with and with-

out an adjustment for forced outage rates. We examine how these policies interact with renewable 

portfolio standards by simulating two levels of RPS, as well as interactions with tax credits by 

including wind PTC and solar ITC.  

As mentioned at the end of section 6.3.1, the total social cost for each market design’s 

solution is calculated by summing capital and operating costs from the market model (adjusted for 

PTC and ITC) as well as the full consumer’s value of lost load (VOLL*EUE) [$] (rather than the 

price cap PC*EUE). The social cost can then be compared with the cost of the baseline least-cost 

solution. The latter solution is obtained by solving the model using setting PC = VOLL, and omit-

ting the capacity market (3). One baseline is defined for each RPS case considered (0%, 20% 40%) 

in combination with either no tax credits or a wind PTC of $23/produced MWh combined with a 

solar ITC of 30%, consistent with current US tax incentives [32].  

The baseline level of expected unserved energy (EUEo) under each combination of RPS 

target and tax credit is assumed to represent the optimal level of system adequacy. Therefore, we 

search over a range of RM for each capacity market design and identify the value that achieves the 

same level of EUE so that we can compare capacity market designs in terms of their economic 

efficiency in meeting this adequacy target. As a result, the increase in social cost compared to the 

baseline is then only due to investment and operating costs. The difference in social cost relative to 

the baseline quantifies the loss of efficiency, while changes in investment mix represent technology 

distortions.  

In addition to the above policy comparisons, we evaluate a method for calculating capacity 

credits based on the marginal contribution of each renewable producer to reducing EUE [MWh]. It 

can be proven that with an appropriate value of RM, use of this marginal contribution will result in 
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the same solution as the efficient baseline (Appendix E); we illustrate this result below in our ap-

plication. To calculate the marginal contribution, we take the baseline capacity mix, add 1 MW of 

capacity to one type of plant g, and then redispatch a system. Then the reduction in EUE is noted. 

This is repeated for each g, and the following capacity credit pcg is calculated for each: 

 pcg = (EUEo – EUE1)/EUEH                   6.10 

where EUEH = the number of hours in which there is a positive amount of unserved energy, and 

EUEo and EUE1 are the original and reduced unserved energy, respectively.  The value of RM that 

would yield EUEo if the pcg are used to credit each generation type g in can then be obtained by 

replacing (1-FORg), WCCg and SCCg in equation 6.3 with the corresponding pcg for each producer, 

inserting the baseline values of xg, and finally solving for RM: 

RM =  [Σ
gG

 xg * pcg ]/PD  –   1                     6.11 

6.4 Case Study 

A case study based on the ERCOT system is used to evaluate efficiency losses and investment 

distortions that can arise from alternative capacity market designs. We address the following ques-

tions.  First, what are the effects of market design features such as a price cap, capacity market, or 

renewable portfolio standard?  Second, what are best practices in setting capacity credits in a ca-

pacity market?  In particular, how do different renewable capacity counting methods affect the 

optimal generation mix, and should fossil capacity be derated by their forced outage rates to max-

imize efficiency?  Last, how does an aggressive RPS or renewable tax credits change the answers 

to these questions? 

6.4.1 Case Study Data 

A ten-year (87,600 hour) case study is considered. The model uses actual time coincident load, and 
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wind and solar profiles for the ERCOT system based on ERCOT reported system-wide demand 

from 2005-201430, normalized based on the annual peak and fitted to a common system peak. The 

ten annual load factors range from 55% to 58.3%.  

The wind profiles are based on four specific ERCOT wind producers, three on-shore and 

one off-shore windfarm. Some have higher capacity factors, while the output of others coincides 

more closely with peak demands; thus, their relative contributions to energy and capacity markets 

differ, which means that how capacity credits are defined might affect the optimal mix of locations. 

The ranges of annual capacity factors are: 31.7%-39.8% (Wind1), 30.9%-37.9% (Wind2), 39.4%-

44.3% (Wind3), and 33.3%-40.9% (offshore). 

The solar profiles are based on ERCOT data for specific locations and technologies. Three 

solar photovoltaic (PV) sites are modeled, two residential solar in highly populated regions of Texas 

(Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) and Houston (HOU)) and one large utility-scale single axis tracking 

system in a prime solar area (Midland (MID)). The ranges of annual solar capacity factors are: 

19.9%-22.5% (DFW), 18.6%-20.4% (HOU), and 26.2%-29.6% (MID).  

Generator investment, fuel costs and heat rates (Table 6-2) are based on U.S. Energy In-

formation Administration [145], [178] data. Capital and fixed costs are converted to levelized an-

nual$/MW/yr based on EIA technology capacity factors and interest rates.  Coal construction costs 

represent the going-forward costs of maintaining existing facilities instead of new construction. 

Availability and forced outage rates are based on North American Electric Reliability Corporation 

data [179].  

A value of $10,000/MWh is assumed for VOLL.  MG is set to 20% of hourly demand to 

                                                      

 
30 Data sources: [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118], [207], [190], [187], [189]. 
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provide a conservative amount of flexible generation to respond to changes in system conditions.  

The MG value is held constant for our analyses but other values can be considered in future re-

search, along with a broader range of resources capable of providing flexible back-up for renewa-

bles. 

Table 6-2:  Generation data assumptions. 

 

6.4.2 Baseline (Social Cost Minimizing) Solutions: Generation Mix and Cost 

We obtain the assumed optimal portfolio for each RPS case using the full 10 years of ERCOT data 

with and without tax credits; the baseline model excludes the capacity market (equation 6.3), in-

stead penalizing EUE using the $10,000/MWh social outage cost VOLL. The uncapped market 

maximizes social welfare by allowing curtailment of demand when costs of supply (including any 

subsidies) exceed VOLL or there are shortages of capacity.  Due to the linear cost assumptions, all 

renewable producers break even, with energy prices covering their capital costs. But fossil plants 

might have nonzero profits because of constraint equations 6.5 and 6.8.  

The resulting social cost-minimizing portfolios of generation investment are shown in the 

“Baseline” bars of Figure 6-1 for no RPS and Figure 6-2 for 20% RPS.  These baseline “no RPS” 

and “20% RPS” generation portfolios include the maximum possible coal (i.e., no retirements of 

existing capacity) and a mix of natural gas technologies.  Renewables are increased from all invest-

ment being in one single type of wind producer    (the producer with the highest capacity factor) in

Technology

Investment Cost 

$/MW/yr

Variable Cost & 

Fuel $/MWh

Heat Rate 

Btu/kWh

Availability 

Factor

Forced 

Outage Rate

Advanced Natural Gas Combustion Turbine 80,154$          79.60$            11378 90.0% 11.0%

Advanced Natural Gas Combined Cycle 136,419$        53.60$            7658 86.0% 5.4%

Conventional Coal - Depreciated 120,253$        29.40$            10080 85.0% 7.0%

Wind On-Shore (Wind1, Wind2, Wind3) 222,329$        $23/MWh

Wind Off-Shore 636,134$        $23/MWh

Solar PV (all sites) 265,428$        
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Figure 6-1: Investment mix without an RPS, with and without tax credits baseline (social optimum) and 3 capacity 

market equilibria.   
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the “no RPS” case to two wind types at the 20% RPS level.  Including an ITC, results in solar invest-

ment under both RPS levels.  The social costs are $157.3 billion (no RPS, no tax credits), $157.3 

billion (no RPS, with ITC and PTC), $156.4 billion (20% RPS, no tax credits) and $157.3 billion 

(20% RPS, with ITC and PTC).  The inclusion of an ITC and PTC increase renewable generation to 

over 20%, making the RPS irrelevant and the two baseline portfolios identical. 

We also calculate the social optimum under an aggressive renewable portfolio standard of 

40%. Costs increase by 16% compared to the 0% RPS case, and the resulting capacity mixes with 

and without tax credits are the “Baseline” bars in Figure 6-3. With the exception of the costly off-

shore wind, all types of wind farms are developed plus utility-scale solar, illustrating the comple-

mentary nature of renewable development at different sites. Total renewable capacity is now 

~33,500 MW (versus 1,086 MW in the 0% case), while flexible CT capacity has also increased by 

~3,000 MW. These plant types displace gas combined cycle (a lower emitting gas technology) and, 

to a lesser extent, coal capacity. The optimal EUE is three times higher than in the 0% and 20% 

RPS cases, showing that it is costlier, on the margin, to maintain a given reliability level (as meas-

ured by EUE) in a renewables-dominated system.   

6.4.3 Markets with Energy Price Caps and the Need for Capacity Mechanism 

When an energy price cap is set less than the VOLL in our model, a market failure occurs because 

energy prices during times of scarcity no longer reflect the actual value of consumption, and social 

costs increase in the resulting equilibrium. In our case study, we first consider the case of no re-

newable subsidies and a cap of $1200/MWh, like caps in some U.S. markets, imposed on energy 

prices rather than the VOLL of $10,000/MWh. Consequently, in the absence of a capacity mecha-

nism, equilibrium investment decreases, and the mix shifts away from renewables when no other  
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Figure 6-2: Investment mix with a 20% RPS, with and without tax credits baseline (social optimum) and 3 capacity market equilibria. 
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renewable subsidies exist. Unserved energy rises to over three times the baseline case. Total social 

cost increases by 5.1% over the baseline, due to the higher unserved energy.  

To attempt to correct the capacity shortages resulting from capping energy prices, some mar-

kets implement a capacity market. We implement such a market here by, first, adding the reserve 

margin constraint (equation 6.3), with its right-hand side set to maintain comparable reliability 

(EUEo), and, second, paying each type of capacity the shadow price of the constraint times its 

installed capacity weighted by its per unit capacity credit. It can be shown that the efficient solution 

results if we (a) give credit to each producer in proportion to its marginal ability to lower EUE (or, 

more generally, whatever reliability metric is adopted), as in equation 6.10, and then (b) set the 

reserve margin so that the aggregate reliability is EUEo. This procedure was described previously 

in section 6.3.2. 

6.4.4 Comparison of Capacity Market Solutions without an RPS 

In this section, we consider the extent to which incorrect capacity credits in (equation 6.3) can 

increase costs and distort investments if there is no RPS; in the next subsection, we consider a 20% 

and 40% RPS. 

First, we consider the capacity credit given to fossil capacity. As is now done in PJM and 

NYISO, we conclude that a capacity mechanism should discount capacity. Our results show that 

when the forced-out rate FOR is omitted from equation 6.3, the resulting market equilibrium is 

0.005% more costly (~$1.6 million/yr), with a shift in investment towards low cost CTs at the 

expense of more reliable CC units. However, we note that if we explicitly simulated stochastic 

outages of generators in equation 6.6 (random outages in some h but not others), the optimal ca-

pacity credit might deviate from (1-FOR), especially for large generators whose outages would be 

more difficult to manage. 
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Figure 6-3:  Investment mix with a 40% RPS, with and without tax credits baseline (social optimum) and 3 capacity market equilibria. 
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Next, we consider alternative sets of credits for renewables in equation 6.3, assuming FOR 

is applied to fossil facilities. Our results show that each of the three sets of credits defined in section 

6.3.2 is inefficient due to either under- or overvaluing wind and solar. When renewables are over-

valued in the analysis—the 15% wind/40% solar and 25% wind/100% solar cases—constraint 

equation 6.3 mischaracterizes the adequacy of the system’s resources, so that the required reserve 

margin RM must be adjusted up to achieve the socially optimal reliability (EUEo). The left side of 

Figure 6-1 shows that when there are no tax credits, overvaluing wind results in an almost nine-

fold overbuilding of wind, as shown by comparing the right-hand bars with the left bar. Addition-

ally, CT capacity displaces CC capacity since this is the cheapest way to firm up system adequacy 

in response to the higher RM that is required with greater wind capacity. Overall capital and oper-

ating costs are 0.31-0.37% higher (about $49-$57 million/yr), which is the social cost of the incor-

rect renewable credits.  On the other hand, when wind is undervalued (second bar in the left side 

of Figure 6-1), it fails to develop at all. To make up for the loss of 1086 MW of wind capacity, 456 

MW more CC capacity is built, raising portfolio investment and operating costs by 0.02%.  

When subsidies in the form of tax credits are also provided, the effects of the renewable 

capacity credit are more drastic.  As the second bar in the right side of Figure 6-1 shows, if too little 

capacity credit is given renewables, a large distortion in mix results, in which solar and wind whose 

output coincides with peak demands (Wind2 - high capacity value) is displaced by CTs and wind 

developments with higher annual energy production but lower output during demand peaks 

(Wind3). The social cost is lowered by 1.05% due to lower renewable development, thus fewer tax 

credits paid, in conflict with the original purpose of the tax credits. In contrast, the last bar on the 

right of that figure shows that when solar is given a high capacity value, like Texas’ current value, 

as well as an ITC, social cost increases much more (6.3%) than without the tax credit because the 

market is misled into assuming solar provides high capacity value at a low investment cost, while 
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additional other generators are still needed to maintain reliability.  The social cost increase is pri-

marily due to additional tax credits paid to solar producers resulting from the artificially high solar 

capacity credit, when more efficient wind resources could have met clean energy objectives. 

The above assumed capacity values are quite different from the actual marginal capacity 

value pcg in the social optimum which we calculated using the procedure in equation 6.11, above. 

The derived capacity credit for the only renewable producer in the baseline (social cost minimizing) 

capacity mix (0% RPS case) is 7.6%, which is well below any of the markets reviewed, including 

ERCOT’s 12% value. When this pcg value, along with (1-FOR) for fossil units, are used in the 

capacity market clearing equation (3) together with RM = -1.756% and PC =$1200/MWh, then, as 

we anticipated, the baseline (socially optimal) values of generation mix, EUE, and costs result. This 

confirms our assertion that the marginal contribution to system reliability should be used rather 

than the procedures in Table 6-1, which may be only rough approximations of that contribution. 

6.4.5 Comparison of Capacity Market Solutions with 20% and 40% RPS  

We now repeat the analyses of section 4.4, considering a 20% RPS requirement, a typical near-

term goal in the US, and an aggressive 40% RPS level. Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 show that the 

social cost distortions of incorrect capacity credits are broadly comparable to Figure 6-1 at RPS = 

20%, but are lower at RPS = 40%.  Fossil generation changes slightly with more investment shifts 

occurring among the renewable sources.  We see that applying the same high credit to all wind 

sources biases the market equilibria in favor of Wind3 (the highest capacity factor resource) and 

against Wind1, Wind2, and solar (which have more contributions to the system peak, but lower 

energy output), compared to the baseline. The fossil mix shifts slightly from cleaner CC to coal. As 

before, solar is added when its capacity is overvalued, and the social cost increases are particularly 
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evident when too high capacity credits are combined with investment tax credits, significantly rais-

ing social cost under a 20% RPS policy.  This interaction is smaller at a 40% RPS, since solar 

provides more marginal capacity value as wind saturates the system at this higher RPS target. 

These distortions disappear if the capacity market constraint equation 6.3 uses pcg, the mar-

ginal contribution to reduce EUE, as the basis for calculating capacity credits. The values of the 

wind pcg shown in the first three rows of Table 6-3 differ appreciably from each other—unlike the 

identical values assumed in the three capacity market equilibria we simulated above, and unlike 

typical US markets. The highest capacity factor wind source (Wind3) turns out to have a marginal 

contribution (4%) far below the other wind sources (and indeed well below Wind3’s pcg of 7.6% 

in the 0% RPS social optimum, mentioned in section 6.4.4), largely because of its higher penetra-

tion but also because its output coincides less with demand peaks than do other sources. As ex-

pected, when these pcg values are used in equation 6.3, along with 1-FOR for fossil facilities, RM 

= -7.5%, and a price cap of $1200/MWh, the socially optimal costs result, as in the 0% RPS case. 

Table 6-3:  Optimum renewable producer capacity credits, 40% RPS without tax credits. 

 

The table also shows that when a mix of renewable resources is used, it is efficient to differen-

tiate the capacity credit among sources at different locations, accounting for trade-offs between 

energy production and contributions during demand peaks.  But if instead we calculate the capacity-

weighted average pcg across all wind locations (6.89%, Table 6-3), and apply it uniformly to all 

wind types rather than a differentiated pcg, a suboptimal investment mix results. Wind3 investment 

Capacity 

Credit, pc g

Annual Capacity 

Factor

Installed Capacity 

(MW), x

% Annual 

Energy Supplied

Reserve 

Margin, RM

Wind1 8.56% 36.66% 2916 2.39% -7.50%

Wind2 12.49% 34.53% 7589 7.91%

Wind3 3.97% 42.32% 16239 23.03%

Solar MID 28.15% 27.63% 6779 6.66%

Aggregate Wind 6.89% 39.50% 26744 33.34% -7.50%
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increases, and Wind2 decreases, because the latter’s capacity contribution is under recognized. 

Generation costs increase 0.018% ($3.2 million/yr) relative to the social optimum. 

6.5 Conclusions 

In addition to tax credits and renewable portfolio standards, variable renewables can also be subsi-

dized by favorable capacity counting rules in a capacity market.  The purpose of this paper has been 

to analyze cost and technology distortions that can result from using inaccurate capacity credits for 

renewables in electricity markets that have energy price caps and capacity markets. We first show 

that the methodologies used in North American markets to calculate capacity contributions of wind 

and solar energy result in widely varying estimates of those contributions.  Those methods are 

suboptimal relative to using the marginal contribution of each resource to improve system reliabil-

ity. For the ERCOT market, existing credit methodologies yield a considerably higher capacity 

value than the actual marginal contribution, resulting in an additional subsidy to already heavily 

subsidized wind and solar generators.  

 We quantified the potential market distortions from such inaccurate credits using a market 

simulation method that considers investors’ decisions concerning construction and operation of 

several types of generation resources who participate in energy, capacity, and/or renewable energy 

credit markets. The model confirms the well-known result that imposing an energy price cap that 

is less than consumers’ value of lost load results in too little generation investment, which can be 

at least partially corrected by implementing a capacity market.  However, granting capacity credits 

that differ appreciably from actual marginal contributions to system reliability can yield distortions 

between technologies, as well as among possible sites for implementing a technology.  The largest 

distortion occurs when overcounting of renewable capacity is coupled with current US tax credits 
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resulting in a social cost increase of 6.3% (a waste of over $470 million above the tax credits applied 

with optimal renewable capacity counting for a 50 GW system based on the ERCOT system).  This 

is primarily due to displacing renewable wind investment with more heavily subsidized renewable 

solar investment, while at the same time concentrating the remaining wind investments at locations 

that produce high annual energy rather than where the wind output better coincides with high elec-

tricity demand. 

 On the other hand, assigning no capacity value to renewable resources is a disincentive for 

renewable development and can undermine the objectives of other renewable subsidy policies. 

However, for the system we considered, the result of undercounting renewable capacity is closer 

to the economic optimum than current practice which, in our case study, would overstate credits.  

We demonstrate that the most efficient generation mix results from basing capacity payments upon 

the relative marginal ability of each resource to decrease expected unserved energy. These marginal 

contributions can differ greatly even among resources in a single class, such as wind at different 

locations. Further, marginal contributions can significantly decrease as the penetration of a renew-

able resource type increases. 

The equilibrium model made several assumptions that future work should address in order 

to yield more general results. This would include consideration of the potentially important impacts 

of transmission, elastic demand, storage, and unit commitment constraints on system flexibility and 

reliability, as well as the effect of considering dispatch time intervals shorter than one hour. We 

hypothesize that incorporating more complex assumptions and systems would affect system relia-

bility (as measured by, e.g., expected unserved energy), but that inaccurate capacity credits would 

still have the potential to distort resource mixes and thus social costs, and that basing credits on 

marginal contributions to reliability would remain optimal. 
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Chapter 7  

Data Sampling: Interactions of Wind, Solar, 

and Demand Data for Capacity Planning 

Analysis using the model described in Chapter 6 assumed that data, specifically the profiles and correlations 

of demand, wind and solar, are known for a ten-year period.  Using a ten-year realization may be considered 

computationally expensive and may still not cover the full range of possible system realizations.  This 

chapter explores the impact of shorter planning periods such as introduced in Chapter 5. A goal of this 

research section is to determine whether sample lengths shorter than 10 years are sufficient for efficient 

long-term system planning given renewable performance over time. Analysis in this chapter shows that the 

capacity mix recommendation can be significantly different depending on which years and how many years 

are included in the analysis.  By determining long run portfolio cost and sources of uncertainty, this work 

is anticipated to be of value to ISOs, electric utilities and regulators as well as those investing in generation 

resources. 

Research questions: What is the magnitude of inefficiency when sampling techniques are used to 

reduce data and therefore computational time? Does the magnitude of inefficiency change when combined 
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with renewable policies including tax credits and an RPS?  How should wind, solar and load data be 

sampled to mitigate economic inefficiencies and generation mix distortions when evaluating generation 

investment?   

The contribution of this chapter compared to the previous literature is that this is the first study to 

examine different techniques for developing future renewable projects by comparing market distortions that 

can occur when there is variability in the renewable resource projection.  Additionally, by showing the 

magnitude of variation between years, methods and renewable policies, this research provides insight to 

industry practitioners engaged in reliability assessments to the sensitivity of results based on the quantity 

and quality of data used. 

7.1 Introduction  

Wind and solar generation are becoming more prevalent in electricity systems.  As this weather dependent 

generation increases, it is becoming more important to accurately capture its contribution to resource ade-

quacy.  As detailed in Chapter 3, adequacy is the long-term accounting for installed capacity, whether or not 

there is sufficient installed capacity to meet load.  Adequacy studies take into consideration the possibility 

and probability that components, specifically generators, fail or are otherwise unavailable to provide the 

generation necessary to serve load, accounting for the joint probability distributions of loads, equipment 

outages, and renewable supply. 

This chapter addresses the question of what size samples of wind, solar and load data results in a 

sufficiently accurate assessment of capacity investment and system adequacy.  Specifically, this chapter 

compares results when different amounts of data are used (e.g., 1 year, 5 years, 10 years) and discusses how 

data requirements differ from past practice as reliance on weather dependent generation grows.  Will use of 

smaller sample sizes run the risk of distorting generation mixes and costs, and if so, by how much?   This is 
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assessed by optimizing generation mix against different samples of wind, solar, and load data, and then 

assessing how the resulting system design performs against the complete data set (assumed to be ten years). 

As discussed in Chapter 3, much of the adequacy literature considers several metrics regarding ad-

equacy, including metrics linked to the number and duration of outages, the probability that an outage will 

occur, and the severity of outage [180]. Predominately, the literature relies on the assumption of independ-

ence of generation outages and between generation outages and consumer demand. In particular, the proba-

bility of an outage when the unit is needed to serve demand is assumed to be independent of the demand and 

the status of other units [18].  The primary methods used are deterministic, removing randomness by assign-

ing parameters including probabilities of outcomes. 

However, only a small portion of this literature addresses incorporation of weather-dependent gen-

erators, or the need for adequate sample sizes to estimate joint distributions of their output and load [19], 

[181], [182], [183].  Primarily, the literature addressing wind relates to improving the forecast of wind from 

individual wind farms, particularly for short-term applications such as day-ahead operational planning.  

Longer-term studies are generally based on a single year of data [48], [184].   

Chapter 6 shows that, either for adequacy planning studies or capacity markets, the economically 

efficient credit to give wind and solar generators are their individual marginal contributions during critical 

load hours.  The critical load hours may or may not be the highest load hours, and vary as wind and solar 

generation increases. That study, however, assumed that planners and market participants have perfect in-

formation about the probability distributions of consumer demand as it relates to renewable generation.  

However, actual planning studies and capacity market designs usually consider relative brief record lengths, 

and so are subject to sample error.   

Planning an electricity system generally incorporates variability and uncertainty.  Climate and eco-

nomic conditions are two significant factors that determine trends in load.  Historical records can capture 
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variability; however, due to parameter estimation error (such as using unrepresentative samples) and non-

stationarities (e.g., climate change and economic growth) there is always uncertainty associated with the 

use of such records.  The focus of this chapter is on capturing concurrent variability among load, wind and 

solar.  Additional techniques, such as scenario development, are still necessary to capture potential uncer-

tainties, such as those due to future climate change, economic growth, or energy using technologies.   

In addition to relying on limited samples of renewable output to estimate probability distributions, 

the majority of applications of capacity planning models also reduce computational time by relying on data 

aggregation techniques to form typical load profiles.  For instance, loads for representative or average week-

days and weekend might be used to represent each month or season [15].  Another well intended simplifica-

tion is the consolidation of multiple years of data by averaging across the different realizations preserving 

seasonality, day of week, and hourly trends [185].  Either type of data aggregation suppresses variability, 

and may distort estimates of the joint distributions of load, wind and solar profiles.  This chapter explores 

the impact of data aggregation as renewable generation increases, in addition to assessing the impact of small 

sample sizes. 

A gap in literature relates to evaluation of the entire system including the correlations between load, 

wind and solar resources and how these correlations vary over time. This chapter investigates the need to 

represent load, wind and solar profiles in a correlated manner that captures the simultaneous variations due 

to weather, time of day and season.  It further discusses the need for improved data representation and sample 

sizes, and suggests what aggregation techniques might result in the least error in characterizing the joint 

distributions of renewable production and consumer demand by minimizing distortions in the investment 

plan. 

To investigate data sampling and aggregation techniques and their implications for cost, resource 

mix and reliability, this chapter is organized as follows.  Section 7.2 discusses the model that is used for the 
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results of planning studies or market outcomes when different data samples are used to approximate long-

term system performance.  Sample lengths considered include single years and five years. A typical single 

year is also created by aggregating the ten-year data through averaging techniques.  This section also pro-

vides the framework for the analysis.  Section 7.3 presents the analysis and results considering systems with 

and without renewable incentives using each of the data samples, quantifying the cost distortion resulting 

from inadequate samples.  Additionally, resulting distortions are explored in combination with renewable 

subsidies in the form of an RPS or tax credits.  Section 7.4 discusses the results from data aggregation.  

Finally, Section 7.5 provides conclusions.   

7.2  Model Formulation 

To investigate how well differing subsamples of data represent a longer data record, the study starts with 

ten years of normalized data based on an actual system (ERCOT) as used in Chapter 6.  From this data, 

different samples are used and compared to the full 10-year representation to determine errors in cost, gen-

eration mix and system reliability.   

The data used are ten years of time matched hourly demand, wind, and solar data obtained from 

ERCOT [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116], [117], [118], [186], [187], and [188] [189].  

The hourly demand data is actual hourly demand for h = 1…8760 in each year, y = 1…10, normalized by 

peak and rescaled to create ten different years, each with a peak of 50,000 MW, Equation 7-131. 

  
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑ℎ

max 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑦
∗ 50,000𝑀𝑊   ∀ ℎ, 𝑦   7-1 

                                                      

 
31 This normalization method does not consider the fact that year to year peaks vary because of weather and economic variability; 

however, provides an equalization of the selected years.  Further refining the analysis to include load variability across years could 

be considered in future work. 
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The wind generation data is based on four sites32 using hourly profiles that were developed for ERCOT 

[186], [188].  The three on-shore sites are sites chosen for this model due to their non-dominant characteris-

tics.  As shown in Table 7-1, the profile for the first wind site, W1, has the highest annual energy production 

but very little of this energy is produced at high consumer demand periods.  The second wind site, W2, on 

the other hand has much lower annual energy; however, it has high production levels during high load con-

sumer demand periods.  The third wind site, W3, fits in between W1 and W2 in both annual energy produc-

tion and production during peak periods.  The offshore wind site is based on a hypothetical profile developed 

for ERCOT [190].  Three solar sites33 were chosen mixing geographic location and technology [187], [189]; 

however, S3 representing Midland, Texas single-axis tracking was dominant with the highest production and 

best load correlation; therefore, it is the only cost-effective solar site in the model. 

 

The experimental procedure for the analysis is shown in Figure 7-1. Using the model developed in 

Chapter 6, first a full ten years of matched load, wind, and solar data is used without aggregation to find the 

optimal mix of generation resources considering hourly operations over the full ten years, 87,600 hours.  The 

decision variables include capacity variables xg, how much in MW of each technology type g to install; 

dispatch variables 𝑒ℎ,𝑔, the level of production in MW for each generator g each hour h; unserved energy 

                                                      

 
32 AWS Truepower LLC developed profiles on 228 existing and proposed wind sites in Texas.  Actual linkage of the profiles to 

developed sites is confidential.  [188] provides the methodology for profile development.  The chosen on-shore sites correspond to 

labels: SITE_00001: capacity = 112.5, SITE_01053: capacity = 136.2, and SITE_09053: capacity = 121.4.  The chosen off-shore 

site corresponds to label SITE_20003: capacity = 500.0. 
33 The solar sites modeled correspond to the following ERCOT developed profiles: RES-Dallas-Fort_Worth_Intl_AP-722590-

resultsSummary, RES-Houston-Bush_International_AP_(UT)-722700-results Summary, and PVSAT-Midland_International_AP-

722597-resultsSummary. 

Table 7-1:  Model wind characteristics 

 

Texas Windfarms W1 W2 W2

Annual Energy Production 41.4% 30.0% 35.0%

Peak Demand Contribution 3.9% 52.0% 38.7%
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variables 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ, allowing energy to not be served if the cost of generation is higher than consumers’ willing-

ness to pay, and curtailed renewable variables 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔, the excess amount of curtailed yet available renewable 

generation each hour.   

 

The optimal values of the decision variables are found by minimizing the total cost objective equa-

tion 7-2, subject to market and generating constraints. This was shown to be equivalent to a market equi-

librium in [6].  The investment fixed costs, variable costs, price cap, and wind subsidy (forgone production 

 
Figure 7-1:  Flowchart of analysis.  
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tax credit (PTC) during wind curtailment) are represented by FCg, VCg, PC, and WS, respectively. Generator 

cost data is based on EIA [145] and is shown on Table 6-2.  The price cap was set at a value of lost load of 

$10,000 [121].  If used, the wind subsidy is a $23/MWh PTC [163] and the solar subsidy is a 30% invest-

ment tax credit (ITC) [164]. 

Objective: Minimize Total Cost = Fixed + Variable + Unserved Energy Cost  

MIN     ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔 𝑔𝐺 +∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 + ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝐶  −ℎ𝐻 ∑ 𝑊𝑆 ∗ 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝑊                    7-2 

The model constraints are the same as used in Chapter 6 and include hourly energy balance, generator avail-

ability, and simplified operating constraints.  Additionally, if a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) policy 

was modeled, a constraint was added to ensure the specified renewable energy production as a fraction of 

total energy consumed was met. 

The model was then used to compare results when different sample sizes or data aggregation tech-

niques are used, as shown in Figure 7-1.  Instead of determining the investment capacity mix based on a full 

ten years of data (10), smaller samples of load, wind and solar time matched data were chosen and then 

optimized against: each single year Y1-Y10 and two samples of five years 5A (Y1-Y5) and 5B (Y6-Y10).  

To assess the effect of aggregation, we also optimized mix against a typical year (AVG).  The typical 

year was derived using data averaging techniques commonly used by industry [191] to develop an 8760-

hour profile of load, wind and solar preserving total energy, peak demand, weekday/weekend, and holidays 

from the ten years of historical data.  For wind and solar averaging, the normalized production values were 

averaged hourly across the ten years per 7-3 such that the typical profile produces the annual average amount 

of energy.   

𝑊1ℎ =
1

10
 ∑ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑦,ℎ

10
𝑦=1        ∀ℎ          7-3 
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The typical year also maintains the annual average consumer energy; however, instead of matching 

days of the year as in equation 7-3 it was further necessary to match days of the week and holidays since 

these additional factors are important to load forecasting [192].  When quickly looking at the load duration 

curves of the full ten-year data and a typical, average derived year in Figure 7-2, the curves look relatively 

the same.  Although it is known that averaging reduces variability, that fact may not be important in this 

application. For this data set, the mean consumer demand in both cases is 56.2% of peak load (the system 

load factor).  The full ten-year data has a standard deviation of 13.6% while the averaged data has a standard 

deviation of 12.4%.  Considering the load duration curves and generation screening curves introduced in 

Chapter 5, Figure 5-2, one might expect the generation technology mix to be relatively unchanged despite 

the slight variation reduction.  However, viewing the inset to Figure 7-2 shows the difference in the peak 

hours appears significant.  Since the peak hours are the most influential in generation capacity investment 

decisions, it is expected that results may be impacted.  The magnitude of which will be shown in section 7.4.  

As discussed in Chapter 3, the ERCOT specific data set has lower wind production during higher demand 

periods while higher wind production at lower demand periods, this is expected to not only change the mix, 

as was shown in Chapters 5 and 6, but also the sensitivity of the mix to distortions that arise from data 

sampling especially data averaging.  Since current industry methods average consumer demand and individ-

ual wind or solar facilities separately the distortions are expected to be compounded. 

To test the accuracy of the various data sampling and aggregation techniques, after the capacity 

investment mix was determined using the smaller sample set, as indicated on Figure 7-1, the full ten-year 

model was rerun using that suboptimal capacity mix (limiting the decisions to operations) with a modified 

objective. Equation 7-4. 

MIN   ∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 + ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝐶 − ℎ𝐻 ∑ 𝑊𝑆 ∗ 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝑊                 7-4 
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Figure 7-2:  Comparison of load duration curves between ten years of data versus data averaging. 

The model results, specifically the investment mix, total cost (including any external subsidies) and 

total expected unserved energy, are tabulated and compared.  Expected unserved energy is used as the 

reliability metric. This metric captures the magnitude of load disruption, not just the number of occurrences 

or the probability that an occurrence will take place.  As detailed in the next section, using some individual 

sample years in combination with an RPS results in RPS noncompliance when the predetermined renewable 

capacities are modeled over the full ten years.  In some jurisdictions, a penalty would be assessed for non-

compliance34.  A conservative $50/MWh penalty is also shown added to any portfolios that were renewable 

deficient when tax credits are present and a $75 MWh penalty is added when there are no tax credits.  This 

                                                      

 
34 Of the 36 states that have some type of RPS, 15 do not specify a penalty.  Many of these states view RPS as goals rather than 

mandatory standards.  Three states including Hawaii and California, the states with the highest RPS standards, specify that a penalty 

should be incurred, but give the regulatory body the ability to set that penalty on a case by case basis.  The remaining 18 states 

have specific prices or benchmarks, often referred to as alternative compliance payments, that may have provisions to change over 

time.  The most common of the current values is $50/MWh used by five states.  The highest alternative compliance payment for 

non-specific renewable shortfalls is $110/MWh in Oregon.  Additionally, Missouri has a high penalty that is twice the renewable 

energy certificate (REC) price.  Some states additionally have technology specific RPS standards with accompanying differentiated 

alternative compliance payments such as Vermont DG at $70/MWh.  Seven states have higher alternative compliance payments 

for solar.  The lowest is Maryland at $195/MWh while the highest is neighboring DC at $500/MWh [32]. 
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higher value includes the price of the tax credit to make both alternative compliance payments comparable. 

7.3  Analysis of Samples  

Four renewable policies are investigated using the model and methodology described above.  The analysis 

considers whether or not different sampling techniques have different degrees of distortions, and how those 

distortions are magnified or reduced when interacting with the type and level of renewable policy.  Addi-

tionally, the analysis looks at where the cost distortions occur, in the case of subsidies. The four cases, one 

per subsection, include: 

A. No renewable policy 

B. Subsidies in the form of PTC and ITC 

C. RPS of 40% 

D. Combination of tax credits and 40% RPS 

A final section is included to briefly summarize these policies. 

7.3.1 Case A: No renewable policy 

In this initial set of runs, the model chooses the optimal capacity investment mix without renewable support.  

Renewable generation is included in the investment mix if it is cost-effective compared to other generation 

technologies.  As such, the initial objective to determine the optimal mix is reduced to equation 7-5 since 

there is no cost penalty (forgone tax credits) for wind curtailments: 

MIN ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔 𝑔𝐺 +∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 + ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝐶  ℎ𝐻             7-5 

Following the procedure in Figure 7-1, first the system is optimized for all ten years of data using 

7-5 to establish a base case.  Then each of the samples is then modeled optimizing on either one year or 
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five years, depending on the sample size.  Following the procedure outlined in Figure 7-1, once the invest-

ment mix is set, the full ten-year data set is optimized to determine dispatch, curtailments and unserved 

energy using the modified objective in 7-6.  The results are then compared to results from the base case to 

determine the errors or distortions due to the sample. 

MIN  ∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 + ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ  ∗ 𝑃𝐶 ℎ𝐻                          7-6  

Table 7-2 and Figure 7-4 shows the capacity investment mix and the cost increase of full ten years 

compared to the optimal generation mix (portfolio 10, indicating that 10 years of wind, solar, and load data 

were considered).  The optimized portfolios are quite different depending on the variability within the 

hourly data and the correlations between load and wind.  Some individual years, such as Y1 and Y9 were 

reasonably good approximations from an overall cost perspective; however, if used, there would be arbi-

trarily created disincentives to wind, as evidence by the smaller wind investment.  This is also true of five-

year sample 5A.  Other individual years, such as Y4 and Y7 result in an over-installation of wind and 

increasingly higher costs.  The higher costs are due to both having the wrong mix of generation and to 

having higher unserved energy.  This comparison of cost and unserved energy can be seen in Figure 7-3.  

Y3 performed the worst of the ten single years. This is attributed to the load having a steeper drop-off after 

peak in the top load hours, which results in underbuilt generation and very high unserved energy when used 

to serve all ten years where the drop-off is more gradual. 
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Table 7-2:  Case A:  Comparison of capacity mix, cost, renewable energy and emissions. 
Sampled Years 10 5A Y1 Y9 Y5 5B Y2 Y8 Y10 Y6 Y7 Y4 Y3 AVG

Capacity (MW)

Coal 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500

Gas CT 19521 19239 18902 19042 20311 20358 19288 20256 19082 22297 22498 21762 17682 17443

Gas CC 11354 11688 11923 11689 10866 10376 11540 11110 10912 7756 7942 7932 11794 10524

Wind 2 0 0 133 0 96 0 616 0 0 0 1212 1062 0 0

Wind 1 1086 0 0 0 0 3809 0 0 6054 8424 8408 9927 0 0

Cost($B) 153.66$         153.67$        153.68$        153.71$        153.72$        153.73$        153.73$      153.76$      154.06$      154.21$      154.24$      154.70$      155.38$        162.92$        

Cost Increase 0.01% 0.01% 0.03% 0.04% 0.04% 0.05% 0.06% 0.26% 0.35% 0.37% 0.68% 1.12% 6.03%

Unserved Energy(MWh) 35,109           37,056          40,071          56,424          20,133          36,913          27,571        11,961        101,182      104,728      28,050        94,918        325,879        1,209,677      

Renewable Energy % 1.63% 0.00% 0.16% 0.00% 0.12% 5.83% 0.76% 0.00% 8.89% 13.54% 14.90% 16.85% 0.00% 0.00%

Wind Curtailments % 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.03% 0.00% 0.00%

CO2 Emissions(Mton) 218.2 220.0 219.7 220.0 220.2 213.7 219.1 220.3 209.5 206.7 204.8 201.6 219.9 220.5
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Figure 7-3:  Case A: Comparison of ten-year cost and unserved energy. 
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Figure 7-4:  Case A: Comparison of capacity investment and cost increases. 
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Figure 7-3 also shows the impact on system adequacy when using different subsamples of data.  

Portfolios based on samples Y2, Y7, and Y8 have less unserved energy, thus had a more reliable system; 

however, this comes at an increased cost that was above the customers’ willingness to pay for reliability 

(assumed to be $10,000/MWh of unserved load).  Meanwhile, portfolios based on samples Y3, Y4, Y6, and 

Y10 had both increased unserved energy and were also higher cost – and so are clearly inferior capacity 

mixes.  The following sections will further investigate if the best representative years change when consid-

ering different renewable policies. 

7.3.2 Case B: Renewable tax credit subsidies 

The first renewable policy considered is subsidies via tax credits.  The subsidies are administered outside 

of the electricity market, so although subsidies impact the decision to construct, it is not optimized within 

the market, creating distortions as discussed in [5].  For this analysis a PTC of $23/MWh and an ITC of 

30% was used.  The tax credits increased the average renewable energy among the portfolios from 1.6% in 

Case A, to approximately 21% as shown on Table 7-3.  Market costs decreased; however, when considering 

subsidies, the overall cost increased 2.4% partially due to a 52% increase in unserved energy.  Figure 7-6 

shows the optimal portfolio mix using all ten years of matched load, wind and solar for this renewable 

policy along with the price and mix distortions created when different subsamples are used.  Figure 7-5 

further shows the portfolio cost and unserved energy when the mix is used with the ten-year data.  

The results show that different years provide the best approximation/least distortion.  Y1 provided 

the best single year approximation in Case A, where no renewable policy was used; however, is among the 

worst considering renewable tax subsidies.  The renewable policies introduced greater cost distortion 

among the portfolios as well as greater reliability distortion.  This shows that increasing renewable gener-

ation makes it imperative to select long-term representative data in making capacity selections.  
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Figure 7-5:  Case B: Comparison of ten-year cost and unserved energy 
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Figure 7-6:  Case B: Comparison of capacity investment and cost increase. 
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Table 7-3:  Case B: Comparison of capacity mix, cost, renewable energy and emissions. 

Sampled Years 10 5B Y9 5A Y2 Y8 Y7 Y4 Y6 Y10 Y5 Y1 Y3 AVG

Capacity  (MW)

Coal 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500 22500

Gas CT 21741 22621 22571 20504 20857 23165 23175 21899 21462 20732 20126 19113 19180 16816

Gas CC 6712 6723 7108 6601 6089 6991 5464 5591 5357 7612 6689 6453 7262 4343

W3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 696 0 982 1338 0 0 0

W2 1739 1501 2206 2411 2217 0 4881 3840 1020 0 2651 3522 0 15890

W1 11212 12039 11454 10133 10122 11380 10424 11602 11694 13772 6568 8282 12627 0

Solar 2033 1162 325 3186 3897 1212 1419 2030 3255 1586 3471 4740 3090 2951

Costs

Total Social Cost ($B) 157.33$      157.22$      156.65$      158.00$      158.48$      156.00$      158.66$      159.97$      158.82$      159.21$      157.04$      159.14$      159.90$      187.89$      

Social Cost Increase -0.1% -0.4% 0.4% 0.7% -0.8% 0.8% 1.7% 0.9% 1.2% -0.2% 1.1% 1.6% 19.4%

Tax Credits ($B) 12.33$        12.13$        11.47$        12.82$        13.24$        10.63$        13.28$        14.48$        13.20$        13.49$        11.19$        13.27$        13.13$        13.14$        

Capital Cost($B) 87.83$        87.55$        86.08$        88.84$        89.86$        83.68$        90.88$        93.50$        88.47$        91.07$        85.00$        90.01$        88.61$        89.62$        

Energy Cost($B) 56.64$        57.20$        58.68$        55.26$        54.45$        61.54$        54.11$        50.91$        55.17$        53.31$        59.64$        54.04$        54.58$        55.00$        

Unserved Energy ($B) 0.53$          0.33$          0.42$          1.08$          0.93$          0.15$          0.39$          1.08$          1.98$          1.34$          1.21$          1.83$          3.58$          30.14$        

Total Market Cost ($B) 145.01$      145.08$      145.17$      145.18$      145.24$      145.37$      145.38$      145.49$      145.62$      145.72$      145.85$      145.87$      146.77$      174.76$      

Market Cost Increase 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.6% 1.2% 20.5%

Unserved Energy(MWh) 53,331        33,400        41,936        107,757       92,802        15,092        38,856        108,171       197,685       133,880       121,114       182,591       357,840       3,013,608    

Renewable Energy % 20.9% 20.9% 20.1% 21.3% 21.7% 18.3% 22.8% 24.7% 21.9% 23.1% 18.3% 21.4% 21.9% 21.9%

Wind Curtailments % 0.60% 0.93% 0.58% 0.35% 0.31% 0.31% 1.47% 1.29% 1.05% 0.90% 0.07% 0.22% 0.58% 0.00%

CO2 Emissions(Mton) 192.9 192.4 193.9 192.8 192.2 197.9 189.5 185.3 191.6 187.0 199.6 193.2 190.5 191.8
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Table 7-3  and Figure 7-7 break down the main components of costs considered within the market, 

capital costs, energy costs, and unserved energy costs.  Additionally, they show the out of market tax 

subsidies.  When considering the tax subsidies, some portfolios perform better than the base case.  In each 

of these cases, a lesser amount of renewable energy is installed and produced.  The resulting reduction in 

tax credits lowers the overall cost, but in most cases also increases emissions.  Quantifying the emissions 

externality was not done for this analysis but could be the subject of further research.  The remaining 

portfolio, 5B has lower overall cost due to the renewable mix. Although the base case and 5B have roughly 

the same amount of renewable energy, in 5B more of this energy comes from higher capacity factor wind 

than lower capacity factor solar, as compared to the base case, shown on Figure 7-8.and Figure 7-9  This 

enables the portfolio in 5B to produce equal amounts of renewable energy with less capacity installed, 

especially the more heavily subsidized solar generation. 

 
Figure 7-7:  Case B: Cost breakdown and renewable energy production. 
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Figure 7-9:  Case B: Comparison of wind investment. 

 
Figure 7-8:  Case B: Renewable generation mix. 
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7.3.3 Case C: 40% RPS 

The second renewable policy considered is a 40% RPS which further increases renewable energy require-

ments.  The model optimizes renewable choices based on the benefits they provide to the system in terms 

of serving customer demand.  There is no technology favoritism as was the case for tax credits.  All costs 

are optimized within the market with the added constraint that renewable energy must be greater to or equal 

40%.  Overall the optimal portfolio has a 16% increase in cost over Case A, no renewable policy.  Figure 

7-10 shows the investment mix for each subsample, while Figure 7-11 shows overall cost and unserved 

energy. 

  

 
Figure 7-10:  Case C: Comparison of capacity investment and cost increase. 
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Under this policy, when using a shortened subsample, it is possible that the sample does not repre-

sent the long-term production of renewable energy.  Portfolios Y2, Y4, Y6, Y7 and 5B are lower cost than 

the optimal portfolio; however, this is because the overall renewable energy is less than the required 40%.  

Since renewable technologies are costlier to the system at high penetrations, the model optimizes on just 

satisfying the RPS, it is a binding constraint. If a single year had higher than average renewable energy 

production, the model chooses to build less of that technology; however, once the model is rerun with the 

full ten-year renewable profiles, since less was installed, the technology then fails to produce at the required 

RPS levels.  Once the renewable capacity is fixed in the first pass of the optimization, the RPS constraint 

was removed in order for a solution to be feasible, resulting in the possible deficiencies. RPS compliance 

variation adds another reason that a single year is insufficient for modeling high penetrations of weather 

dependent generation.  For an appropriate comparison, an alternative compliance payment of $50/MWh, as 

discussed in section 7.2, was added to the non-compliant portfolios.  The resulting cost and portfolio order 

are shown. 

 
Figure 7-11:  Case C: Comparison of ten-year cost and unserved energy 
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Again, different single years provide the best approximation.  Y8 has become the best compliant 

approximation, even though it was not in the top for the previous renewable policies.  Y4 and 5B are the 

best of the non-compliant portfolios, but their relative position compared to the compliant portfolios is 

dependent on the level of alternative compliance payment selected.  Table 7-4 and Figure 7-12 show the 

order of portfolios once the $50/MWh alternative compliance payment is added and the mix of renewable 

resources used to meet the 40% RPS requirement.  As shown on Figure 7-12, the composition of renewables 

changes dramatically between sampled years, even though each had the same renewable objective.  The 

complex interactions between demand and each of the renewable resources makes prediction of the optimal 

mix more difficult than when only considering thermal generation and screening curves.  Better portfolios 

generally minimize wind curtailments. 

 
Figure 7-12:  Case C: Renewable generation mix and total cost with 40% RPS compliance. 
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Table 7-4:  Case C: Comparison of capacity mix, cost, renewable energy and emissions. 

Sampled Years 10 Y4 5B Y8 5A Y2 Y7 Y9 Y6 Y10 Y5 Y1 Y3 AVG

Capacity (MW)

Coal 20753 21973 20584 20423 20990 21504 21063 20536 20555 20866 19859 20579 20638 22500

ACT 22372 22585 23977 24108 20825 21101 24305 25338 22162 22207 20705 19445 17738 18624

ACC 3454 2184 3503 3166 3312 2296 2467 3768 3077 4479 4190 4072 4260 0

Wind 1 2944 3073 3608 3093 2534 4208 2660 1341 0 7788 6415 0 0 4343

Wind 2 7577 7555 7219 7169 7985 7584 10316 9943 7348 2042 7325 8749 7111 26242

Wind 3 16206 14703 16425 15859 15653 12786 14087 16818 17830 18458 13651 17468 19327 0

Solar 3 6803 6400 5644 7420 8022 8632 4441 5470 6287 5634 7258 9158 8485 3283

Market Cost($B) 178.24$      175.12$      177.75$      178.79$      179.29$      177.85$      175.52$      179.54$      176.72$      180.02$      181.22$      182.05$      185.79$      222.58$      

RPS Alt  Compliance ($B) -$           3.51$         0.92$         -$           -$           1.48$         3.88$         -$           2.96$         -$           -$           -$           -$           11.08$        

Overall Cost Increase 0.22% 0.24% 0.31% 0.59% 0.61% 0.65% 0.73% 0.80% 1.00% 1.67% 2.13% 4.24% 31.1%

Unserved Energy(MWh) 132,404      137,191      60,997        63,865        249,405      268,302      97,744        18,352        309,148      129,529      345,941      375,431      936,990      4,583,188    

Renewable Energy % 40.0% 38.1% 39.5% 40.1% 40.4% 39.2% 37.9% 40.0% 38.4% 40.1% 41.0% 41.5% 41.2% 34.0%

Wind Curtailments % 11.3% 10.3% 11.2% 10.6% 11.3% 9.7% 10.1% 11.9% 10.1% 14.5% 10.7% 12.3% 13.3% 18.7%

CO2 Emissions(Mton) 149.74 156.56 150.22 149.21 149.49 153.68 155.16 149.08 152.9 148.43 145.99 146.18 146.54 167.11
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7.3.4 Case D: 40% RPS with tax credits 

Lastly, a case is presented that combines both external tax credits and a market internal RPS.  The cost 

increase, considering both the market costs and the tax subsidies, is 16% higher than Case A, just slightly 

more than Case C.  The unserved energy is also slightly higher than Case C.  Figure 7-13 shows the portfolio 

mix, while Figure 7-14 shows the overall cost compared to reliability.   

Again, some of the portfolios are not RPS compliant and a $75/MWh alternative compliance pay-

ment is then applied.  Table 7-5 provides the breakdown of the main cost components including out of 

market subsidies and non-compliance costs.  There is an apparent complex interaction among the subsidies, 

such that RPS non-compliant mixes are still lower cost.  It would be likely that non-compliance costs would 

be higher as policymakers tend to set pricing to encourage compliance. 

The portfolio that provides the best approximation changes again.  Y3 was infeasible on the second 

optimization. 

   

 
Figure 7-13:  Case D: Comparison of capacity investment and cost increase. 
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Figure 7-15:  Case D: Renewable generation mix and total cost with 40% RPS compliance. 

 
Figure 7-14:  Case D: Comparison of ten-year cost and unserved energy.  
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Table 7-5:  Case D: Comparison of capacity mix, cost, renewable energy and emissions.  

Sampled Years 10 5B Y4 Y7 Y8 5A Y9 Y2 Y10 Y5 Y1 Y6 AVG Y3

Capacity (MW)

Coal 21336 21231 22319 21506 21174 21485 21438 22063 21751 20198 21039 21109 22500 21477

ACT 22090 23464 22283 23960 23995 20346 25247 20682 22178 20425 19135 21461 18624 18242

ACC 2727 2697 1830 1897 2217 2709 2658 1603 3233 3776 3516 2371 0 3272

W1 2744 2914 3131 2116 2532 2433 828 3601 7115 5770 0 0 6473 0

W2 6930 6735 7545 9597 6763 7601 8763 7669 2060 7334 8252 6608 23055 6610

W3 15446 15756 14046 13740 15076 14921 15823 12078 17055 13590 16873 17113 0 18079

S3 8685 7813 7200 6325 9518 9474 8516 10140 8185 8139 10431 8068 4297 10683

Costs

Total Social Cost ($B) 178.47$    178.60$     178.72$    178.98$    179.17$     179.70$    179.88$     180.02$     180.08$     181.22$     182.44$     185.42$        223.41$   infeasible

Social Cost Increase 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.4% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 0.9% 1.5% 2.2% 3.9% 25.2%

Tax Credits ($B) 10.91$     11.86$       11.82$     13.00$     9.83$         10.05$     11.13$       8.44$         11.76$       12.23$       9.35$         10.87$          13.83$     

Capital Cost($B) 125.98$    125.24$     121.27$    121.03$    127.17$     126.47$    128.75$     124.12$     128.39$     126.77$     128.98$     119.98$        119.04$   128.16

Energy Cost($B) 40.17$     40.00$       40.68$     40.55$     41.50$       40.25$     39.83$       42.72$       38.85$       38.68$       39.99$       42.59$          43.22$     

Unserved Energy ($B) 1.40$       0.77$         1.44$       0.89$       0.68$         2.93$       0.16$         3.08$         1.09$         3.54$         4.12$         3.67$           37.53$     

Total Market Cost ($B) 167.56$    166.01$     163.39$    162.47$    169.35$     169.64$    168.74$     169.92$     168.32$     168.99$     173.09$     166.24$        199.80$   

RPS Alt  Compliance ($B) -$         0.74$         3.51$       3.51$       -$          -$         -$          1.66$         -$          -$          -$          8.31$           9.79$       

Market plus Compliance ($B) 167.56$    166.74$     166.90$    165.98$    169.35$     169.64$    168.74$     171.58$     168.32$     168.99$     173.09$     174.55$        209.59$   

Market Cost Increase -0.5% -0.4% -0.9% 1.1% 1.2% 0.7% 2.4% 0.5% 0.9% 3.3% 4.2% 25.1%

Unserved Energy(MWh) 140,040    77,258       144,330    88,860      67,851       292,917    16,272       307,934      108,858      354,249      412,473      366,788        3,753,485 

Renewable Energy % 40.0% 39.6% 38.1% 38.1% 40.1% 40.4% 40.0% 39.1% 40.3% 41.0% 41.4% 35.5% 34.7%

Wind Curtailments % 11.0% 10.8% 10.2% 9.6% 10.4% 11.2% 11.3% 9.7% 13.9% 10.7% 12.3% 9.9% 17.2%

CO2 Emissions(Mton) 151.3 151.9 157.4 156.2 151.2 150.8 151.5 155.2 150.4 146.8 147.4 154.3 166.0
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Table 7-6:  Summary of portfolio results.   

 
Case A Case B Case C Case D 

Sampled Years No Policy Tax Credits RPS Tax Credit & RPS

Cost ($B) $153.66 $157.30 $178.24 $178.47

10 Rank optimal optimal optimal optimal

EUE(MWh) 35109 53331 132404 140040

Cost $153.67 $158.00 $179.29 $179.70

5A Rank 1 3 4 5

EUE 37056 107757 249405 292917

Cost $153.73 $157.22 $178.67 $178.60

5B Rank 5 1 2 1

EUE 36913 33400 60997 77258

Cost $153.68 $159.14 $182.05 $182.44

Y1 Rank 2 11 11 10

EUE 40071 182591 375341 412473

Cost $153.73 $158.48 $179.33 $180.02

Y2 Rank 6 4 5 7

EUE 27571 92802 268302 307934

Cost $155.38 $159.90 $185.79

Y3 Rank 12 12 12 infeasible

EUE 325879 357840 936990

Cost $154.70 $159.97 $178.63 $178.72

Y4 Rank 11 7 1 2

EUE 94918 108171 137191 144330

Cost $153.72 $157.04 $181.22 $181.22

Y5 Rank 4 10 10 9

EUE 20133 121114 345941 354249

Cost $154.20 $158.82 $179.67 $185.42

Y6 Rank 9 8 8 11

EUE 104728 197685 309148 366788

Cost $154.24 $158.66 $179.40 $178.98

Y7 Rank 10 6 6 3

EUE 28050 38856 97744 88860

Cost $153.76 $156.00 $178.79 $179.17

Y8 Rank 7 5 3 4

EUE 11961 15092 63865 67851

Cost $153.71 $156.65 $179.54 $179.88

Y9 Rank 3 2 7 6

EUE 56424 41936 18352 16272

Cost $154.06 $159.21 $180.02 $180.08

Y10 Rank 8 9 9 8

EUE 101182 133880 129529 108858

Cost $162.92 $187.89 $233.66 $223.41

AVG Rank 13 13 13 12

EUE 1209677 3013608 4583188 3753485
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7.3.5 Summary 

As renewable energy increases, greater distortions occur, primarily in the mix of renewable generation.  

Table 7-6 shows overall system costs, including external subsidies, and the portfolio rank based on market 

costs plus renewable compliance.  A rank of 1 has the least cost distortion compared to the optimal, while 

the higher ranks are farther from optimal.  Overall costs including the external tax credits can change the 

ranking of the portfolios due to more or less renewable investment; however, then further externalities such 

as emissions should be considered.  The table also includes the unserved energy as measure of adequacy.   

It is also clear that adding renewable compliance increases unserved energy and distortions to un-

served energy when a suboptimal sample is chosen.  This is caused by the shape of the residual load curve.  

For the same number of hours (same LOLP) there is a greater area under the curve, greater unserved energy.  

The rank of the subsample portfolios changes depending on the renewable policy.   

Even though costs increase over the optimal portfolio, unserved energy within a renewable policy 

case, can be either higher or lower thus indicating different levels of reliability based on the data used.  The 

lower EUE occurs primarily in cases where the portfolio includes a greater amount of thermal generation.  

Because the portfolio was not optimized with the full range of data, the model was short-sighted and choose 

a mix that actually exceeded the customers willingness to pay over the long-term. 

Overall, very complex interactions are shown among demand, wind and solar are very complex.  

As described in Chapter 4-6, one renewable facility can impact the value of another.  To most accurately 

understand these interactions, industry should consider much larger data sets and model these interactions 

in detail.  Not doing so creates significant distortions that increase with renewable penetration. 

7.4   Analysis of Aggregation  

The worst performing portfolio is the one that relied on a typical year based on long-term averages as 

explained in section 7.2. Figures 7.3, 7.5, 7.10, and 7.13 show the resulting capacity mixes based on the 
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various renewable policies.  Overall cost increases are 6%, 21%, 25%, and 19% over the optimum, $9.2-

$44.3 billion additional for this system, whereas the worst sample was only 1%, 1%, 4% and 3% worse, or 

$1.7- $7.6 billion.  Although this method preserved peak load and average annual energy, it reduced overall 

variability and did not preserve detailed correlations between demand, wind, and solar.  The smoother pro-

files result in less overall installed capacity, which when applied to actual load conditions results in in-

creased unserved energy – a reduction in system adequacy and reliability.  In the 40% RPS cases, even 

though optimized at each individual facility average annual energy, since the averaging was not done indi-

vidually and not in combination with the other system elements, correlations were lost and resulted in a 

non-compliant portfolio.  There was a significant shift in which renewable facilities were constructed as 

shown on Figures 7-8, 7-9, 7-12, and Figure 7-15. Single years that had differing annual energy profiles are 

shown to be much better approximations from a cost and capacity mix perspective than use of a typical year 

that doesn’t preserve variability and correlations.  

7.5  Conclusions 

Even though the choice of a single year is significantly better than using the long-term average approach, 

there are some years that are better than others in minimizing distortions and the relative efficiency of the 

years changes with renewable penetration.  As shown on Table 7-6 sample year Y1 has the least distortion 

without renewable policies but is among the worst as renewable penetration increases.  The 40% RPS cases 

had the highest cost distortion potential.  Sample year Y4 had the least distortion with a 40% RPS, yet was 

among the worst without renewables. Overcompliance of renewable investment cost was a main driver in 

the overall cost distortion.  If a single year is used for modeling, using one that most closely matched the 

long-term annual renewable energy considering interactions might minimize distortion, although this was 

not tested here and may be difficult to determine.  A more thorough understanding of the interactions may 
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provide better insight for future prediction.  The analysis also shows that choosing a representative year 

should be done in the context with the renewable policy. 

This work shows the importance of including multiple years of wind, solar, and load data when 

determining capacity investment mix and system adequacy.  The capacity mix recommendation can be 

significantly different depending on which years, how many years, and what renewable policy is assumed 

in the analysis. The distortions due to inadequate sample size are larger as weather dependent renewable 

generation increases; however, the distortion can be minimized if date is selected carefully to represent a 

year with average annual production.  This is not to say the production profiles should be averaged.  Aver-

aging profiles mitigates variability in the model and significantly increases system costs. 

This study included simple operating constraints.  It is expected that increasing detail, such as in-

clusion of unit commitment constraints that limit the flexibility of thermal generation, would lead to even 

further distortions among subsample approximations.  On the other hand, inclusion of storage might lessen 

the distortion.  This will be subject of future research. 

Using more data may be computationally expensive; however, this may be a small price to pay as 

compared to the distortion and cost consequence of a suboptimal portfolio.  The costs of using an inadequate 

sample could amount to over 1% of total cost if the worst year is chosen (nearly $200 million/year in our 

hypothetical system, based on ERCOT and existing federal tax credits). Five-year data were not necessarily 

better than single year data.  

Data reductions based on averaging over multiple days should be avoided whenever possible.  

When data reduction is required, there should be careful consideration for preserving long-term relation-

ships particularly between load, wind, and solar or any other weather dependent generation. Chapter 8 

begins to discuss procedures to accomplish data aggregation through a representative profile; however, this 

work is still preliminary and will be the subject of my continued research. 
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Chapter 8  

Conclusion  

The goal of my research was to improve the modeling of weather dependent wind and solar electric 

generation for long-term investment planning.  In part, I have accomplished this by developing an 

appropriate capacity value to report in resource adequacy studies based on the amount of demand 

that is shifted during critical reliability hours that correlate consumer demand with all generation 

sources over long periods (~10 years).  Additionally, I have determined that the appropriate invest-

ment signal for new generation is the average facility production during these critical hours (mar-

ginal value) which can also be used as the equivalent capacity value in capacity markets.  Yet to be 

resolved is whether ten years of data is sufficient, or additional data are required.  Although I have 

started exploration into this question, continued efforts are necessary.  Systems like ERCOT that 

already have a significant penetration of wind, are still expecting considerably more.35  This work 

continues to be relevant in industry. 

                                                      

 
35 31.4 GW of wind and 22.7 MW of solar projects have filed Generator Interconnection Requests with ERCOT [209]. 
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8.1  Summary of Contributions 

The contribution of this thesis is to provide the first integrated analysis of the implications for 

generation adequacy studies, capacity power market design and long-run market efficiency of al-

ternative methods that account for the unique variability characteristics of renewables, while main-

taining comparable treatment both between weather dependent renewables and thermal resources 

and between renewable resources that provide different system benefits.  My research provides 

direction to the electricity industry facing substantial system integration of intermittent renewable 

generation and guides policy towards efficient and reliable investment.  The work is intended to 

inform policymakers, capacity market designers, and market participants in the ongoing transfor-

mation of the electricity sector.  Through my work on the IEEE PES Loss of Load Expectation 

Working Group, I have begun to see needed change including ERCOT tracking peak residual load 

in its Long-Term Resource Assessment starting in 2016 [193]. 

Using the capacity value derived from the peak shift method in Chapter 4, analysis in Chap-

ter 5 showed continued discrepancy between the costs of generation and the revenues received by 

investors for four primary market designs. However, Chapter 5 also showed that renewable invest-

ment and valuation were not the primary sources of distortion in capacity mechanisms.  By main-

taining system adequacy via installed reserves that may exceed a customer’s willingness to pay for 

reliability, scarcity energy pricing based on the perceived willingness to pay will not be high 

enough or frequent enough to motivate sufficient new gas-fired generation, even though this type 

of investment minimizes total system cost in an optimally developed system.  Therefore, additional 

capacity mechanisms are necessary for optimal development or traditional thinking about what 

constitutes an adequate reserve margin needs to be reconsidered. 
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Chapter 6 then shows that the marginal value for capacity introduced in Chapter 4, provides 

the economically efficient value and one comparable to that of thermal generation in capacity mar-

kets where the reliability metric is expected unserved energy instead of the reserve margin used in 

Chapter 5.  Further shown in Chapter 6 is that each renewable facility has unique characteristics 

that should be valued individually to optimize renewable development choosing sites and design 

parameters that best match the requirements of the overall system.  Reserve margins can be set with 

the marginal capacity values; however, they are very different from historical reserve margins. 

Building on Chapters 4, 5, and 6, analysis of the data requirements needed to develop rea-

sonable investment models is shown in Chapter 7.  The increased system variability resulting from 

the combination of variability in consumer demand, wind speed, and solar insolation create large 

distortions of cost and mix when using industry practice of data averaging.  Single years are shown 

to be better approximations than averaging data; however, even single years can make bad approx-

imations.  Best practice includes using many years to capture how reliability fluctuates between 

years.  How many years is still the subject of on-going work.   

8.2 Future Work 

There are several extensions to this work including exploring longer data sets, refinement of gen-

erator operating characteristics, inclusion of other resource options such as demand response and 

storage, exploring capacity market implementation, incorporating extreme weather scenarios, in-

vestigating cross border issues, and inclusion of environmental externalities. 

8.2.1 Long historical record forecasting 

The model used in Chapter 7 assumed that ten years was sufficient to adequately capture the vari-

ability of data including dependencies between load, wind and solar.  As shown in Chapter 7, 
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shorter periods were not always good approximations of the ten-year period and if a particular year 

was a good approximation with one level of renewable production, it was not necessarily a good 

approximation at a different renewable penetration.  Work by Zachery, Wilson, and Dent [194], 

[195] explored using a long history time record to determine long-term wind and load correlations.  

This could be used in several ways.  One way is to develop a joint probability density function that 

could be used in adequacy analysis.  Another is to help project how future increases to wind pene-

trations could impact the residual load and need for thermal generation.  Additionally, the long-

term analysis could be used to determine the suitability of shorter samples.  Is the ten year data 

used in Chapters 6 and 7 sufficient, or is more data or new tools necessary to capture long-term 

patterns – correlations and variability? 

 Preliminary work has been done to incorporate long historical records.  Using ten years of 

data from ERCOT, a regression model was developed to predict peak period loads, using local 

temperature and humidity as predictors as well as Texas gross domestic product as the inter-year 

variable.  A second regression model was developed to predict overall wind generation in the state.  

This model combined detailed regional allocations of wind production, that changed from year to 

year, and corresponding wind speeds from the closest regional airport as the predictors.  Each of 

these models were a good fit of the data. 

 From these two models, new wind and load pairs were formed based on the weather history 

from 1948 to the present.  This formed the basis of the joint probability distribution over the peak 

hours for Texas.  This join distribution was then compared to the actual joint distribution of the 

most recent ten years.  By hypothesis testing, the two models were found to be significantly differ-

ent.  These preliminary results, could mean that a ten-year approximation is not sufficient.  But 

additional checking of data quality is on going. 
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 Once the results are reasonable for wind, solar will be modeled in the same manner.  Af-

terwards, all three: demand, wind and solar can be simulated into the future based on changing 

wind and solar penetrations and projected customer demand. 

8.2.2 Future weather nonstationarity 

The work of this thesis assumed stationarity of weather and thus of demand and wind and solar 

production.  The previous subsection discussed the development of a model that could predict load, 

wind and solar simultaneously from weather data to enable a planner to make informed decisions 

regarding increased penetration of renewable generation.  This model could further be used to de-

velop sensitivities to changing parameters that could represent changing climate conditions that 

might affect both consumer demand and wind and solar production. 

8.2.3 Generator operating characteristics 

The simplified models used in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 did not fully take into consideration detailed 

operating conditions of the system – starts and stops, minimum generation levels, minimum run 

times, detailed ramp rates, and operating reserves.  Nor did it consider the full range of market 

remunerations available through ancillary services – all which factor into investment profitability.  

Of course, models with more elaborate assumptions could alter the precise numerical results re-

garding, e.g., generation mixes and optimal capacity credits, and would be useful extensions of this 

research.  It is expected that increasing detail, might lead to even further distortions among sub-

sample approximations.   

8.2.4 Broader resource selection 

The focus of this thesis was primarily on the interactions between existing utility scale, cost effec-

tive technologies on a single system.  However, a broader range of resources can provide flexible 
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back-up for renewables, including customer demand side options to curtail or shift demand and the 

integration of systems via the transmission system.  These options can change dispatch and shift 

critical hours that are the basis for determining capacity values, Chapters 6 and 7.  Preliminary 

analysis adding demand response, showed that although critical hours shifted the value of renewa-

ble resources and the amount of unserved energy were unchanged.  Demand response directly re-

duced investment in natural gas combustion turbines.  More thorough analysis may provide addi-

tional insights.  

Although not currently cost effective, large scale storage may at some point be feasible.  

Needed for modeling are a good understanding of the parameters, especially batteries.  During 

attendance at the 2017 IEEE PES General Meeting, I attended several sessions and spoke with 

members of the storage modeling working group and understand there is still a great deal of work 

across disciplines to understand lifecycle costs based on differing modes of operation.  This is an 

issue that I intend to follow.  In the meantime, battery storage technologies could be assumed cost 

effective and the relative impact to renewable capacity values can be explored with caution.   

The Northwest Power and Conservation Council has long dealt with the incorporation of 

large hydroelectric generators in their region and has started assessing the reliability in combination 

with wind and solar generation [196].  The approaches of this paper would be interesting in the 

context of that system or applied to PJM’s system with the 3,000 MW Bath County pumped storage 

station [197]. 

8.2.5 Market supply curves 

There are several issues that arise in considering how to build a supply curve with renewable re-

sources, since each has an impact on the value of another as demonstrated in Chapter 4.  Market 

efficiency was assessed by a price-quantity equilibrium model, Chapter 6, that did not represent the 
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details about how actual capacity markets are operated.  The model simply obtained the equilibrium 

price for capacity, and quantities supplied by each producer.  In real markets, however, the price 

and quantity decisions are actually determined by particular market rules. The details about those 

rules, particularly how resources would clear a capacity market, are also important.  For instance, 

some markets construct supply curves from capacity quantity and price offers made by resource 

owners, and then calculate the intercept of those curves with an administratively-determined de-

mand curve. Policymakers have new challenges with renewable clearing because, unlike conven-

tional generation alternatives, renewable resources are not independent of load and not independent 

of each other.   

Another question is whether wind and solar resources should be paid based on their marginal 

benefit according to vintage or whether all producers should receive the same payment.  Each new 

market rule creates complexity and uncertainty for investment and the potential for increased costs 

to consumers.  

Generally, a supply curve is constructed by sorting bids from lowest to highest on a $/MW 

basis, however; the cheapest capacity offer may not have the most value to the system in offsetting 

load and other resources.  For traditional generators, the clearing value aspect has been resolved by 

reducing installed capacity values by Equivalent Forced Outage Rate Demand (EFORd), capturing 

the expected value of that generator instead of its installed nameplate value. Renewable resources 

do not have the same independent outage characteristics and probability distributions for their var-

iable outputs are much more complex.  

Future research will focus on how supply curve-based mechanisms used in capacity mar-

kets can be adapted to account for renewable resource interdependencies including diminishing 
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returns. The contribution of a renewable resource to system reliability changes based on the com-

position of other renewable resources in the supply mix.  Chapter 4 demonstrated how the marginal 

contribution of wind and solar decreases as the installed amount increases.  This has also been 

shown by Keane et al. [121] , Perez et al. [125] and Munoz and Mills [178]. In this situation, the 

order of supply bids and the quantity of supply they represent matters.  Although this issue may not 

be unique to renewable generation, it is certainly more severe for renewables, and it is not currently 

considered in capacity market rules.   

Several capacity markets consider renewable generation.  National Grid [160], in the UK, 

adjusts the demand curve for capacity downward based on expected renewable generation.  In this 

case, renewable generation is indirectly incorporated in the market and not compensated for its 

capacity contribution even though the demand curve is lowered.  PJM, on the other end of the 

spectrum, provides direct capacity payments to renewable generators based on their class capacity 

factors [128].  California is discussing a first-order approximation of contributions based on the 

previous year’s capacity equilibrium, assuming that the prior year’s capacity remains in the market. 

Renewable capacity values could be assigned to individual producers and the value of each 

remaining renewable capacity bid could be recalculated as capacity offers are accepted and price 

level increases.  This would likely lead to negative capacity bidding to obtain the best value. It 

would also be computationally expensive.  Alternatively, all renewable resources below the ex-

pected clearing price could be evaluated simultaneously, to assess the overall system contribution.  

Although each facility would have a different contribution based on its unique contribution, the bid 

order would not change their value. 

After identifying candidate market rule alternatives, the equilibrium model introduced in 

Chapter 6 can be adapted to determine the effect that differing rules have on investment mix.  The 
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alternative rules can be compared to the optimal investment mix and distortions to cost and resource 

mix can be quantified.  Additionally, tradeoffs in implementation can be examined.  Attributes 

considered in policy might include simplicity of execution, data availability, stability of value, de-

viation from market optimum and others.   

8.2.6 Extreme weather scenarios and thermal generator dependence 

Chapter 4 assumed thermal generator independence; however, experience shows that this might not 

necessarily hold.  In 2014, extreme cold weather in the eastern United States caused higher con-

sumption, especially in the evening when solar resources were not available.  But more problematic 

were operational issues with thermal generation [131], [132].  Natural gas requirements for heating 

reduced supply for electric generation.  Cold weather led to equipment malfunctions including coal 

handling equipment.  Overall system forced outage rates were higher during this period.  The work 

in this thesis did not address extreme scenarios for either renewable or thermal generation.  Future 

work may include evaluating risk and how capacity procurement strategies should incorporate these 

weather dependencies.  Potentially, this could be accomplished through a scenario weighted forced 

outage rate for thermal generation. 

8.2.7 Risk and consumer choice 

Electricity systems have historically been planned based on reliability regulations establishing elec-

tric reliability as a public good, at least electricity production.  As technology progresses, it may be 

possible and economically feasible to provide service differentiation.  Traditional LOLP, LOLE 

and even EUE metrics may no longer be appropriate.  Instead, it can be envisioned that consumers 

would have a broad range of complex risk tolerances based on both magnitude and duration of 
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generation shortfall.  A tradeoff curve between these factors could be developed for different cus-

tomers and then combined into developing a more accurate consumer demand curve that considers 

risk tolerance. 

8.2.8 Cross border issues 

Although Chapter 5 included a segment on the integration of two systems, not much time was 

devoted to this.  A recent study in Europe concluded that better renewable siting could be accom-

plished if the countries did not plan as individuals [198].  This is also relevant in the United States 

where each state has its own renewable agenda [32].  Having formerly worked with an electric 

system where renewable resources were plentiful, I often pondered the ability of New Mexico to 

sell compliance instruments to states in the East with strong renewable will, but weak resource.  

The pricing of these compliance instruments is interesting and complex due to the system impacts 

discussed throughout this paper beginning at Chapter 4.  The pricing should also consider the op-

erational effects discussed above when more detailed generator operating characteristics are added. 

8.2.9 Environmental externalities 

Although emissions are tracked in the models of Chapters 6 and 7, it is done at a high level incor-

porating average heat rate.  However, non-linear operating characteristics suggest that this account-

ing is not very accurate.  After incorporating more elaborate operating characteristics as detailed 

above, it would also be more appropriate to develop emission penalties to compare portfolios.  The 

methods of this thesis held reliability constant as a basis for equal comparison; however, renewable 

energy and emissions are other factors that may be of interest in the comparison.  Pricing renewable 

and emission differences (without duplicating effects) could enhance integrated resource type plan-

ning.
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Appendix A:   

Simple Example of Two Generators 

This simple example shows how, for a system with linear constraints, the market clearing based on 

marginal bid occurs at the optimal investment point Total Costs (TC) = Total Revenue (TR) and 

the TCA = TRA and TCB = TRB, for generators A and B respectively.  I use two generators (A & B) 

and two demand hours (D1 & D2).  Three cases are developed: 1) A basic energy-only market with 

no adequacy standard and a very high Value of Lost Load (VOLL); 2) an energy-only market with 

a lower consumer VOLL translated into a reserve margin (RM) standard; and 3) the system in case 

2 adding a capacity market. 

 

Case1:  Energy-Only Market, Very high VOLL 

 

Nomenclature 

Sets: 

 𝑔𝐺:  Set of generators (A & B) 

 ℎ𝐻:  Set of all hours (1 & 2) 
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Variables: 

 𝑐𝑔 [MW]: Installed generator capacity 

 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 [𝑀𝑊ℎ]:  Hourly dispatch of generators 

 

Parameters: 

 𝐹𝐶𝑔 [$/MW/year]:  Generator fixed costs, levelized annual (includes cost of capital) 

 𝑉𝐶𝑔 [$/MWh]:  Generator variable cost (includes production and O&M) 

 DMh [MWh]:  Customer demand 

 

Linear Program Objective Function to minimize total cost: 

MIN ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑐𝑔 𝑔𝐺 +∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐺          A-1 

Constraints: 

s.t.  Σ
gG

 eh,g  = DMh                  hH   A-2 

eh,g  < cg                     gG; hH  A-3 

𝑐𝑔 , 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ≥ 0        gG; hH  A-4 

 

Initially, the consumer VOLL is so high, that generation will be built at any cost and no load is lost.  

As such a term representing the cost of loss load (VOLL* eue, where eue is the expected amount 

of unserved energy) is omitted.  Maximizing social welfare is therefore a matter of minimizing 

cost.  This problem can be solved by stating the first-order KKT conditions, that given the linear 

problem are necessary and sufficient for finding the global minimum. 
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Dual Variables (representing shadow prices or marginal cost): 

 𝜆ℎ [$/MWh]: Marginal cost of generation, energy market clearing price 

 𝑢ℎ,𝑔[$/MWh]: Scarcity rent of generator capacity 

 𝑣𝑔[$/MWh]: Reduced cost of non-negativity constraint on generator capacity 

 𝑣ℎ,𝑔[$/MWh]: Reduced cost of non-negativity constraint on hourly dispatch 

 

The KKT equations are: 

0 ≤ cg    FCg + ∑ 𝑢ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻  + vg ≤ 0      gG  A-5 

0 ≤ uh,g    VCg – λh – uh,g - vh,g  ≤ 0      gG; hH A-6 

 

Expanding Equations A5 and A6 gives: 

cA: FCA + u1,A + u2,A + vA = 0        A-7 

cB: FCB + u1,B + u2,B + vB = 0        A-8 

λ1: λ1(DM1 – e1,A – e1,B)= 0          A-9 

  λ2:   λ2(DM2 – e2,A – e2,B)= 0        A-10 

 vA:   vA(-cA) = 0         A-11 

 vB:   vB(-cB) = 0         A-12 

e1,A:   VCA - λ1 - u1,A - v1,A = 0        A-13 

e2,A:   VCA – λ2 – u2,A – v2,A = 0        A-14 

e1,B: VCB - λ1 - u1,B - v1,B = 0        A-15 

e2,B: VCB – λ2 – u2,B – v2,B = 0        A-16 

u1,A: u1,A(e1,A – cA)= 0         A-17 

u2,A: u2,A(e2,A – cA)= 0         A-18 
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u1,B: u1,B(e1,B – cB)= 0         A-19 

u2,B: u2,B(e2,B – cB)= 0         A-20 

v1,A: v1,A(-e1,A) = 0         A-21 

v2,A: v2,A(-e2,A) = 0         A-22 

v1,B: v1,B(-e1,B) = 0         A-23 

v2,B: v2,B(-e2,B) = 0         A-24 

 

If one generator is less expensive in both fixed and variable costs, the problem is not interesting 

– only that generator is built and its costs set the market price.  The problem is more interesting when 

there is a trade-off between fixed costs and variable costs, such that the optimal capacity of each 

generator is selected in amounts based on relationships of tradeoffs between fixed and variable costs.  

From this premise and equations A-11 and A-12, we know that v1=0 and v2=0. 

Let us assume that of the two generators A and B, generator A has low fixed costs and high 

variable costs while generator B has high fixed costs and low variable costs such that if a generator 

is needed for base operations it is economic to make the higher investment to take advantage of the 

low operating costs but if the generator is only needed short periods for peak operations the low 

investment cost is most economical despite the higher operating costs; therefore, FCA < FCB and 

VCA > VCB.  Let us also assume a simple two period demand where the demand in the first period is 

lower than the second period, D1 < D2.  Combining all of these assumptions we show that only the 

low fixed cost unit will be operating in the low load period, while both units will operate in the high 

load period therefore with equations A-21 through A-24 we can set v1,A = 0, v2,A = 0, v2,B = 0, and e1,B 

= 0. Also u1,B = 0 from equation A-19. 

The remaining variables can then be determined: 
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From equation A-8: u2,B  = - FCB 

From equation A-16: λ2  = FCB + VCB   (period 2 energy clearing price) 

From equation A-14: u2,A  = VCA – (FCB + VCB)  

From equation A-7: u1,A  = (FCB + VCB) – (FCA + VCA) 

From equation A-13: λ1  = (FCA + 2*VCA) - (FCB + VCB) (period 1 energy clearing price)  

From equation A-15: v1,B  = (FCB + 2*VCB) - (FCA + 2*VCA) 

From equation A-9: e1,A = DM1 

From equation A-17: cA  = DM1 

From equation A-18: e2,A  = DM1 

From equation A-10: e2,B  = DM2 – DM1 

From equation A-20: cB = DM2 – DM1 

 

Next, we check that revenues equal costs: 

Generator A Cost: TCA = FCA * cA + VCA (e1,A + e2,A) 

   = FCA * DM1 + VCA * 2 * DM1 

   = DM1(FCA + 2*VCA) 

Generator A Revenue:  TRA= (e1,A * λ1) + (e2,A * λ2) 

   = (DM1* ((FCA + 2*VCA) - (FCB + VCB))) + (DM1 * (FCB + VCB)) 

   = DM1(FCA + 2*VCA) 

 

Generator B Cost: TCB = FCB * cB + VCB (e1,B + e2,B) 

   = FCB * (DM2 – DM1) + VCB * (DM2 – DM1) 

   = (DM2 – DM1) * (FCB + VCB) 
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Generator B Revenue TRB= (e1,B * λ1) + (e2,B * λ2) 

   = (DM2 – DM1) * (FCB + VCB) 

 

Market provides revenues to each generator equal to their cost, TCA = TRA and TCB = TRB. 

 

Case2:  Energy-Only Market, with Adequacy Standard set based on VOLL 

 

Next the model is made more complex by adding an adequacy standard, a reserve margin (RM[%]), 

meaning the installed capacity must exceed the peak demand (PD[MW]) by RM.  We add to the 

model a new constraint. 

Σ
gG 

cg > PD * (1 + RM)        A-25 

Recalling from our simple two period model that D1 < D2, we can set PD = D2. 

We define additional dual variables, w[$/MWh], the scarcity price added in peak demand hours. 

Equation A-5 is modified to: 

0 ≤ cg   FCg + ∑ 𝑢ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻  + vg + w ≤ 0      gG  A-5a 

 

From equation A-5a, equations A-7 and A-8 are modified to: 

cA: FCA + u1,A + u2,A + vA - w = 0       A-7a 

cB: FCB + u1,B + u2,B + vB - w = 0       A-8a 

 

A new equation is added from equation A-5a: 

w: w (1.15*DM2 – cA - cB)= 0       A-26 
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Since it is known that this is will increase total cost to insure excess capacity, we understand that it 

will not be operated often and that the lowest investment cost will be used, even if the operating cost 

is high and we can show that the optimal solution occurs when u2,B = 0 per equation A20 as well as 

the previous assumptions that v1=0 and v2=0 and that v1,A = 0, v2,A = 0, v2,B = 0, e1,B = 0, and u1,B = 0. 

 

The remaining variables can then be determined: 

From equation A-8a: w  = FCB 

From equation A-16: λ2  = VCB    (period 2 energy clearing price) 

From equation A-14: u2,A  = VCA – VCB 

From equation A-7a: u1,A  = (FCB + VCB) – (FCA + VCA) 

From equation A-13: λ1  = (FCA + 2*VCA) - (FCB + VCB) (period 1 energy clearing price)  

From equation A-15: v1,B  = (FCB + 2*VCB) - (FCA + 2*VCA) 

From equation A-9: e1,A = DM1 

From equation A-17: cA  = DM1 

From equation A-18: e2,A  = DM1 

From equation A-10: e2,B  = DM2 – DM1 

From equation A-26: cB = 1.15*DM2 – DM1 

 

Again, we check that costs equal revenues, where now scarcity pricing is added to the margin cost 

in the highest demand period: 

Generator A Cost: TCA = FCA * cA + VCA (e1,A + e2,A) 

   = FCA * DM1 + VCA * 2 * DM1 

   = DM1(FCA + 2*VCA) 
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Generator A Revenue: TRA= (e1,A * λ1) + (e2,A * (λ2 + w))  

   = (DM1* ((FCA + 2*VCA) - (FCB + VCB))) + (DM1 * (VCB + FCB)) 

   = DM1(FCA + 2*VCA) 

 

Generator B Cost: TCB = FCB * cB + VCB (e1,B + e2,B) 

   = FCB * (RM * DM2 – DM1) + VCB * (DM2 – DM1) 

Generator B Revenue: TRB= (e1,B * λ1) + (e2,B * (λ2 + w)) 

   = (DM2 – DM1)  * (VCB + FCB) 

 

Market failure:  TCA = TRA and TCB > TRB.  The revenues received by B are less than its costs. 

 

In this energy-only market, although Generator A covers its costs with its revenues when adding the 

scarcity pricing, Generator B is short by RM*FCB. The “missing money” for Generator B could be 

paid to only that generator as an uplift payment, making Generator B whole.  If an uplift mechanism 

is not in place, Generator B would bid a higher price in period 2, if possible; however, this would 

increase payments to all generators in that period raising costs and resulting in a market failure due 

to lost efficiency (TCA < TRA and TCB = TRB). 

 

Case3:  Energy and Capacity Market, with Adequacy Standard set based on VOLL 

 

If, however, this example utilized energy and capacity markets, the w dual variable would be the 

market clearing price for the capacity market, all other variables would remain the same.  Cost and 
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Revenue allocation is again checked.  Generator costs remain the same, but instead of scarcity pric-

ing a capacity market payment is made. 

 

Generator A Cost: TCA = FCA * cA + VCA (e1,A + e2,A) 

   = FCA * DM1 + VCA * 2 * DM1 

   = DM1(FCA + 2*VCA) 

Generator A Revenue: TRA= (e1,A * λ1) + (e2,A * λ2) + (cA * w)  

   = (DM1* ((FCA + 2*VCA) - (FCB + VCB))) + (DM1 * VCB ) + (DM1 * FCB)) 

   = DM1(FCA + 2*VCA) 

 

Generator B Cost: TCB = FCB * cB + VCB (e1,B + e2,B) 

   = FCB * (RM * DM2 – DM1) + VCB * (DM2 – DM1) 

Generator B Revenue: TRB = (e1,B * λ1) + (e2,B * λ2) + (cB * w) 

   = (DM2 – DM1)  * (VCB) + (RM * DM2 – DM1) * FCB 

The market is in equilibrium where each generators revenue equals its costs (TCA = TRA and TCB 

= TRB) the optimal solution. 
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Appendix B:   

ERCOT Wind Data Used in Chapters 3, 4 

and 5  

Due to the magnitude of the data set, the full data of this appendix is provided at 

http://hobbsgroup.johnshopkins.edu/alumni.html  Cynthia Bothwell.  The following page is an ex-

cerpt of the data. 

For each year, wind data is provided where: 

 Period indicates the hour of the year, where period 1 is January 1 at hour beginning 1 a.m. 

and hour 8760 is December 31 at hour ending midnight.   

 Output indicates the level of wind production averaged over the hour, listed in MW 

 Install indicates the total installed capacity of wind facilities on the ERCOT system, in 

MW. 

This data was originally publicly available at [199] and was accessed in the 2013-2015 

timeframe.  It is provided here since it is no longer directly available from ERCOT.  Wind data for 

2015-2017 is still currently available at [200], [201], and [202]. 

http://hobbsgroup.johnshopkins.edu/alumni.html
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Table B-1:  Sample of actual ERCOT wind data 2007-2014 

Period Output Install Output Install Output Install Output Install Output Install Output Install Output Install Output Install

1 1074.0 2790 3013.2 8111 1367.0 8979.5 1263.3 9380.9 6250.6 9805.4 2457.6 11064.4 7490.1 11144.7

2 922.6 2790 2138.7 4541 3438.2 8111 1187.2 8979.5 2061.1 9380.9 6076.2 9805.4 2285.6 11064.4 7174.6 11144.7

3 849.2 2790 2087.8 4541 3743.8 8111 1089.7 8979.5 2411.7 9380.9 5735.4 9805.4 2066.5 11064.4 7182.6 11144.7

4 1056.3 2790 1743.4 4541 3599.9 8111 1439.1 8979.5 2829.2 9380.9 5535.8 9805.4 2272.8 11064.4 7412.9 11144.7

5 837.1 2790 1268.1 4541 3887.5 8111 2362.4 8979.5 2734.3 9380.9 4963.7 9805.4 2922.7 11064.4 7280.1 11144.7

6 815.4 2790 1040.7 4541 4145.3 8111 2783.0 8979.5 2135.0 9380.9 4558.5 9805.4 2611.7 11064.4 7583.9 11144.7

7 970.6 2790 834.5 4541 3592.8 8111 2868.6 8979.5 1903.7 9380.9 4639.0 9805.4 2596.8 11064.4 7262.2 11144.7

8 882.8 2790 768.6 4541 3584.2 8111 2512.1 8979.5 2260.0 9380.9 4011.0 9805.4 2523.8 11064.4 7210.9 11144.7

9 543.0 2790 635.1 4541 4308.9 8111 1804.3 8979.5 2098.5 9380.9 3669.4 9805.4 2495.9 11064.4 7096.6 11144.7

10 365.7 2790 557.9 4541 4099.9 8111 1543.8 8979.5 1611.3 9380.9 2873.2 9805.4 2791.9 11064.4 6378.5 11144.7

11 211.9 2790 309.4 4541 3735.0 8111 1027.6 8979.5 1550.7 9380.9 2320.2 9805.4 2366.8 11064.4 5186.4 11144.7

12 96.3 2790 143.6 4541 3177.9 8111 868.8 8979.5 1417.0 9380.9 2141.9 9805.4 2244.4 11064.4 4531.5 11144.7

13 68.9 2790 124.4 4541 2985.1 8111 1737.0 8979.5 1288.2 9380.9 1362.8 9805.4 2136.7 11064.4 5018.5 11144.7

14 76.3 2790 255.5 4541 3019.1 8111 2054.8 8979.5 889.8 9380.9 1076.4 9805.4 2102.9 11064.4 4949.7 11144.7

15 92.4 2790 144.7 4541 2918.2 8111 1946.6 8979.5 1038.9 9380.9 1007.8 9805.4 2156.8 11064.4 4369.7 11144.7

16 136.4 2790 188.2 4541 3093.2 8111 1617.5 8979.5 861.8 9380.9 1226.8 9805.4 1909.4 11064.4 4042.4 11144.7

17 198.0 2790 242.4 4541 3123.6 8111 1196.3 8979.5 695.2 9380.9 1246.7 9805.4 1675.4 11064.4 3437.3 11144.7

18 294.2 2790 242.2 4541 2403.7 8111 866.7 8979.5 427.4 9380.9 1238.2 9805.4 1486.4 11064.4 2879.6 11144.7

19 431.0 2790 287.7 4541 1933.0 8111 996.8 8979.5 487.9 9380.9 1146.0 9805.4 1248.0 11064.4 3779.6 11144.7

20 577.3 2790 337.7 4541 2210.1 8111 1862.1 8979.5 839.4 9380.9 1162.3 9805.4 1368.8 11064.4 7347.6 11144.7

21 537.7 2790 780.5 4541 2330.9 8111 2524.8 8979.5 909.4 9380.9 1452.8 9805.4 1470.4 11064.4 7180.3 11144.7

22 556.9 2790 630.8 4541 2273.9 8111 3250.0 8979.5 1201.9 9380.9 1810.5 9805.4 1651.0 11064.4 7440.2 11144.7

23 507.5 2790 647.4 4541 2370.4 8111 4023.2 8979.5 1634.2 9380.9 1697.5 9805.4 1603.6 11064.4 7321.3 11144.7

24 623.9 2790 584.1 4541 2305.1 8111 4017.5 8979.5 1868.0 9380.9 1819.4 9805.4 1527.1 11064.4 7533.5 11144.7

25 511.8 2790 587.8 4541 2177.9 8111 3584.9 8979.5 1830.6 9380.9 2022.4 9805.4 1416.1 11064.4 7489.8 11144.7

26 420.5 2790 512.9 4541 2045.5 8111 3003.5 8979.5 1920.6 9380.9 1840.3 9805.4 1087.8 11064.4 7225.8 11144.7

27 521.9 2790 360.1 4541 1798.4 8111 2500.2 8979.5 2138.2 9380.9 1854.5 9805.4 1091.0 11064.4 6651.9 11144.7

28 392.8 2790 356.9 4541 1455.9 8111 2441.5 8979.5 2186.5 9380.9 1746.3 9805.4 1159.7 11064.4 6391.2 11144.7

29 456.2 2790 267.5 4541 1430.2 8111 2748.5 8979.5 1766.7 9380.9 1719.6 9805.4 1022.6 11064.4 6268.7 11144.7

30 401.6 2790 228.2 4541 1552.8 8111 2466.2 8979.5 1967.7 9380.9 1839.9 9805.4 1057.2 11064.4 5998.6 11144.7

31 290.7 2790 275.7 4541 1820.4 8111 2156.8 8979.5 1829.5 9380.9 1999.5 9805.4 881.4 11064.4 6232.0 11144.7

32 238.6 2790 274.7 4541 1870.8 8111 1847.3 8979.5 1727.1 9380.9 1953.6 9805.4 763.0 11064.4 5991.6 11144.7

33 198.6 2790 277.7 4541 2087.7 8111 1462.6 8979.5 1734.5 9380.9 2034.1 9805.4 789.2 11064.4 4678.8 11144.7

34 149.4 2790 363.0 4541 2265.9 8111 1145.7 8979.5 1187.1 9380.9 1526.4 9805.4 629.8 11064.4 4249.0 11144.7

35 99.7 2790 359.5 4541 1386.2 8111 851.1 8979.5 742.8 9380.9 1201.5 9805.4 584.5 11064.4 3828.1 11144.7

36 62.5 2790 260.3 4541 1101.1 8111 992.5 8979.5 732.6 9380.9 1153.2 9805.4 494.9 11064.4 2676.4 11144.7

37 82.1 2790 230.7 4541 1157.6 8111 1447.9 8979.5 1294.3 9380.9 652.4 9805.4 451.8 11064.4 2013.8 11144.7

38 59.8 2790 339.3 4541 1434.1 8111 1719.3 8979.5 1377.9 9380.9 320.7 9805.4 598.8 11064.4 1590.6 11144.7

39 85.2 2790 378.8 4541 1593.2 8111 1708.6 8979.5 943.1 9380.9 284.6 9805.4 602.9 11064.4 1439.0 11144.7

40 79.2 2790 439.5 4541 1926.0 8111 1454.8 8979.5 817.7 9380.9 260.6 9805.4 423.0 11064.4 1244.0 11144.7

41 78.9 2790 476.9 4541 1946.3 8111 1949.7 8979.5 828.0 9380.9 155.8 9805.4 387.3 11064.4 1015.0 11144.7

42 65.1 2790 515.4 4541 2200.3 8111 1762.8 8979.5 734.5 9380.9 127.0 9805.4 374.1 11064.4 827.9 11144.7

43 59.9 2790 558.4 4541 2539.6 8111 2075.2 8979.5 1205.3 9380.9 100.7 9805.4 531.5 11064.4 646.2 11144.7

44 74.7 2790 632.1 4541 3474.6 8111 2342.9 8979.5 2033.9 9380.9 177.6 9805.4 766.8 11064.4 977.5 11144.7

45 100.1 2790 1062.2 4541 3312.3 8111 3569.9 8979.5 3593.8 9380.9 411.5 9805.4 949.9 11064.4 1546.4 11144.7

46 138.2 2790 1205.4 4541 3539.6 8111 4689.8 8979.5 4729.6 9380.9 588.5 9805.4 1246.5 11064.4 2279.6 11144.7

47 104.0 2790 1613.8 4541 3357.2 8111 3700.2 8979.5 5163.1 9380.9 1164.1 9805.4 1045.3 11064.4 3226.5 11144.7

48 146.7 2790 1655.7 4541 3476.7 8111 2338.6 8979.5 5217.2 9380.9 1720.2 9805.4 1065.3 11064.4 4235.6 11144.7

49 131.1 2790 2009.1 4541 3772.4 8111 1679.1 8979.5 5414.4 9380.9 2570.2 9805.4 1012.4 11064.4 5639.7 11144.7

50 68.7 2790 2420.9 4541 3592.9 8111 1465.5 8979.5 5425.1 9380.9 3785.6 9805.4 972.4 11064.4 6658.2 11144.7

 2013 (MW)  2014 (MW) 2007 (MW)  2008 (MW)  2009 (MW)  2010 (MW)  2011(MW)  2012 (MW)
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Appendix C:   

European Data Set Used in Chapter 5 

Due to the magnitude of the data set, the full data of this appendix is provided at 

http://hobbsgroup.johnshopkins.edu/alumni.html  Cynthia Bothwell.  The following page is an ex-

cerpt of the data. 

For each year, wind data is provided where: 

 Period indicates the hour of the year, where period 1 is January 1 at hour beginning 1 a.m. 

and hour 8760 is December 31 at hour ending midnight.   

 Load indicated a normalized load profile that was normalized from the average load. 

 Solar indicates a normalized solar profile that was normalized from the average solar pro-

duction. 

 Wind indicates a normalized wind profile that was normalized from the average wind pro-

duction. 

Data was provided via personal correspondence from Professor Martin Greiner, Aarhus 

University [203] to Professor Benjamin Hobbs, Johns Hopkins University. 

 

http://hobbsgroup.johnshopkins.edu/alumni.html
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Table C-1:  European dataset of correlated load, solar and wind, 2007. 

Period Load Solar Wind Period Load Solar Wind Period Load Solar Wind

1 0.87882 0.00000 0.71661 46 1.06840 0.00000 1.23911 91 1.34169 0.00000 1.44393

2 0.84008 0.00000 0.82007 47 1.01047 0.00000 1.26966 92 1.28409 0.00000 1.44396

3 0.80435 0.00000 0.83843 48 0.95016 0.00000 1.29815 93 1.22055 0.00000 1.44084

4 0.78222 0.00000 0.84835 49 0.91965 0.00000 1.43038 94 1.16618 0.00000 1.42039

5 0.76822 0.00000 0.84432 50 0.89712 0.00000 1.46029 95 1.09531 0.00000 1.40877

6 0.75810 0.00000 0.84963 51 0.88592 0.00000 1.48852 96 1.02700 0.00000 1.39461

7 0.75804 0.00541 0.85089 52 0.89412 0.00000 1.49978 97 0.99059 0.00000 1.43370

8 0.76439 0.12232 0.83624 53 0.94839 0.00000 1.50641 98 0.96250 0.00000 1.39674

9 0.78697 0.49771 0.80001 54 1.06462 0.00000 1.50322 99 0.94865 0.00000 1.35556

10 0.82600 0.92020 0.76329 55 1.18860 0.01214 1.53554 100 0.95345 0.00000 1.33556

11 0.86189 1.27570 0.73010 56 1.26802 0.18143 1.49384 101 0.99652 0.00000 1.33158

12 0.88581 1.49840 0.70754 57 1.28685 0.67919 1.45079 102 1.10213 0.00000 1.32222

13 0.88504 1.59174 0.83812 58 1.30158 1.21783 1.43000 103 1.21725 0.02280 1.34084

14 0.88153 1.32220 0.82989 59 1.30646 1.59204 1.42063 104 1.28514 0.20175 1.33187

15 0.88951 0.87197 0.80365 60 1.29763 1.74431 1.42807 105 1.29610 0.66991 1.33413

16 0.92751 0.37556 0.74029 61 1.29661 1.78161 1.51064 106 1.30745 1.22436 1.32450

17 0.98448 0.08904 0.68987 62 1.28512 1.51638 1.51882 107 1.30484 1.69193 1.30140

18 1.01499 0.00085 0.66989 63 1.28765 1.01415 1.52979 108 1.28841 1.89804 1.29334

19 1.01361 0.00000 0.67961 64 1.31217 0.41128 1.54073 109 1.28277 1.93978 1.35163

20 0.99274 0.00000 0.69231 65 1.35632 0.06496 1.55166 110 1.27468 1.58221 1.34606

21 0.97017 0.00000 0.69716 66 1.36650 0.00119 1.55878 111 1.27989 1.01979 1.33601

22 0.95505 0.00000 0.67864 67 1.32694 0.00000 1.59176 112 1.31241 0.40575 1.33586

23 0.90990 0.00000 0.64711 68 1.27083 0.00000 1.59174 113 1.36395 0.07491 1.35505

24 0.86024 0.00000 0.63801 69 1.20781 0.00000 1.58644 114 1.38325 0.00084 1.38602

25 0.92652 0.00000 0.80856 70 1.15618 0.00000 1.57997 115 1.35023 0.00000 1.43612

26 0.88987 0.00000 0.81475 71 1.08200 0.00000 1.57260 116 1.29417 0.00000 1.45021

27 0.86104 0.00000 0.80438 72 1.01289 0.00000 1.54970 117 1.23207 0.00000 1.46320

28 0.85154 0.00000 0.78763 73 0.97956 0.00000 1.58203 118 1.18063 0.00000 1.46379

29 0.84621 0.00000 0.79065 74 0.95294 0.00000 1.54981 119 1.10994 0.00000 1.45194

30 0.85028 0.00000 0.81075 75 0.93790 0.00000 1.49046 120 1.04310 0.00000 1.45152

31 0.87231 0.00701 0.97337 76 0.94281 0.00000 1.42542 121 1.00555 0.00000 1.47892

32 0.90435 0.13904 0.97504 77 0.98561 0.00000 1.36510 122 0.98002 0.00000 1.47285

33 0.95228 0.54417 0.97407 78 1.09406 0.00000 1.31109 123 0.96475 0.00000 1.46518

34 0.99690 1.05136 0.98763 79 1.21355 0.01394 1.41944 124 0.96770 0.00000 1.45622

35 1.03338 1.45930 0.98973 80 1.28285 0.23415 1.39404 125 1.01025 0.00000 1.47122

36 1.04499 1.64746 0.99620 81 1.29566 0.76089 1.38402 126 1.11291 0.00000 1.50376

37 1.02854 1.70342 1.04862 82 1.30900 1.32301 1.36720 127 1.22822 0.02240 1.57844

38 1.01492 1.44148 1.02114 83 1.30955 1.73003 1.34865 128 1.29293 0.16053 1.56053

39 1.01470 0.95154 1.00144 84 1.29492 1.90755 1.32725 129 1.30630 0.66393 1.53787

40 1.05040 0.40470 0.99233 85 1.28963 1.93259 1.42062 130 1.31994 1.21525 1.50222

41 1.12707 0.09480 1.00774 86 1.27879 1.61008 1.39630 131 1.32195 1.61716 1.45929

42 1.16333 0.00144 1.04583 87 1.28175 1.04604 1.37817 132 1.30795 1.80462 1.41649

43 1.15822 0.00000 1.18916 88 1.30635 0.42084 1.36681 133 1.30575 1.86897 1.43974

44 1.13003 0.00000 1.21605 89 1.35924 0.08361 1.37392 134 1.29575 1.57005 1.39133

45 1.09640 0.00000 1.22490 90 1.37513 0.00109 1.39014 135 1.29911 1.04027 1.35104
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Appendix D:   

Basic Model Formulation Used in  

Chapters 6 and 7 

Nomenclature 

Sets: 

 𝑔𝐺:  Set of all generators including fossil, wind and solar 

 𝑔𝐹:  Set of all fossil generators 

 𝑔𝑊: Set of all wind generators 

 𝑔𝑆:   Set of all solar generators 

 ℎ𝐻:  Set of all hours (1-87600) 

Variables: 

 𝑥𝑔 [MW]: Installed generator capacity 

 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 [𝑀𝑊ℎ]:  Hourly dispatch of fossil generators 

 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ [MWh]:  Unserved energy (customer demand exceeds generation capability) 

 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔 [MWh]:  Curtailed wind energy 

Parameters: 
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𝐹𝐶𝑔 [$/MW/year]:  Generator fixed costs, levelized annual (cost of capital ITC) 

𝑉𝐶𝑔 [$/MWh]:  Generator variable cost (includes production and O&M) 

𝑃𝐶 [$/MWh]:   Energy market price cap (set to VOLL, customer value of lost load, when no 

market cap) 

𝑊𝑆 [$/MWh]:  Wind subsidy (Production Tax Credit) 

DMh [MWh]:  Customer demand 

FORg [%]:  Forced outage rate 

WCCg [%]:  Wind capacity credit (percentage of installed capacity) 

SCCg [%]:  Solar capacity credit (percentage of installed capacity) 

PD [MW]: Customer peak demand (highest hourly consumption) 

RM [%]:  Reserve margin 

RPS [%]:  Renewable portfolio standard (percent of total customer demand) 

MG [%]:  Minimum spinning generation for system regulation (percent of customer demand) 

AVAILh,g [%]:  Renewable generator availability (percent of capacity available due to weather 

conditions) 

AFg [%]:  Availability factor (percent of time generator is available for production) 

Model: 

MIN ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔 𝑔𝐺 +∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝐹 + ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝐶 −ℎ𝐻 ∑ 𝑊𝑆 ∗ 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔ℎ𝐻,𝑔𝑊     D-1 

s.t.  Σ
gG

 eh,g + eueh = DMh                 hH    D-2 

Σ
gF 

xg *(1-FORg) + Σ
gW 

xg *WCCg + Σ
gS 

xg *SCCg   > PD * (1 + RM)   D-3 

 Σ
hH, g(W,S)

 (eh,g – ceh,g) > Σ
h
 DMh * RPS       D-4 

 Σ
gF 

eg,h  > DMh * MG                  hH   D-5 
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eh,g  < xg *(1-FORg)                   gF; hH  D-6 

eh,g  < xg *AVAILh,g       gW,S; hH  D-7 

 xCoal ≤ PD * 0.45         D-8 

 Σ
hH

 eg,h  < xg * AFg        gF   D-9 

𝑥𝑔 , 𝑒ℎ,𝑔, 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ, 𝑐𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ≥ 0      gG; hH D-10 

Explanation of equations 

Objective function: 

(1) – Minimize total cost which includes the annualized investment cost (including adjustments 

for any investment tax subsidies), the variable operating cost (fuel and maintenance plus any 

operating tax subsidies that are negative costs), and the consumer cost of unserved energy.  

Since tax subsidies are included in the operating cost of wind these subsidies are removed for 

any wind curtailed, representing a wind producer’s willingness to receive negative prices up to 

the tax subsidy amount.  Different market price caps are explored changing parameter PC. 

Constraints: 

The first three constraints are market-clearing conditions: 

(2) – Demand balance constraint: establishes hourly energy balances between supply and demand 

where consumer demand must be served with generation or be unserved. 

(3) – Reserve margin constraint:  maintains a minimum reserve margin to meet adequacy require-

ments.  x is derated to account for forced outage rates among fossil generators and wind and 

solar capacity contributions.  This constraint is used when there is a capacity market varying 

the parameters FOR
g
, WCC

g
, and SCC

g
, and the reserve margin RM to simulate different poli-

cies. 

(4) – RPS constraint:  ensures sufficient renewable energy to meet a renewable portfolio standard, 
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excluding any renewable curtailments. 

System operating constraint: 

(5) – System inertia constraint:  requires a minimum amount of fossil generation for system inertia 

and other reliability purposes. 

Generator constraints: 

(6) – Fossil generator output constraint:  limits hourly fossil output considering forced outage rates, 

reflecting the possibility of forced outages occurring at any time (an expected value approach). 

(7) – Renewable availability constraint: limits hourly renewable generation to prescribed wind and 

sun conditions applicable to the day and time. 

(8) – Coal capacity constraint:  restricts coal capacity based on existing facilities that can be life-

extended (set here to be 45% of peak demand equaling the amount of existing capacity). 

(9) – Fossil availability constraint: places an upper bound on annual fossil generation based on an 

annual availability factor to account for maintenance. 

Non-negativity constraints: 

(10) - Non-negativity constraint: restricts all decision variables to be non-negative 

Although the general model statement includes all the constraints, some are omitted de-

pending on the policies being simulated.  

  Given a market equilibrium solution resulting from the above model, an ex post calcula-

tion is then made of the social cost to incorporate certain market externalities by adjusting the 

objective function coefficients.  These adjustments include replacing the price cap with the VOLL 

to fully capture consumer cost; adjusting the wind operating cost upward to remove the PTC; and 

adjusting the solar capital cost upward to remove the ITC. 
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Appendix E:   

Supporting Proofs of Social Cost  

Minimization and Market Equilibrium 

Chapter 6 states that an optimization model with a capacity constraint can yield the social cost 

minimizing mix of generation capacity, if the constraint’s reserve margin is chosen appropriately.  

The social cost minimizing solution involves only an energy market and price rises to VOLL at 

times of energy shortages.  The proof of this claim is presented in this appendix as Proposition 1.  

Proposition 2, also proven here, then states that a power market equilibrium that includes a capacity 

market can be simulated using a cost minimization model with a capacity constraint.  

PROPOSITION 1:  A capacity market model (optimization version) with price caps can yield the 

same solution as social cost minimization if the correct reserve margin is chosen for the capacity 

constraint and generators are credited with their marginal capacity contribution. 

A long-term equilibrium can be determined using a classical screening curve method for optimiza-

tion [99, pp. 44-45]. 

Nomenclature 
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Sets: 

 𝑔𝐺:  Set of generators   (g= 1, 2, 3 for the example) 

 ℎ𝐻:  Set of all hours (e.g., h= 1, …,8760) 

Variables: 

 𝑥𝑔 [MW]: Installed generator capacity 

 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 [MWh]:  Hourly dispatch of generators 

 eueh [MWh]:  Hourly unserved energy 

Parameters: 

 𝐹𝐶𝑔 [$/MW/year]:  Generator levelized annual fixed costs (inc. cost of capital) 

 𝑉𝐶𝑔 [$/MWh]:  Generator variable cost (includes production and O&M) 

 DMh [MWh]:  Customer demand, also p 

 PD [MW]: Peak customer demand, highest annual demand for electricity 

VOLL [$/MWh]: Value of Lost Load, highest amount customers are willing to pay for elec-

tricity 

 

Approximation assumptions include: 

 Annual load can be arranged in a load duration curve, H(p), that provides the number 

of hours per year that each demand level, p, is exceeded (see Figure A1).  H(p) is 
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continuous and smooth ranging from PD (peak demand) to MD (minimum demand) 

where MD ≥ 0 and has a negative but finite derivative, dH/dp < 0.  Figure E-1. 

 Demand is inelastic – the load duration curve does not change with price. 

 Generator cost can be described as a fixed per-unit investment cost (per MW of in-

stalled capacity) and linear variable costs (per MWh of output; this excludes number 

of starts, minimum runs in terms of MW or time, and non-linear ramp rates)  

 Generators have 100% availability. 

 The Value of Lost Load (VOLL) is higher than VCg for all efficient generators. 

 

Under these assumptions, the optimal (least cost) generation investment and operation generally 

involves a mix of generators that represent a range of tradeoffs between fixed and variable costs.  

Generators that are required to operate shorter periods of time have relatively low fixed costs but 

high variable costs while generators that are required to operate long periods of time (baseload) 

have relatively high fixed costs but low operating costs.  Generators whose costs lie on the efficient 

cost frontier (defined as the set of generators for which no other generator has both lower fixed 

costs and lower variable costs) are arranged from g=1,…, G in increasing order of VCg and decreas-

ing order of FCg.  The solution can be obtained using the well-known screening curve method [99, 

p. 45], in which the least-cost generator is identified for each value of h on the x-axis of the load 

duration curve from 0 to 8760 (see Figure E-1). 
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The proof involves comparing the first order conditions of two optimization models (one for total 

cost minimization, and one for cost minimization subject to a capacity constraint) and defining the 

assumptions under which they are equivalent. 

 

Model 1:  The socially optimal level of capacity considering VOLL is determined by maximizing 

social welfare (minimizing social cost) in an unconstrained optimization.  There is no capacity 

requirement in the form of a reserve margin constraint.   

Define xcumg = ∑ 𝑥𝑔
𝑔
𝑖=1   (cumulative installed generator capacity of plants)      E-1  

  Define xcum0 = 0 (initialization)            E-2 

 

Objective:  Minimize Social Cost SC = investment cost + variable cost + total value of lost load 

=   ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔
𝐺
𝑔=1  +  ∑ ∫ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔−1

𝐺
𝑔=1  +  ∫ 𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐿 ∗ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑃𝐷

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝐺
       E-3 

Where the total energy production from plant g can be calculated as: 

 ∑ 𝑒ℎ,𝑔 ℎ𝐻 = ∫ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 
𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔−1
and ∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑒ℎ  =  ∫ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑃𝐷

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝐺
ℎ𝐻       E-4 

That optimization is a function only of the amount of each type of capacity, and there are no con-

straints (other than non-negativity, which we disregard assuming that there is a strictly positive 

amount of each variable).  As a result, the first order condition for optimization is:  

𝟃SC/𝟃xg  = 0 

=  FCg +   VCg*H(xcumg) +  ∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑖 ∗ [H(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖) − H(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖−1)]𝐺
𝑖=𝑔+1  – VOLL*H(xcumG), gG  

        E-5 
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= Marginal investment cost + marginal total variable cost  -  variable cost savings from more ex-

pensive units – reduction in total VOLL 

Equations E-1 and E-5 define a system with 2G equations and 2G unknowns (xg, xcumg). Let the 

solution be xg
*, xcumg

*, from which each plant’s expected energy production eg* and the total ex-

pected unserved energy eue* can be calculated. (Under above assumptions, all are strictly positive, 

and xcumG
* < PD.) 

 

 

 

Figure E-2: (Top) Load Duration Curve - Number of hours per year that load is at or below each 

demand level; (Bottom) Generation Screening Curve – Fixed and variable cost of operation. 
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Model 2:  The market model is a constrained optimization in which a price cap is imposed in the 

energy market and a policy constraint, in the form of a minimum reserve margin, is imposed to 

counteract capacity shortages that would otherwise occur due to the price cap.  The market with 

price cap (PC) and installed capacity (ICAP) constraint is as follows.  Let the required capacity 

ICAP = PD*(1+RM), which we assume is less than or equal to the xcumG
* from the social cost 

minimizing solution.  Let PC < VOLL. 

Additional Parameters: 

 𝑃𝐶 [$/MWh]:  Energy market price cap 

RM [fraction]: Reserve margin, generation amount in excess of load needed to meet relia-

bility criteria (note that this can be negative) 

 ICAP [MW]:  Minimum capacity required to meet reliability criteria 

Objective:  Minimize (Adjusted) Social Cost = ASC 

ASC = fixed cost+variable cost+total value of lost load (evaluated at price cap instead of VOLL) 

=   ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔
𝐺
𝑔=1  +  ∑ ∫ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔−1

𝐺
𝑔=1  +  ∫ 𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑃𝐷

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝐺
       E-6 

s.t.  ∑ 𝑥𝑔
𝐺
𝑖=1   ≥ ICAP                 E-7 

Note: Since PC < VOLL, C-7 will bind in the optimal solution if ICAP =∑ 𝑥𝑔
∗𝐺

𝑖=1 , so that condition 

is treated as an equality constraint in the following Lagrangian C-8.   

MIN L   =   ∑ 𝐹𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝑥𝑔
𝐺
𝑔=1  + ∑ ∫ 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔−1

𝐺
𝑔=1  + ∫ 𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝐻(𝑝)𝑑𝑝 

𝑃𝐷

𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝐺
– Ɵ(∑ 𝑥𝑔

𝐺
𝑖=1  

– ICAP)             E-8 

Its first order conditions are:  
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𝟃L  /𝟃xg  = 0 

=  FCg + VCg*H(xcumg) + ∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑖 ∗ [𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖) − 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖−1)]𝐺
𝑖=𝑔+1  – PC*H(xcumG) -   

 gG           E-9 

𝟃L  /𝟃  = 0 = ∑ 𝑥𝑔
𝐺
𝑖=1  – ICAP           E-10 

These, plus the definition of xcumg equation E-1, define the optimal solution.  

Now, let us assume that the regulator exogenously sets ICAP = xcumG
* (socially optimal total ca-

pacity).  Now consider the candidate solution xg = xg
*  (from Model 1) and  

  = (VOLL- PC)*H(xcumG)          E-11 

Note that if we substitute equation E-11 into E-9, the original first order condition equation E-5 for 

Model 1 results.  xg
* will satisfy equation E-9 in that case and, by the definition of ICAP, xg

* will 

also satisfy equation E-10.  Thus xg
* plus this  are a solution to Model 2, which is unique under 

the above assumptions.  Therefore, the market model with a price cap and a capacity market with 

an appropriately chosen reserve margin yield the same capacity (and thus operations and total cost) 

as the social cost minimizing problem.  Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITION 2:  A capacity market model (optimization version, Model 2) with price caps yields 

the same solution as the capacity market model posed as an equilibrium problem. 

Model 3: Equilibrium Model.  Let each producer g be a price-taking profit maximizer, so it be-

lieves that its decisions will not change the number of hours for each market condition (and price) 

𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖−1) − 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖) for any i (i.e., it treats H(xcumi) as fixed in each profit maximization).  

Each producer also believes it cannot change the price of capacity, .   
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For simplicity, assume the short run price in each hour equals the VCg of the marginal generator in 

that hour (or VOLL if eue > 0, i.e., if producer capacity is less than load).   

Each producer’s profit is 

PROFITg = 

 ∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑖 ∗ [𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖−1) − 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖)]𝐺
𝑖=𝑔+1 ∗ 𝑥𝑔 + [𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝐺) ∗ 𝑥𝑔] 

−𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔) ∗ 𝑥𝑔 + (𝜃 − 𝐹𝐶𝑔) ∗ 𝑥𝑔      E-12 

= (revenue from energy market to g minus its variable cost during periods when price > VCg) + 

(revenue from capacity market – investment cost) 

(Note, revenue and variable expenses during the time generator g is on the margin is not included, 

as price = VCg during those times.  Of course, g does not operate when demand is so low that some 

i < g is on the margin.  This assumes merit order operation (increasing variable cost). 

The market equilibrium is found by solving equation E-12, E-13 and E-14 for xg , xcumg, and  : 

Profit maximization: 𝟃PROFITg/𝟃xg = 0  

= ∑ 𝑉𝐶𝑖 ∗ [𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖−1) − 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑖)]𝐺
𝑖=𝑔+1 + 𝑃𝐶 ∗ 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝐺) − 𝑉𝐶𝑔 ∗ 𝐻(𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑔)+(𝜃 − 𝐹𝐶𝑔)                 

     gG   E-13 

Market clearing for capacity: ∑ 𝑥𝑔
𝐺
𝑔=1  = ICAP        E-14 

Rearranging- equation E-13 is the same as E-9; equation E-14 is the same as E-10, and equation E-

1 must be satisfied in both cases, so the equilibrium problem is the same as the optimization prob-

lem Model 2.  Therefore, a solution to Model 2 is also an equilibrium, and thus a single optimization 

model can be used to obtain the market equilibrium.  Q.E.D.
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